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In college-minded Massachusetts, an unusual plan fosters a college-like approach.

Columbus’ try for architecture 102
Formidable in mass, a big brick building in Indiana bucks the modern style.

Stillwater’s plant for teaching 105
An “inside,” loft-plan school in Oklahoma, packed with surprise—and quality.

Chicago’s program for improvement 110
The city runs a building program huge in size, human in scale, low in cost.
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Union Carbide’s shaft of steel 114
A worthy newcomer to the parade up Manhattan’s Park Avenue, Union Carbide embodies the latest trends in urban design, office planning, and economies.

Rare building for rare books 138
Yale’s new library will have four giant trusses for facades, a glass vault within.
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New hotel vs. old code 122
Hilton and his architect are going to court rather than let code officials design their San Francisco hotel. Meanwhile, other cities modernize their codes.
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Now in use, Brazil’s fast-built and spirited new capital shows some revolutionary concepts and a few shortcomings—a criticism.
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In the heart of New York’s Central Park, the water terrace designed by Olmstead & Vaux bespeaks the elegance of another century—a Gallery.
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A great balloon for peaceful atoms 142
Architect Victor Lundy shapes an air-supported sculpture for the AEC.

Technical briefs 146
A prefabricated school . . . plastics in building . . . the preflexing technique.
Design a school
You are planning a building to “learn in” . . .
so the core of your design will be efficient classrooms or “learning spaces.”
Classroom productivity calls for the right indoor climate at all times
and flexible facilities that encourage pupil participation—active learning.
You meet both these needs with one investment in the Nesbitt 600 Line.
This classroom ensemble includes a Nesbitt Syncretizer unit ventilator or a
Nesbitt Year-Round air conditioner integrated with a colorful variety of
newly designed fixed or mobile utility cabinets and a stainless steel sink-bubbler
—and with Nesbitt Wind-o-line radiation when this added protection is required.
You know Nesbitt: an originator, not an imitator, of classroom comfort equipment,
and a company whose assurance of service for the life of the building is clearly
reflected by its enviable record of proved performance for the past 43 years.

Prepare for year-round classroom use

- A longer school year is looming as an economic necessity.
Summer comfort conditioning for classrooms helps to realize
this economy by reducing the plant cost per pupil-hour.
Many schools on nine-month schedules already need mechanical
cooling and dehumidification at certain times of year.
Where summer classes are being held or are contemplated,
the Nesbitt Year-Round system is a justifiable investment.
As you well know, designing the building for most economical
air-conditioning use can save more than enough to pay for the
difference in cost between the two systems . . . but either way:
going Nesbitt will mean more learning per school dollar.
Send for publication SP-1060.
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- Remove the outside cover of a Sloan Royal Flush Valve and you'll find it also has an inside cover—a functional part not found in other flush valves. Why two cast brass covers where seemingly one would do? Because Sloan engineering found special advantages in their combined use to assure dependable trouble-free flush valve operation. This "extra" or inside cover performs these three vital functions:
  - The contour of the inside cover insures the proper flexing action and long life of the diaphragm
  - The inside cover acts as a friction washer protecting the diaphragm from distortion when the outside cover is screwed down
  - Working in cooperation with the outside cover, it makes a stronger union of body and cover

To be sure, it costs more to produce the Royal with an inside cover of cast red brass. But this standard feature contributes to the performance, protection and strength of the Royal. It's another bonus of quality you expect from Sloan. And since you can have Sloan quality at no extra cost, why not make sure you get it.
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NAHRO talks foreshadow more federal housing and renewal aid regardless of election outcome

Greater federal support for both public housing and urban renewal can be expected no matter which political party captures the White House this month. Although they refrained from stating it so bluntly, that was the substance of the addresses of top federal officials to the annual convention of the National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials in Detroit last month—an election year NAHRO meeting that was remarkably free of political sniping or acrimony. Vice President Nixon sent the convention a message briefly outlining his ideas for a housing and urban renewal program based mainly on “teamwork of federal leadership, private investment, and state and local responsibility for area development and planning.” Senator John F. Kennedy sent it a message favoring greatly expanded federal action in these fields, including the creation of a new Cabinet-rank federal department concerned with “housing and urban functions.”

In a forthright speech, Bruce Savage, energetic new PHA Commissioner, indicated that he was prepared to recommend reorganization and expansion of the federal public housing program far beyond the narrow confines in which it has been held by the Eisenhower administration over the past 7 years. By February, said Savage, PHA probably will have exhausted its entire current authorization for 37,000 new public housing units, and will be forced to cut off reservations until Congress approves an additional allocation. “We are anticipating a banner year for total public housing construction starts. I am afraid there are going to be a number of cities which will go to the cupboards and find it bare all too soon.”

In the interim, Savage reported, he is drafting an entirely new public housing act that he hopes to submit to Congress next year—“a fast-moving Jet vehicle of today to replace the creaking, aged DC-3 act of the late 30’s that, while safe, is inadequate—sure in flight, but terribly limited in scope.” If it is economically feasible, he added, next year’s public housing bill also should authorize an additional $120 a year federal contribution to local authorities for each unit for the elderly.

Although he withheld the names of participants, Savage said he also hopes to hold the first meeting this month of PHA’s development division and a new AIA committee appointed to help it “formulate plans for the lifting of some of our archaic and uninspired design standards that have been plaguing the housing industry for years.”

HHF Administrator Norman P. Mason also saw a “need to pump new ideas and new blood into the public housing program,” but devoted the greater part of his talk to broader problems of urban renewal. Mason warned that “uncontrolled and unplanned suburban development” will bring blight to the suburbs the same as to central city areas. Decrying “wasteful and inefficient use of outlying land,” Mason said suburban jurisdictions must gain control of their development and prevent speculation and unnecessary land inflation.

In a strong and undisguised defense of federal aid for urban renewal and redevelopment, URA Commissioner David M. Walker cited a recent URA study that showed that most projects yield a minimum increase of about 300 per cent in local taxes. “Any such program is not creeping or galloping socialism,” said Walker, “it is just good economics—and any social gains are simply extra bonuses.” Although he is opposed to unlimited urban renewal appropriations, Walker promised that he would fight for whatever sums local agencies are able to digest efficiently and economically. The federal government, he declared, owes local communities not only whatever fiscal support they require, but also must accept a large degree of the leadership that is necessary in urban renewal. He also plans to recommend to the new Congress that URA be allowed to spend 1/2 of 1 per cent of its appropriations for urban problem research programs, comparable to the federal highway appropriation research allowance. No ideas for solving urban renewal problems should be rejected for being “too bold,” he said, and in another decade it should be possible to look back and marvel at the “old and cumbersome techniques of the 50’s.”

In the most incisive talk of the entire convention, Chicago builder Philip M. Klutznick, one of the first directors of the federal public housing program, scored those who oppose federal aid for public housing and urban renewal because it will “unbalance” the federal budget. Both of these are capital outlay programs, he explained, and until the US develops a separate capital spending budget the same as most cities and large corporations, such spending is bound to distort the picture when included in the single catchall federal operating and capital spending budget. Of total spending necessary in these fields Klutznick said: “A failure to spend enough in each of the next ten or 15 years may be more wasteful and futile than a willingness to look at the whole task squarely and to budget and spend what is needed to rebuild our cities and shelter our people. In my judgment the expenditure of $3 to $4 billion a year will prove to be sounder economics and better social action than piddling away with one-tenth or one-fifth of that sum while solving nothing.”

As president for 1960-1961, NAHRO installed Dr. Karl L. Falk, Chairman of the Housing Authority of Fresno, continued on page 7.
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THE WEAKEST LINK
IN YOUR CLIENT'S
CHAIN OF
COMMAND IS HIS
OUTSIDE
SWITCHBOARD

DuKane strengthens your client's command with

PRIVATE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

FAMOUS FLEXIFONE INTERCOMS

PAGING AND PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS

INSPECTION CONTROL SYSTEMS

TIME SIGNALS AND BACKGROUND MUSIC

A good executive can reach any employee, any time, right now . . . not through an outside switchboard, but via modern internal communication systems. With DuKane's famed Flexifone intercom, private automatic telephones, public or pocket paging (and other electronic wonders) the man your client wants is always there! The chain of command is strong.

DuKane sound and communication systems are installed and serviced by a nation-wide network of more than 300 engineering distributors.
Gateway project awarded to Perini group

Seven months after receiving nine competing proposals for its $100 million Golden Gateway project (FORUM, April '60), the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency named the winning developer last month: Perini-San Francisco Associates, headed by Massachusetts builder Louis Perini. Architects for the winning plan were Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons and DeMars & Reay, with Pietro Belluschi and Milton Schwartz as consultants.

Design superiority was credited with tipping the scales in favor of the Perini combine, but financial considerations were not overlooked. Before getting the nod, the winner had agreed to pay a “fair reuse” price of $8.6 million for the site, an increase of $3.1 million over its initial offer.

In the last stage of the competition the agency had to select from among three proposals that had received favorable notice from an architectural advisory panel chaired by Architect Mario J. Ciampi. Under instructions from the agency, however, this panel had not “rated” the proposals in any formal order of merit. The two other finalists with the Perini group were: the Kern County Land Company and Del E. Webb Construction Co., which submitted a plan by Welton Becket & Associates, with Lawrence Lackey as consulting architect, and Tishman Cahill Renewal Associates, with a plan drawn by Architects John Carl Warnecke & Associates, Gardner A. Dalley & Associates and Victor Gruen Associates.

Complicating the task of the agency’s commissioners in selecting the winner was a Kern-Webb offer to pay $2 million more for the residential section of the project than the $6 million fair reuse price for which this section will be transferred to the Perini group. Originally Kern-Webb bid $6 million for this section, plus an additional $6 million in another 10 years, or, if it preferred, $9 million more after 20 years. But Washington URA officials required that these deferred premium payments be offered on a present cash equivalent basis—which reduced them to $2 million, or a current total bid of $8 million. In the end, Tishman Cahill also offered $6 million to purchase the residential tract, and an alternative lease offer.

In a lengthy statement explaining its difficulties in reconciling the complex financial offers and the design merits of the three contenders, the agency noted that Kern-Webb’s $2 million premium would have to be reflected in higher rents and in a delay in full occupancy. “It should not be assumed that the $2 million differential was not attractive. It was, but finally not attractive enough to outweigh what the agency considers to be 1) the superior attractiveness of design and 2) the lower rentals, the earlier marketability, and thus the earlier success and early $3 million a year tax return which should be achieved in the execution of the Perini proposal.” As the agency also explained, the city would only be sacrificing $667,000 in rejecting the Kern-Webb offer, because the other $1,333,000 would be offset by the higher federal grant it would obtain covering two-thirds of the net cost of the project site.

On the other hand, the $6 million “fair reuse” price for the residential tract was believed to be considerably above the original “fair reuse value” calculated by the agency last March and approved then by the regional HHFA office in San Francisco. Redevelopers were never able to learn the fair values or prices for the separate residential and commercial tracts approved last March, and the local agency and HHFA office now say those were only “minimum” prices, and the ultimate fair reuse values were not determined until all bids were received.

As a condition to being selected as the redeveloper, the Perini organization also agreed: 1) to engage at least two additional architects, subject to concurrence by the agency, to give its project “even greater variety among individual structures”; 2) to invest approximately $1 million in community facilities to be maintained at the developer’s expense, and 3) to spend approximately 1 per cent of total construction costs for exterior works of art, murals, statuary and fountains in addition to basic landscaping.

The odds are that the winning architects will choose two of their defeated competitors to round out the design team.

Zeckendorf-Alcoa plan aluminum “showcases”

To obtain a “showcase” of contemporary architecture that will afford it an “unprecedented opportunity to develop new uses for aluminum in apartment housing and other structures,” the Aluminum Company of America has purchased a 40 per cent interest in the huge Century City development in Los Angeles planned by Webb & Knapp (FORUM, Sept. '59).

Said Board Chairman Frank L. Magee in announcing Alcoa’s partnership with William Zeckendorf’s realty and building organization: “We regard this venture as an invaluable challenge to the type of ingenuity which, in less than a decade, has made the building field aluminum’s largest market. The aluminum curtain wall, now standard for schools, stores and office buildings, should have an even greater future as an esthetic and practical facing for multiple-unit dwellings. We expect Century City to prove this conviction.”

Subsequently Alcoa and Webb & Knapp announced that they also will be 40-60 partners for a $40 million glass and aluminum apartment and office development immediately north of the United Nations in New York. This will be designed by Harrison & Abramovitz, a leading member of the group that designed the UN buildings, and by I. M. Pei & Associates, consulting architect.
New Dry-set Mortar

makes ceramic tile cost breakthrough!

What It Means in Savings
The new mortar, consisting of ordinary portland cement modified by polymeric additives, is making possible tremendous savings in time, materials and labor. Invented by the scientists of the Tile Council of America Research Staff, the new dry-set mortar is proving itself fast in both interior and exterior applications, on walls and floors, in schools and commercial installations.

How It Performs Better
Use of the new mortar permits tile to be applied directly on dry brick or cement masonry, cement plaster, poured concrete walls and floors and other approved surfaces. In many cases it completely eliminates lath and scratch coats. In contrast to the conventional mortar bed, the new mortar permits much thinner beds—1/16" to 3/8" in depth on the average. Bonding strength is much greater than the regular cement bed. Mixing is simpler because of the small amount of mortar used. Tile does not have to be soaked, back up walls do not have to be sprayed—the whole job goes faster.

Why It Works Better
When the dry-set mortar is mixed with water on the job, the resulting mix is water retentive and trowels more smoothly with no sagging. Uneven surfaces can be leveled by adding screened sand to the mortar.

Manufactured by L & M Tile Products, Dallas, Texas; Permalastic Corporation, Detroit, Michigan; Technical Adhesives, Inc., Evanston, Illinois; The Upco Co., Cleveland, Ohio, the new mortar is available nationally. Look for the seal of approval. For more information ask your tile contractor or write to any Tile Council of America office listed below.
architects for Webb & Knapp. In Pittsburgh, too, Webb & Knapp has made an agreement with Alcoa to use its aluminum as the major facing for three new apartment towers in the Lower Hill redevelopment (Projects, page 61).

Steel has not been idle while the nation’s top aluminum producers have been moving into client positions in urban renewal. Last month Armco Steel Corp. retained Carl Koch & Associates to develop prototype garden apartment designs that will make “maximum intelligent use of steel,” said Armco President Logan T. Johnston: “For the steel industry, housing represents a major, relatively untapped new market. We have great faith not only in the potential market for steel in residential applications, but even more in the construction economies, durability, convenience, and aesthetic potential of steel—skillfully and intelligently applied in housing.”

Downs hits investors for dictating to architects

Unsophisticated real estate investors, typified by syndicates that are overly “profit-oriented or profit-driven” are making it progressively harder for the architect to control the destiny of his own building, insofar as he can design it as he wants to and specify the exact materials to be used. That was the observation of James C. Downs, Jr., Chairman of the Real Estate Research Corp., in addressing the annual meeting of the Producers’ Council in Chicago last month.

In former years, Downs explains, most architects’ clients represented “sophisticated capital”; they had accumulated investment funds in other fields and then they commissioned new buildings, giving the architect a free hand to specify practically every item of construction or equipment as he saw fit. But today such clients are a vanishing breed. Instead there are groups that are eager to build for as little cash as possible, and in doing so not only want to cut the architect’s fee but also compel him to keep revising his plans to make use of one product or another that some one may be able to obtain under a “deal” that will reduce cash input.

Even in institutional construction, such as new home office buildings for large corporations, there is an increasing amount of pressure placed on the architect to utilize products that may serve the financial interests of the corporation or the side interests of some of its officers more than they will suit the design of the structure, said Downs. A more refined example of the lengths to which other interests may go to control or influence the use of their own particular products, Downs added, is the program of large producers such as Alcoa and Reynolds, which have undertaken renewal projects to expand the market for their products (above).

Other highlights of The Producers’ Council meeting:

• A stimulating talk by AIA President Philip Will, Jr. touching on such wide-ranging topics as the “new era of urban renewal” that is dawning in America; the unfortunate plethora of so much “catalog architecture” that results from the convenience and persuasiveness of producers’ catalogs, and the need for building material producers to assume the full responsibility for the performance of their products, instead of leaving it for architects to carry this burden.

• A prediction by Elmer A. Lundberg, newly elected President of the Council, that the 60’s will be characterized by an increased demand for “excellence” and utility in all products, while those that try to cash in on newness or novelty alone will fall by the wayside. Lundberg is Director of Architectural Services for Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. He succeeds H. Dorn Stewart, of Allied Chemical Corp.

Mayor and Council feud over plan for state office in Columbus, Ohio redevelopment project

Early this year, the Ohio State Public Works Department decided to erect a new state office building in downtown Columbus near the State House. The $11 million building was to be the first unit in a $70 million state complex to be developed over the next 20 years (see photo), and the site was to be within the Market-Mohawk Title I project of the Columbus Slum Clearance and Rehabilitation Commission.

Almost immediately, however, Mayor Ralston W. Westlake opposed the location. In a bitter knock-down drag-out row that has followed, Columbus has witnessed the spectacle of delaying tactics by the mayor that threaten to invalidate the state’s appropriation for the building (which will lapse if the project is not under contract by next July). It has also witnessed, by a 7-0 vote, the creation by the City Council of a special committee directed to negotiate the sale of the site to the state because of the Mayor’s refusal to allow the city’s redevelopment agency to do so through ordinary procedures.

After a trip to Washington, this special committee won approval from the Urban Renewal Administration to revise the Market-Mohawk redevelopment for this purpose, by permitting a public rather than a private office building in this section of the project. But more adamant than ever against having the state office building in this location, Mayor Westlake has now re-won the support of the three Republican members of the City Council (the other four are Democrats) and has thus gained an ability to delay, but not prevent various routine council approvals still necessary for the project. When his fellow-Republican Council members were against him, the Council could adopt such measures on first reading if approved by at least six members; whenever the margin is less than that they must be laid over and it takes about 45 days for final enactment over a mayoral veto. Ostensibly, the mayor cannot block the project absolutely; but if it can be delayed and if Republicans should re-win control of the state legislature from the Democrats this month, he might be able to seek legislative action to thwart the plans of the State Public Works Department.

Mayor Westlake by conviction and tradition has been committed for years to the continued development of the present Columbus civic center along both sides of the Scioto River several blocks west of the State House and the central business district, in contrast to the Market-Mohawk project location just east of the State House. Planning for the riverside civic center began continued on page 10
after a serious flood in 1913, and as a member of the 1917 City Council, Mayor Westlake's father turned the first shovelful of earth when this project was formally launched in 1917. In lacklustre monumental style, this now contains the city hall, a federal building and another state office building.

For the state's part, Public Works Director Theodore J. Kauer objects to another state building in the old civic center area because, he says, 1) it is still subject to flooding, 2) foundation costs would be too high, and 3) so would site acquisition costs. On the positive side he favors the Market-Mohawk project site because of its closer proximity to the State House and the prospect of a lower land cost. In addition, he says, some 5,000 state employees in this area would help support the housing and commercial facilities in the rest of the Market-Mohawk redevelopment project, and in this location the state would also avoid the necessity and extra expense of building cafeteria facilities for its workers because of the abundance of nearby downtown restaurants.

Indirect support for the Market-Mohawk area came from an independent source last December, just before Westlake succeeded Democratic Mayor Maynard E. Sensenbrenner and several months before the state had indicated any interest in taking any portion of the project area and disclosure of its plans for a large-scale state civic center development. At that time the Urban Land Institute made a study of the downtown Columbus area at the urging of Columbus Realtor John W. Galbreath, former NAREB president. In discussing possible locations for new state office buildings, ULI's report recommended that such structures be located as close and as accessible to the core area of the city as practical, and, having only one in mind, recommended that it be located cater-corner from the State House, just one block from the site where the state now proposes to build the structure now in dispute.

FAA considers regulations on building heights

Under a proposed regulation of the Federal Aviation Agency, it may be necessary in the future to give advance notice to this agency of all plans for construction or alteration of any buildings, smoke stacks, water towers, or other structures that would rise more than 150 feet above the ground (or above water level if erected over water). In addition notification would have to be given of plans for any construction or alteration within 15,000 feet of an airport or other landing area, that would rise more than 1 foot above the ground or water for each 100 feet or fraction from the nearest boundary of the airport. In the case of
Chicago eases rules on prestressed concrete

Producers and users of prestressed precast concrete have won a number of concessions from the stern and cautious Chicago Buildings Department, which earlier last summer issued a disapproving “warning” about the use of such material (FORUM, Aug. ’60).

After a lengthy industry advisory conference with the Buildings Department and study by the latter of a 400-page analysis of tests made in England, Holland, California and by the Chicago Underwriters’ Laboratory, the city has now approved qualified use of such material for various types of construction except industrial plants with more than average fire risks, reports Randall M. Dubois, president of the Prestressed Concrete Institute. This sanction, says Dubois, “should help bring about greater utilization in the Chicago area of various design and construction features which have already proved themselves successful both here and abroad.” Under the Buildings Department’s new rules prestressed precast slabs, beams and girders may be used, provided they are tested and certified by qualified authorities, and provided that they have a minimum of 1 1/2 to 2 inches of concrete surrounding their reinforcing steel.

Building Commissioner George L. Ramsey’s formal announcement of approved uses reiterated his concern over fire damage hazards, however. “As a word of counsel and advice to the designing professions,” he declared, “they owe to their clientele . . . conservative . . . application of this material to eliminate the need for replacement after the event of conflagration.” Nor do the new regulations apply to designs employing post-tensioned concrete, he added. “At this time, because of the limited amount of information available and from what few tests have been made, the entire field of post-tensioned concrete shall be considered as a separate study.”

1. COMPOSITE DESIGN

This new construction technique, which links concrete slabs and steel beams together to achieve substantial savings, reduced the tonnage approximately 25 percent on the new Steelcase plant. By transferring the horizontal shear from slab to beam through its channel steel connectors, the new technique offered such other advantages as shallower construction, greater column spacing and design flexibility that gave the floor greater strength per square foot. And, of course, there was a big time advantage gained through the speed of steel erection.

2. HAVEN-BUSCH STEEL

In fabricating and erecting the 3,400 tons of structural steel for the new Steelcase building, Haven-Busch put its 72 years of experience to use in reducing construction costs. The same design know-how that developed the world’s longest T-Chord* Longspan Joist helped the architect devise specifications for the building’s composite construction. Haven-Busch fabricated the structural steel, including welding the connectors to the top flanges of the beams, in its efficient fabrication shop. And at the jobsite, Haven-Busch crews erected the members in minimum time to further increase the savings of composite construction.

Another example of how Better Building Begins With Structural Steel By Haven-Busch

* T.M. Reg.

For full information, call or write.

HAVEN-BUSCH Company
3453 Chicago Drive, S.W., Grandville, Mich.
CHICAGO OFFICE: 228 N. LaSalle

DESIGNERS • FABRICATORS • ERECTORS T-Chord* Longspan Joists — Structural Steel — Miscellaneous Iron
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Glass makes this school easy on the eyes

This is Swifton Primary School, Cincinnati, Ohio. It's a school that's easy on the eyes two ways. Its glass is **Penn Vernon® Graylite™ “14”**—PPG's neutral gray, glare-reducing, heat-absorbing heavy sheet glass. Graylite "14" takes the strain off children's eyes and keeps classrooms much cooler in the summer. Even though its neutral gray color reduces solar glare, it still lets plenty of light come through. When you look through Graylite "14" from the inside, you are unable to detect any variation in natural outdoor colors. Any way you look at it, the wide-open, inviting look of glass makes this school easy on the eyes.

Consult your PPG Architectural Representative on the various types of Graylite available, or write for our Graylite booklet today. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Room 0209, 632 Fort Duquesne Boulevard, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.

**PPG architectural glass products:**

- **Solex® Plate Glass**—green tint, heat-absorbing, glare-reducing glass
- **SolarGray® Plate Glass**—a neutral gray, heat-absorbing, glare-reducing glass
- **Penn Vernon® Graylite™**—a neutral gray, heat-absorbing, glare-reducing, heavy sheet glass
- **Herculite®**—shock-resisting tempered plate glass
- **Twindow®**—the world's finest insulating window
- **Polished Plate Glass**—for clear, undistorted vision
- **Penn Vernon® Window Glass**—window glass at its best.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
details in sweet's or write for catalog.

Walter Balfour & Co. Inc.
Brooklyn 22, N. Y.

building industry, and hold a prestige sec-
ond to no other profession. In large mea-
ure, we look to Mr. Purves as the source
of this strength and vitality.”

Succeeding Purves will be William H.
Scheick, 55, Vice President of the Timber
Engineering Co., and former Executive
Director of the Building Research Institute
of the National Academy of Sciences. Ar-
chitect Scheick, former University of Illi-
ois Professor of Architecture, will join
AIA headquarters on Nov. 15, and through
1961 will be advised by Mr. Purves, 63,
while the latter serves the Institute for a
final year as Consulting Director.

FOUR MASTERS SALUTE

A two-month program of seminars, lec-
tures, and exhibitions to honor the four
founders of modern architecture—Walter
Gropius, Le Corbusier, Ludwig Mies van
der Rohe and the late Frank Lloyd Wright
will be held next spring by the Columbia
University School of Architecture. For two
weeks each, Mrs. Frank Lloyd Wright,
spaking for her late husband, and the
three architects will participate in the
program, which, says Dean Charles E.
Colbert, “is aimed at giving these great
men a podium from which to address the
world they have played such a large part
in shaping. They have been honored in
the past, of course—but never before to-
gether. Although the contribution of each
has been world-shaking and unique, the
together have furnished the bedrock
upon which all contemporary architecture
rests. By bringing them together for the
first time in history, we hope to celebrate
this fact.” Retrospective shows of each
master’s work will be held in the Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum and will be de-
dsigned by Architect Philip Johnson, Sculp-
tor Costantino Nivola, muralist Gyorgy
Kepes, and Forum Art Director Paul Grotz.

NEW YORK CRUSADER

To advocate a course of civic action in
New York City as an individual, or without
divere, widespread support is usually
about as effective as a voice crying in the
wilderness. Undaunted, however, Architect

Nathan R. Ginsburg set out virtually
single-handed last summer to convince
Mayor Wagner and the rest of the city
that it should adopt a master plan for
a huge City Hall area civic center along
lines that he has proposed. If the city
proceeds according to present ill-considered
plans, he declares, it will end up with
$60 million of new public buildings
in the wrong places, located on the basis
of “horse and buggy” thinking and with-
out regard for contemporary traffic re-
quirements. Energy personified, Ginsburg
has bombarded the mayor, the press
and various city agencies with letters and hefty
releases outlining his ideas for a 5,000-car
garage under City Hall Park, a crosstown
lower Manhattan tunnel and expressway
and other features to avoid having a new
$20 million municipal building and a new
$60 million Federal building become
“newly created islands in a sea of traffic.”
Recently directors of the 600-member New
York Society of Architects, of which he
is president, endorsed Ginsburg’s pro-
posals. But his plan had not yet had exten-
sive, serious study by professional planning
organizations, and vigorous support for it
from other quarters was yet to develop.
Abolishing at one stroke, as it also pro-
posed, the venerable Park Row of news-
paper tradition, it tended to make one big
traffic-surrounded island out of many little
ones. Was that good? Nobody was finding
out. Like many crusaders before him, it
looked as if Ginsburg had set out too late,
was enrollng adherents too few.

MILLSPAUGH TO BALTIMORE

The transformation of an urban renewal
writer into a ranking, active urban renewal
executive was completed last month, when
Martin L. Millspaugh, Jr., 34, took office
as Deputy General Manager for Balti-
more’s $127 million Charles Center proj-
ect. He succeeds Dennis Durden, 30, who
received $24,900 a year in this position
while on leave since early 1959 from the
consulting firm of Larry Smith & Co.,
in Washington. Millspaugh, who was
Assistant Commissioner in charge of the
Office of Program Planning and Develop-
ment at URA headquarters in Washington,
will receive $15,000 a year which also is
less than the $20,000 paid to Richard L. Steiner,
former URA Commissioner and now Head of
the Baltimore Urban Renewal and Hous-
ing Authority. Millspaugh is not an offi-
cial city employee. Technically, he is
a consultant to J. Jefferson Miller, who
is engaged by the city as General Manager
for the Charles Center project for $1 a
year but also is allotted a budget of about
continued on page 16
WORK WONDERS WITH DELUXE LIBRARY SHELVING

Only DeLuxe shelving by Royal gives you such quality, such durability, such flexibility!
So durable, it will last a lifetime; so flexible, you can install it quickly and rearrange it without tools. For extra strength and rigidity, every shelf is a tie shelf. All shelves are fully adjustable. Add new units any time, without disturbing existing shelves. DeLuxe shelving welcomes the eye with soft pastel colors in durable Plastelle enamel, assuring easy cleaning and years of carefree beauty. Exclusive Chem-A-Cote® bonded baked enamel finish. Write today for full information. DeLuxe Metal Products Division, Royal Metal Manufacturing Company, Dept. 82-K, One Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
CIRCLGRID
Louvres
Listed UL 20 (Non Combustible)

Enlarged cross section view
Nominal Sizes—2' x 2' x 1/2
5/8
Translucencies—300-150-75 FC

With OUTSTANDING BRIGHTNESS CONTROL
Circlgrids are thermo-formed from 2 sheets of vinyl and fused electronically to a center vinyl membrane for structural strength and rigidity—and weigh only 3 1/2 oz./sq. ft. Many leading lighting equipment manufacturers are licensed to sell and distribute Circlgrid.

CIRCLGRID ADVANTAGES
• Listed UL 20 (non-combustible)
• Circular openings assure non-glare illumination and promote free air circulation
• Safely installed under sprinklers
• Weight—3 1/2 oz./sq. ft.
• Cut-off 45°-45°
• Can be contoured to fit irregular areas
• Outstanding brightness control

Write for sample and technical data.
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$40,000 a year including salaries for his personal aides. Millspaugh was born in Columbus, Ohio, but raised in Baltimore and served in the Air Force in the Pacific during the war. Princeton graduated him summa cum laude in 1949, and in 1958 he was the co-author of The Human Side of Urban Renewal with Gurney Breckenfeld, of House & Home.

COMPETITION WINNERS
A two-man team from Michigan and Mississippi, Architect Edward Colbert, of the office of Ragland Watkins in McComb, Miss., and Alfred J. Petrilli, of the office of Minoru Yamasaki & Associates, Detroit, won the $10,000 grand prize in the second annual design competition of the Mastic Tile division of The Ruberoid Co. In the professional section of this $25,000 competition, the $5000 second prize went to Edwin F. Harris Jr., of the office of Charles H. Kahn, of Raleigh, N. C., and the $2,500 third prize to Marvin Hatami, Charles H. Kahn, of Haleigh, N. C, and Alfred J. Petrilli, of the office of Philip Johnson Associates, Architects, New York.

COMPETITION WINNERS

The Human Side of Urban Renewal
Gurney Breckenfeld

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Time & Life Building
New York 20, N. Y.

UNION HONEYCOMB
in FOLDING PARTITIONS
Speed and simplify construction of king-size folding partitions with kraft paper HONEYCOMB sandwich cores. And save money. Light weight lowers freight charges—assures speedy handling and smoother operation. Durable HONEYCOMB cores also keep finishing operations and maintenance costs at a minimum. And they can be bonded to almost any facing material.

Write for free booklet illustrating the many uses and advantages of UNION HONEYCOMB.
A PORTFOLIO OF MID-TWENTIETH CENTURY ARCHITECTURAL INTERIORS—WITH COMMENTS BY VITRUVIUS

A 16-page collection of views of important new buildings. Quotations from Vitruvius' "The Ten Books on Architecture" suggest that, while there are always new architectural functions and forms, certain precepts and truths are inherent to good architecture in any period.

Presented by the makers of Armstrong FLOORS
"Order gives due measure to the members of a work considered separately, and symmetry, agreement to the proportions of the whole. It is an adjustment according to quantity. By this I mean the selection of modules from the member of the work itself, and starting from these individual parts of a member, constructing the whole to correspond." Parke Davis, San Francisco. Architects: Minoru Yamasaki and Associates, Birmingham, Michigan; Associated Architects: Knorr and Elliott, San Francisco. The floor is Armstrong Excelon (vinyl-asbestos) Tile . . . chosen for its clearly modern styling, moderate cost, and its practicality for these busy offices.
"For in all their works, they proceeded on definite principles of fitness and in ways derived from the truth of Nature. Thus they reached perfection, approving only those things which if challenged can be explained on the grounds of truth." Connecticut General Life Insurance Company, Hartford, Connecticut. Architects: Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, New York City. The Graphite Gray floor is Armstrong Linotile . . . chosen because, like fine leather, it has the unique ability to improve and mellow with wear and age.
“Propriety arises from usage when buildings having magnificent interiors are provided with elegant entrance-courts to correspond; for there will be no propriety in the spectacle of an elegant interior approached by a low, mean entrance.” Automobile Club of Washington (AAA), Seattle. Architects and Engineers: John Graham and Company, Seattle. The floor is Armstrong Textelle Linoleum . . . chosen because large-scale, trapezoidal designs could be easily installed with the minimum of seams.
"The design of a temple depends on symmetry, the principles of which must be carefully observed by the architect. They are due to proportion. Proportion is a correspondence among the measure of the members of an entire work, and of the whole to a certain part selected as standard." Church of the Redeemer, Baltimore. Architects: Pietro Belluschi, Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Rogers, Taliaferro and Lamb, Baltimore. The floor is Armstrong Cork Tile . . . chosen for its rich, natural texture and the underfoot quiet and comfort needed for a church.
According to Vitruvius, "Symmetry is the proper arrangement between the member of the work itself, and the relation between the different parts and the whole general scheme, in accordance with a certain part selected as standard." International Minerals and Chemical Corporation, Skokie, Illinois. Architects: Perkins and Will, Chicago. The floors: Armstrong Linotile . . . chosen for the lounge because it gives a rich, smart appearance and assures fast, economical maintenance; Armstrong Custom Corlon (homogeneous vinyl) Tile . . . chosen for the cafeteria because of its clear, fresh colors, and its immunity to staining and damage.
"Invention, on the other hand, is the solving of intricate problems and the discovery of new principles by means of brilliance and versatility." Dallas Trade Mart. Architects: Harold A. Berry and Donald H. Speck, Dallas; consulting architect: Harwell Hamilton Harris, Dallas. The floor is Armstrong Tessera Corlon . . . chosen for its thorough-going ruggedness and its interesting, swirling patterns formed by colored vinyl chips set in clear vinyl.
The variety of floors in this portfolio reflects the versatility and comprehensiveness of the Armstrong line. No matter what type of interior . . . religious or scientific, residential or corporate, academic or mercantile . . . there is an Armstrong Floor that satisfies its aesthetic, functional, and economic requirements.

A special group of representatives, Armstrong Architectural-Builder Consultants, have the exclusive responsibility of working with architects and interior designers. These specialists have at their disposal all basic types of resilient floors. This scope enables them to be completely unbiased when recommending the kind of floor best suited for any job.

If, for example, a first choice is ruled out on grounds of expense, quality and durability need not be compromised by recommending an inferior version of thinner gauge or cheaper formulation; instead, a different type of Armstrong Floor, properly balanced in quantity and quality, is readily applicable. In each of the several price categories listed below, there is a virtually unlimited range of colors and designs.

Your Armstrong Architectural-Builder Consultant can make available to you the services of the Research and Development Center, Bureau of Interior Decoration, and Armstrong installation specialists. Call him at your Armstrong District Office or write direct to Armstrong Cork Company, Floor Division, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. If you desire, a copy of this advertisement in booklet form will be gladly sent. Ask for F-1331.

**ARMSTRONG FLOORS** approximate price per sq. ft. installed over concrete for a minimum area of 1000 sq. ft.

- **15¢—25¢**
  - Asphalt Tile 1/8"  
  - Asphalt Tile (greaseproof) 1/8"  
  - Asphalt Tile, A and B colors, 3/16"  
  - Linoleum Tile .0625"

- **30¢—45¢**
  - Asphalt Tile, C and D colors, 3/16"  
  - Excelon (vinyl-asbestos) Tile 1/16" and 1/8"  
  - Linoleum Tile .090"  
  - Linoleum (sheet) .090"  
  - Linoleum (sheet) .065"  
  - Vinyl Corlon (sheet) .065"

- **50¢—65¢**
  - Excelon (vinyl-asbestos) Tile, "Imperial," 1/8"  
  - Linoleum ("Battleship") .125"  
  - Vinyl Corlon (sheet) .070"  
  - Rubber Tile .065"  
  - Cork Tile 1/8"  
  - Cork Tile 3/16"  
  - Linoleum, special plain colors, .125"  
  - Linoleum .125"  
  - Rubber Tile 1/8"  
  - Rubber Tile .070"  
  - Rubber Tile .090"

- **$1.00 and over**
  - Cork Tile 5/16"  
  - Custom Corlon (vinyl) Tile 3/32" and 1/8"  
  - Custom Vinyl Cork Tile 1/8"  
  - Custom Vinyl Cork Tile 3/32"
Now! Design with natural wood... confident of lasting beauty.

Beautiful woods now protected from heat, stains and wear by a new invisible shield—TIGACLAD®!

The newest concept to provide protection for the beauty of natural wood.

Tigaclad protects beautiful wood. It is a new-type transparent plastic shield that brings out the richness and warmth only genuine wood offers—and protects it indefinitely!

*Tigaclad is tough!* It shrugs off scuffs, stains and dirt, resists abuse that ruins ordinary wood finishes. Torture-tests prove Tigaclad is unaffected by alcohol, nail polish remover, coffee, tea... even boiling water! Scrub Tigaclad with scouring powder... drop a cigarette on it. No harm done!

*Tigaclad is unique!* It starts with a special core of Phenolic Timblend (an exclusive man-made board). Hardwood veneers are bonded to this warp-free core. Finally, the special new plastic sheet is fused with the wood by heat and pressure. Result? A warm, hand-rubbed look... a beautiful, mar-resistant, genuine wood... that never needs refinishing.

If you want permanent, natural beauty for any wood application you will do well to investigate Tigaclad. Write for generous free sample and new brochure.

Weyerhaeuser Company Roddis Division

Weyerhaeuser Company, Roddis Division, Marshfield, Wis., Dept. AF-1160
Please send free sample and new Tigaclad brochure.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City______ State ______
Specify Alcoa* Alumalure finish . . . select from 11 hues or natural aluminum finish . . . get the added beauty of color, without adding premium cost! And let your client know that this new beauty lasts and lasts.

Get all the construction and long-range economies of Alcoa Aluminum. It comes in sheets as large as 48 in. wide, 30 ft long—covers more area faster. It’s strong. It’s corrosion resistant, so it needs no maintenance. Alumalure, a tough, baked enamel finish on aluminum, already has passed the 15-year mark in a rigorous test of durability. (This is truly lasting beauty!)

Specify Alumalure finish by name . . . your assurance of the finest baked enamel finish, factory applied under rigid quality control. Get samples from your local Alcoa sales office. Get color swatches and full technical data by writing: Aluminum Company of America, 823-L Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

*Registered Trademarks of Aluminum Company of America
... and holds the line on costs

Building site, courtesy J. M. Strauss Co., General Contractor, Newark, N. J.

Alcoa has an established architectural consulting service for architects, owners, consulting engineers, contractors. For technical counsel on aluminum applications, contact your nearest Alcoa sales office.
multi-purpose PermaCushion* floor system

For ladies’ luncheons, group assemblies or basketball games, specify the versatile PermaCushion free-floating resilient floor system. Its Northern hard maple strips withstand the wear from luncheon crowds and the auditorium’s assembled chairs. Its built-in resiliency means basketball players enjoy fast, lively action and suffer no sore ankles or leg muscles.

Of special importance to owner and architect, too, are the PermaCushion system's other advantages. To provide for natural expansion and contraction of the wood and assure permanent smoothness, the flooring is not anchored to structural members of the building. It actually floats on cushioning pads for uniform resiliency and prevention of moisture transmission.

The PermaCushion system is installed only by authorized flooring contractors and is guaranteed by both installer and manufacturer.

If you're looking for a floor that must serve many purposes — and serve them all well — find out more about PermaCushion. For information and name of your nearest installer, write Robbins Flooring Company, Reed City, Michigan, Attn: Dept. AF-1160.

*U.S. Pat. No. 2862255
Featuring trim, attractive, straight-line styling, Tuttle & Bailey Imperialine EXTRUDED ALUMINUM GRILLES are the answer to architectural demands for air distribution equipment that will harmonize with, or accent, linear design concepts. Universal in application, Imperialine Grilles may be used on the supply or return portions of heating, cooling, or ventilating systems and are ideal for ceiling, sidewall, floor, or sill installation. A Tuttle & Bailey exclusive, the grilles are standard with satin anodized finish. Special finishes and colors are also available.

For complete catalog data on Imperialine Extruded Aluminum Grilles, ask your nearest T&B Representative or write direct.

TUTTLE & BAILEY
division of Allied Thermal Corp.
New Britain, Connecticut

TUTTLE & BAILEY PACIFIC, INC. City of Industry, California
Would you have used glass in Cobo Hall?

When you put 12,000 lighting fixtures up anywhere, you don't take chances on panels that might warp with time. So, you use glass. It can't warp.

You've got to have light that's true to its source. You can't afford panels that could discolor with age. They have to be glass. Glass never discolors.

Maintenance doesn't come easy or cheap thirty feet from the floor. So, you install glass. Glass can't gather or hold onto dust. It has no static charge.

No other material could feed such unwaveringly even light across every one of the 300,000 square feet of exhibit area in this, the world's largest hall.

Texture and plain smart looks are vital when you use so much glass across such a wide expanse. You choose Corning's Alba-Lite® Pattern 93.

If you would like to know all the many reasons you, too, would choose glass when you want lighting that lasts, write to us for "Commercial Lighting Application Guide." 64 Crystal Street, Corning, N. Y.
The new PITTCO® "900" Series—You can frame windows and glass-clad walls completely with the related components of the new PITTCO "900" series. It is provided with a drainage system. All members are aluminum; all fastenings are concealed; all glass is held in neoprene strips and recessed to increase daylight opening. And the clean beauty of every line is strikingly apparent. For details, consult your PITTCO Metal Representative.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company

*Paints • Glass • Chemicals • Fiber Glass  In Canada: Canadian Pittsburgh Industries Limited*
Consider roofing materials for a moment, along with the roof itself which is still the neglected step-child of contemporary architecture. There is a new concept here, and a material—terne metal—which permits this enormously important visual area to become an integral part of the total design concept. From the standpoint of \textbf{form}, terne makes available an almost unlimited range of linear effects, of subtle modulations in the interplay of light and shadow. From the standpoint of \textbf{color}, it allows a freedom of expression as broad as the artist's palette. From the standpoint of \textbf{function}, it is virtually unmatched among roofing materials, as many century-old installations dramatically attest. Your inquiry is solicited. \textbf{FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION}

Follansbee, West Virginia

\textit{Follansbee is the world's pioneer producer of seamless terne roofing}

Alexander Memorial Arena Building, Georgia Tech
ARCHITECT: AECK ASSOCIATES, ATLANTA, GA.
ROOFING CONTRACTOR: R. F. KNOX COMPANY, INC.

Dr. Fasbender Clinic, Hastings, Minn.
ARCHITECT: Frank Lloyd Wright
ROOFING CONTRACTOR: Swanson Roofing & Sheet Metal

Historic "Octagon" House, Wash., D.C.
HEADQUARTERS A.I.A.
Personnel and Products Get High Lighting Utility at This Utility

Perhaps this showroom and office of the Cape & Vineyard Electric Company can't compete with the scenic wonders of Cape Cod. But in the area of interior commercial lighting, the efficiency of this installation deserves a second look.

Note how luminous ceiling panels have been dropped 10" and framed to simulate a large area surface fixture. This is an imaginative and practical way of using lens ceilings where the ceiling cannot be lowered and demonstrates the flexibility of Litecontrol luminous ceiling systems. In the showroom, yellow plastic grid louvers provide color as well as an excellent intensity level which is variable by means of dimming ballasts and controls. Our series 1500 low-brightness lens troffers, with Holophane #6010 concave acrylic lens is also used. The shape keeps brightness down, maintains efficiency.

These fixtures are carefully designed and built for rigidity and good alignment. See the way troffers and ceiling panels are installed in perfectly straight lines. See your way to quality lighting at lower cost with Litecontrol.
Architect-styled beauty combined with unmatched GF quality...that's the new 1000 SERIES desk by GF. Designed by one of America's leading architectural firms, the 1000 SERIES matches the clean-cut "new look" of America's finest office buildings. Write for full information. The General Fireproofing Company, Youngstown 1, Ohio.

STYROFOAM®

Economical, efficient cold storage rooms and other low temperature facilities have two important engineering requirements—efficient insulation and proper installation. That's why Dow established an Approved Insulation Contractor program for its outstanding low temperature insulation, Styrofoam®. Dow awards this approval only to carefully selected contractors capable of giving the architect technical design assistance, followed up by quality installation.

AIC installs over ¼ million board-feet!

Typical of the more than 90 Dow Approved Insulation Contractors is Jewett Refrigerator Company, Inc., Buffalo, New York. An AIC for three years, Jewett has installed more than three-quarters of a million board-feet of Styrofoam. To serve the architect, Jewett offers a design staff of engineers to make specific recommendations and detail out plans.

Combined cooling and deep-freeze facilities were constructed, using Styrofoam, for the hospital research institute. Low temperature rooms for meat, dairy products, fruit, vegetables and other purposes were constructed.

A typical Jewett job is the recent major modernization program for the Millard Fillmore Hospital in Buffalo. Styrofoam was used to insulate a variety of low-temperature facilities. Jewett designed and constructed combined cooling and deep-freeze facilities for the storage of enzymes, proteins, blood specimens and other substances under study in the adjoining research institute. Also part of the project was the building of refrigerated storage rooms for food service, and for other cold storage requirements as well.

Says A. D. Pearson, Jewett vice president: "Styrofoam impresses us with its qualities of lighter weight, easier handling, simplicity of installation and non-absorbency of moisture. Once it's installed properly, Styrofoam affords permanent insulation efficiency, and we never have to worry about the job."

For the names of Approved Insulation Contractors near you... for more information about Styrofoam for low-temperature applications or for comfort insulation uses, write THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Michigan, Plastics Sales Department 1703 LH11.

† Dow's registered trademark for its expanded polystyrene.
CONTROL: first step to comfort

Only precise control of indoor comfort makes space truly usable. That’s why it’s so important to integrate good design and comfort control right from the start in any type of building. You can depend on Honeywell to help your engineer specify the best system for each of your clients’ particular needs. You’ll find that Honeywell’s 75 years of leadership in temperature control will go far toward assuring client satisfaction. Call your nearest Honeywell office, or write Minneapolis-Honeywell, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota.

Honeywell
First in Control
NORTON DOOR CLOSERS...

designed and built for every school building application

- Regardless of whether you're planning new construction or remodeling, there's a Norton door closer styled and designed for every school door. More than seventy-five years of Norton door-closer engineering and manufacturing experience gives you positive assurance of quality, safety and dependability.

Each Norton representative is a "door-closer expert" well qualified to help you in selecting the proper closer for each location and available for "on the job" service to help you adjust closers after they are installed.

For complete information write for Manual S.
lighting to match the mood:

Here is lighting of unique versatility...capable of changing its very appearance or its lighting effect to capture the precise mood, to suit the occasion. Supplementary lighting effects and a wide variety of unusual shades permit you and your client to be the creator. These are but five examples from the myriad styles created by Lightolier...traditional, transitional, contemporary...now being shown by the authorized distributors listed at the far right. All reflect knowledgeable engineering and sensitive styling, the blending of function and aesthetics which is the hallmark of Lightolier.

Create your own effect. Candlelights set the mood; separately controlled center uplight floods room with rich illumination. Muted, multi-colored glass bobeches add a lovely accent.

Formality and function. Unique blending of style and function. A play of candlelights on colorful glass bobeches and gleaming brass...plus a concealed center downlight which provides beautiful accent for a table.

Design intrigue. Multi-colored glass rondels enrich the pure white light from the opal globe. A bold pendant...yet light and airy.

Write in on your professional letterhead for your copy of the 44-page, full color Portfolio Collection Catalogue.

Jersey City 5, New Jersey • Showrooms: New York: 11 East 36th Street/Chicago: 1367 Merchandise Mart
Dallas: 1718 Hi Line Drive/Los Angeles: 2515 South Broadway
**The effect you want.** Create perfect harmony with your décor. Select from any of these shades for either of the adjacent fixtures. Each provides well shielded illumination. Each will hold in perfect alignment on the fixture.

**Study in light.** Warm walnut is contrasted with polished and satin brass in a family of fixtures of varying sizes for wall or ceiling. Select the shade to suit the décor. (See right.)

**You can see the Lightolier Portfolio Collection at these authorized distributors:**

- **ALABAMA**
  - C. E. Smith Elec. Co.

- **ARIZONA**
  - Phoenix: Sargent & Co.

- **ARKANSAS**
  - Little Rock: Rose Co., Inc.

- **CALIFORNIA**
  - Costa Mesa: M. F. Webb Lighting

- **COLORADO**
  - Denver:
    - The Central Elec. Sup. Co.
    - CONNECTICUT
    - Bridgeport: N. M. Tower Co., Inc.
    - Danbury: Grove Elec. & Sup.

- **DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA**

- **FLORIDA**
  - Jacksonville: Any Electric Supply Co.
  - Miami: General Electric Co.
  - Naples: Florida Supply Co.

- **GEORGIA**
  - Savannah: American Electric Co.

- **HAWAII**
  - Honolulu: Hawaiian Ltg. & Sup.

- **IDAHO**
  - Boise: Light House

- **ILLINOIS**
  - Chicago: Simmons & Company

- **INDIANA**
  - Ft. Wayne: Maxwell Varvel
  - Indianapolis: Indiana Ltg. & Sup.
  - South Bend: South Bend Ltg. Co.

- **IOWA**
  - Des Moines: Western Ltg. Inc.

- **KANSAS**
  - Kansas City:
    - F. F. Hardy Co.

- **KENTUCKY**
  - Louisville: H. P. Huff Co.

- **LOUISIANA**

- **MAINE**
  - Bangor: Standard Elec.

- **MARYLAND**

- **MASSACHUSETTS**

- **MASSACHUSETTS**

- **MICHIGAN**

- **MINNESOTA**
  - Minneapolis: Northern Ltg. Co.

- **MISSISSIPPI**
  - Jackson: Southern Ltg. & Sup. Co.

- **MISSOURI**
  - Kansas City: Independent Elec.

- **MONTANA**
  - Butte: Northern Ltg. Corp.

- **NEBRASKA**
  - Omaha: Northern Ltg. Co.

- **NEVADA**
  - Las Vegas: Southern Ltg. & Sup. Co.

- **NEVADA**
  - Las Vegas: Southern Ltg. & Sup. Co.

- **NEW HAMPSHIRE**

- **NEW JERSEY**
  - Newark: General Elec.

- **NEW MEXICO**
  - Albuquerque: The Lighting House

- **NEW YORK**
  - Buffalo: General Electric Co.

- **OHIO**

- **OKLAHOMA**
  - Oklahoma City: Independent Elec.

- **OREGON**

- **Pennsylvania**

- **RHODE ISLAND**
  - Providence: Brown & Green

- **RHODE ISLAND**
  - Providence: Brown & Green

- **SOUTH CAROLINA**
  - Greenville: Southern Ltg. Co.

- **TENNESSEE**

- **TEXAS**
  - Fort Worth: Texas Ltg. Co.

- **UTAH**
  - Salt Lake City: Utah Ltg. Co.

- **WASHINGTON**

- **WISCONSIN**
FOUR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS—The ultimate in reliability. Immediate and automatic detection and warning; double electrical supervision. Catalog No. 246.

EMERGENCY LIGHTING—Instantaneous and automatic operation. Constant and complete electrical supervision. Automatic recovery. Catalog No. 243B.

CLOCK AND PROGRAM SYSTEMS—Famous Flexchron® system featuring synchronous motor driven, self-synchronizing secondary clocks, simple-to-set-up "Memory Tape" that controls program signals. Practi-Call®, the economical, completely practical, all-purpose communication system. Catalog No. 245 and Bulletin No. 248.

EXPERIMENTAL VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT—Famous Flexlab® equipment for supply and distribution of experimental power for laboratory use. Power-Flex® control centers and auxiliary equipment. Catalog No. 249.

All systems listed by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

THE STANDARD ELECTRIC TIME COMPANY
89 LOGAN STREET • SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
First Alcoa Aluminum “3D” Sheet rejuvenates an octogenarian

Refaced with Alcoa® Aluminum “3-D” Sheet in its architectural debut, the 87-year-old Robinson Building has a colorful new lease on life. Now it’s the prestige office location of downtown Elyria, Ohio.

Two elevations are sheathed with 185 patterned aluminum wall and spandrel panels, brilliant in blue porcelain enamel. This finish was applied to the formed sheet—routine for aluminum, tricky at best on steel. The lightweight curtain wall went up quickly, as did the rental curve—70 per cent occupancy even before work was completed. Long-lived aluminum—in both enameled panels and anodized window trim—will keep the building young looking and free of burdensome upkeep well past its centenary.

Architectural ingenuity in remodeling and renovation can revitalize a city’s core, help it compete successfully for rentals with sleek new suburban shopping and business centers. Whatever your architect’s imagination demands, it takes form easily, economically in light and lasting aluminum.

For the newest architectural applications of aluminum, such as “3-D” sheet, look first to Alcoa. Pioneer and leader in this field, Alcoa is uniquely qualified to help you. Call on your nearest Alcoa sales office or write: Aluminum Company of America, 1822-L Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

BUILDING: Robinson Building, Elyria, Ohio
ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS: John F. Lipaj, Herk Visnapuu and Robert C. Gaede, Cleveland, Ohio
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: The T. J. Hume Company, Lorain, Ohio

Alcoa ALUMINUM
...THE ARCHITECT'S METAL

For exciting drama watch “Alcoa Presents” every Tuesday evening—ABC-TV
Experience Unlimited!

Experienced in all aspects of engineered construction, the Wexler Construction Company is constantly devising building techniques to solve problems and expedite construction. The thorough experience of the Wexler Construction Company assures the architect of high quality craftsmanship on every project.

WEXLER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 118 Needham Street, Newton Highlands, Mass.

Gentlemen: ( ) Please send me your illustrated brochure. AF-11
( ) Please send me your magazine, "Wexler Workings".

Name
Company
Address
City
State

Send for Samples and Literature!

Parlez-vous Parquet?

When speaking of wood parquet flooring, speak of Hartco Wood FLOR-TILE®. Each 6-inch square FLOR-TILE® is perfectly milled from kiln-dried solid Appalachian Hardwood. Adhesively applied over concrete or any stable subfloor, FLOR-TILE® goes down fast...and the factory prefinish eliminates costly on-the-job finishing. Hartco Wood FLOR-TILE® allows you a solid wood parquet floor at the cost of substitutes!

TECHNICAL DATA
Size: 5/16" x 6" x 6"
Factory Prefinished
Solid Appalachian Hardwood
Guaranteed to Stay Down
Two Grades, Four Woods
Stable to 13% Moisture
Use Over Concrete, Subfloors
Perfect Parquet Effect

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
FIRM

TIBBALS FLOORING COMPANY
Dept. AF-1 Oneida, Tenn.
A roundup of recent and significant proposals

**$4 million addition to California hospital**

A wing taller than the original building will be added to St. Joseph Hospital in Burbank, Calif., to be built from plans by Welton Becket & Associates. Extending out from the main hospital, the new wing will be a five-story, six-level, rectangular structure. From it there will again extend out a one-story cafeteria (left) and a chapel of precast concrete (not shown). The large wing has projecting concrete columns and gray Venetian glass tile spandrels. Horizontal bands of blue Venetian glass used above window heads reappear as wide stripes around the top of the glass-enclosed cafeteria. On the upper floors of the new wing, above surgical suites on the second level, will be nursing units for 176 beds.

**I. M. Pei apartments on Pittsburgh renewal site**

Webb & Knapp, Inc., has acquired a 10-acre chunk of Pittsburgh's Lower Hill renewal area, for which it proposes three apartment towers (below). Designed by I. M. Pei & Associates with Deeter & Ritchey, associate architects, the towers will contain a total of 935 apartments, about two-thirds of them duplexes, renting at an average of $50 a month per room. Webb & Knapp is endeavoring to make the project a showcase for Pittsburgh industry, using materials and equipment especially designed for it by Alcoa, Westinghouse, Pittsburgh Plate Glass, and U.S. Steel. All three towers, enclosed with metal-and-glass curtain walls, will sit on top of a garage, whose roof serves as a plaza.

**Seattle's double-purpose civic and fair buildings**

By remodeling the civic auditorium (left) and building two new structures adjacent to it, Seattle will add substantially to its space for the Century 21 Exposition and also have a complete civic center left when the exposition is over. The new buildings in the model photo above, by Kirk, Wallace, McKinley & Associates, are an exhibit-banquet hall under a roof of folded concrete plate, and an 800-seat theater (solid block, right), both buildings facing courtyards and plazas. Construction will start in February.

**Atlanta insurance company**

For a site opposite Atlanta's Lenox Square regional shopping center, designed by Toombs, Amisano & Wells, the same architects have drawn up an insurance company headquarters (below). Hung from concrete outriggers, free concrete posts hold lighting fixtures which throw light in a crisscross pattern across the whole façade. The outriggers, base columns, and spandrels will be gray when finished; the window panels, white quartz precast concrete.
Great new things are shaping up in concrete block

Atlas Masonry Cement provides the right mortar

This is "slump block." It is a decorative concrete masonry unit that resembles adobe brick or weathered stone. Usually integrally colored, "slump block" produces unusual effects in masonry construction. It is available from local concrete block producers in a variety of widths, lengths, colors and textures.

Whether "slump block" or other masonry units are used, ATLAS MASONRY CEMENT continues to be the preferred basic material in mortar. It makes a smooth, workable mix... gives a strong bond... provides durable joints that are uniform in color. Complies, too, with rigid ASTM and Federal Specifications. Literature on request. Universal Atlas, Dept. M, 100 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
MINNESOTA ART CENTER
A three-part science museum, theater, and gallery, the whole project to be called the St. Paul Arts and Sciences Center, will get under way next spring. Architects Ralph Rapson and Ellerbe & Co. specified reinforced concrete as the major structural material, folded S-plate for the roof, and exposed or precast concrete for the exterior. A city bond issue will pay for the center, expected to cost $1.8 million.

STUDY CENTER AT HARVARD: A BLEND OF OLD AND NEW
Work began last month on the Center for Cognitive Studies at Harvard University. The plan is, first, to remodel President Charles Eliot's house (left) and then to add a new wing and a connecting passage between the two. The center's purpose—to study human intelligence—requires an informal and comfortable atmosphere. Robert Woods Kennedy's plan makes the interior spaces small and blends the red brick, glass, and wood wing with the original house materials.

NEW YORK CITY FEDERAL BUILDING
Three New York architectural firms—Kahn & Jacobs, the Office of Alfred Easton Poor, and Eggers & Higgins—were picked by the General Services Administration two years ago to design New York City's federal building, the largest outside Washington, D.C. The chief element of their plan (below) is a 41-story tower, where 18 U.S. Government agencies will have their offices. In a smaller structure at the base, the U.S. Customs Court will have a large ceremonial courtroom and four district courtrooms. Cost: $76 million.

CHICAGO INSURANCE TOWER
A 22-story tower (right) will show off its structure by balancing on a few slender columns having a total area of only 120 square feet. Architects Naess & Murphy, who designed the building for the Continental-National group of insurance companies in Chicago, wanted to express at once the strength of the steel girders and columns and the large column-free interior spaces which result from 42-foot spans. Welded steel plate \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch thick will sheathe exterior columns and girders, and between columns, stainless steel frames will hold large plate-glass panels, the glass set back from the column face. Bridges will join the tower to the companies' present building (left).

MANHATTAN APARTMENTS
For an Upper East Side site in Manhattan, Architects Pedersen & Tilney propose a 22-story apartment tower which will offer such built-in luxuries as a swimming pool, a restaurant, a garden, squash courts, and several other services. This will be a cooperative building, and tenants will choose their own space and have it arranged to suit themselves. The variegated window pattern expresses the architects' idea that most buyers will want duplexes; the living-room windows will be wider than those in the bedrooms. Built over a concrete frame, the exterior will be dark anodized aluminum, and balconies will project from both sides. In keeping with the luxurious character of this building, there will be a central air-conditioning system and, on the roof, a spacious penthouse. Cost: $10 million.

continued on page 65
Massachusetts, successfully puts everything under one large roof — classrooms, offices, gymnasium and cafeteria-auditorium. The pitch of the roof places it in the vernacular of surrounding architecture and provides the extra height needed to incorporate major spaces within the single-roof concept. The size of the roof area demanded daylighting to brighten interiors with the warmth of natural light.

This elementary school in Hamilton, Massachusetts, successfully puts everything under one large roof — classrooms, offices, gymnasium and cafeteria-auditorium. The pitch of the roof places it in the vernacular of surrounding architecture and provides the extra height needed to incorporate major spaces within the single-roof concept. The size of the roof area demanded daylighting to brighten interiors with the warmth of natural light.

SCHOOL BY HUGH STUBBINS...

DAYLIGHTING BY WASCO

Wasco Self-flashing Skydomes — transparent acrylic domes sealed to base sheets of fiber-glass reinforced acrylic — were chosen because the entire pitched roof is on display. Fastened directly to the deck and flashed into the roof, their low, almost invisible silhouette solved the appearance problem beautifully. The large Skydomes were uniquely positioned to daylight both classrooms and corridor.

Wasco offers a complete line of standard Skydomes, plus many new types suitable for fresh approaches to architecture. See Sweet's Catalog 20/Wa, or write for information.
INSURANCE COMPANY BRANCH IN NEW ORLEANS

Though lacking honest-to-goodness balconies, the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co. building in New Orleans will repeat the horizontal balcony theme in the city's Vieux Carré. The strongly horizontal look will derive from precast concrete overhangs, faced with fine quartz aggregate and extending 6 feet beyond windows of glare-reducing glass. This seven-story branch office will stand on Lee Circle, former library site. Architects: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Nolan, Norman & Nolan, associates.

LOS ANGELES TOWER FOR TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.

Occupying a full block in the mid-Wilshire district of Los Angeles, this Travelers Insurance Co. shaft is the largest project ever undertaken outside the company's home office in Hartford, Conn. Now under construction, it rises 22 stories from a landscaped plaza, contains a gross area of 453,000 square feet, and will cost more than $15 million. Textured concrete roofs of the one-story wings at either side of the main entrance will match the plaza's colored paving. Intermediate mullions will extend four inches from the window wall. Architects: Welton Becket & Associates.

ST. LOUIS MEDICAL CENTER

Within walking distance of a number of hospitals and a medical school, a St. Louis builder is starting construction of the Forest Park Medical Center (right). Two ten-story towers, of brick and precast concrete, are planned for dentists' and doctors' offices. A third slab, the Forest Park Inn, will be divided into efficiency apartments, six floors for elderly persons, and a general-purpose main floor. Architect: J. Richard Shelley.

TEXAS RESEARCH CENTER

During the next five years, Texaco Inc. will build a $7.5 million research center (right) in Port Arthur, Tex., to supplement its largest domestic refinery there. Spread over 35 acres, the center will consist of 15 separate laboratory and office buildings, six pilot-laboratory bays, service buildings, and enclosed storage areas, all connected by covered walks. In the model, the administrative buildings appear in the foreground, grouped around a quadrangle. Gray face brick and porcelain-enamed iron exteriors will be standard. Architects and engineers: Pitts, Mebane & Phelps.
NEW! In styling... construction features... the finest door closer of its type today!

THE RUSSWIN No. 59 DOOR CLOSER with FULL RACK AND PINION

Russwin's attractive new No. 59 Heavy Duty Door Closer gives you full rack and pinion design, precision-machined parts of high impact strength metal... turret-type arm, teamed with an exceedingly strong one-piece spindle... micromatic spring adjustment that provides approximately nine times as many adjustment points as conventional ratchets... spring over-wind protection for built-in insurance against spring breakage... controllable backcheck. Delayed action control available for hospitals, factories, school bicycle rooms, etc. Many other advanced features. Moderately-priced. Fully field tested ("The finest door closer of its type", reports one of country's largest school systems!). Available in five sizes. Write for complete information. Russell & Erwin Division, The American Hardware Corporation, New Britain, Conn.

Meet Federal Specifications Types 3001, 3004 and 3009
Gun-applied plastic . . . epoxy floor . . . fire spotter

PLASTIC COATING

This three-nozzled gun was developed by B.B. Chemical Co. to apply BB textured exterior coatings, used for several years in Sweden and now being introduced to the U.S. These coatings for exposed masonry are urethane resins to which aggregates are bonded; the combination gives a tough, weather-resistant finish which conceals minor cracks or flaws in the surface beneath. The gun, which is brand new, sprays polyurethane and aggregate simultaneously. Separate hoses channel sand through the large center nozzle and urethane through the auxiliary nozzles mounted at either side; the three streams mix externally. If an extra sealing coat is desired, the operator shuts off the aggregate and sweeps the surface once more with polyurethane.

The aggregate and the method of application determine texture. With the gun, granules as large as 1/4 inch or as small as the finest sand feed through the hose. In Europe, before the gun’s development, some coating textures on concrete had a rough pebbled surface. Such large aggregates cannot pass through the gun’s hose, but they may be applied separately. However, gun application is so much faster and simpler that probably most coatings in this country will be by gun.

In Swedish housing projects and schools, the coatings were sprayed on the precast concrete exterior; but they adhere well to other surfaces, such as brick, cement-asbestos board, wood, and primed aluminum foil. They are also expected by B.B. Chemical to find a ready market as a protective and decorative topping on thin-shell concrete.

In some instances, the surface to be coated may need to be primed, but a single coat is often sufficient, since the aggregate deposits itself in layers, forming a coating 1/16 to 3/8 inch thick.

Five colors (and clear) are standard—yellow, blue, gray, white, and brick red, in glossy or semi-glossy finishes; special colors are mixed to order. Based on actual weathering in Europe and tests carried out in this country, a life of at least ten years is predicted by B.B. Chemical for these coatings. In-plant finishing costs less than 10 cents per square foot; job-site finishing runs from 30 to 35 cents per square foot.

Manufacturer: B.B. Chemical Co., 784 Memorial Dr., Cambridge 39, Mass.

LIGHTWEIGHT FLOOR

Durazzo, a new flooring material, looks just like traditional terrazzo, but there is an important difference. In place of cement used as the binder, a matrix of epoxy resins holds the chips, forming a lightweight, long-lasting floor. Bits of marble, stone, glass, metal, fiber, and cork are possible aggregates, their size running from fine powder up to egg-size chunks.

The advantages claimed for Durazzo floors over conventional terrazzo are attributable to the epoxy binder. They include light total weight, averaging only 3 1/2 pounds per square foot; resistance to stains, chemicals, and weather; quick curing; a high coefficient of expansion which prevents cracks and spalls owing to temperature changes. Because aggregates are locked in, vivid reds and blues, heretofore considered impractical for terrazzo floors, remain color-fast.

Durazzo bonds tightly to almost any clean, smooth surface without requiring underlayment. Divider strips, though not necessary, may be used where they form part of the floor’s design.

Generally, Durazzo is troweled directly onto the floor or wall (see photo, right), but it may also be precast to order. For job-site applications, factory-sealed containers arrive containing proper proportions of aggregate, colors, and so on; these are mixed with the binder and applied. Depending on the aggregate, the finished floor may be as thin as 1/8 inch, ground to a nonskid, nonglare surface. Large areas of Durazzo floor 1/4 inch thick would cost about $1.40 per square foot.

Manufacturer: Durazzo, Inc., 623 River Dr., Garfield, N.J.

continued on page 68
"Big-Machine" Reproduction—When and Where You Want It!

Bruning's unique Model 300 brings you big-time reproduction, with any time, anywhere convenience... at a price to fit any budget!

The "300" is the ideal one-and-only machine for small firms or departments. It is the perfect supplementary unit for big-machine reproduction centers.

With the "300", you make sharp black-on-white prints in seconds. And you can make them up to 30 inches wide by any length. You get all the time and money saving advantages of a big, expensive machine. With intermediates you make design changes without reworking originals; you make composite prints, color overlays, and sharp prints from weak originals. You add new dimensions in convenience, speed and efficiency to your entire operation.

The Bruning "300" is clean, quiet, odorless. And anyone can operate it. It needs only a 115-volt AC connection.

Investigate the savings you can make with the "300" by mailing the coupon below.

Charles Bruning Company, Inc., Dept. 11-KA
1800 Central Road, Mount Prospect, Illinois
Offices in Principal U.S. Cities
In Canada: 103 Church St., Toronto 1, Ont.

Please send me literature on your Model 300.

Name ____________________________ Title ____________________________
Company __________________________
Address ___________________________
City ____________________________ County ________ State _____________
**DOUBLE DIFFUSER**

The photograph below shows a ceiling fixture that diffuses both light and air, a joint development by Day-Brite Lighting, Inc. and Barber-Colman Co. Air from the supply duct moves across and down either side of the fixture, but a sealed wall prevents its blowing directly over the lamps. Air supply and return elements are interchangeable.

Both companies offer these dual-purpose units in 12 by 48 inch and 24 by 48 inch sizes. Light enclosures may be panels of plastic or glass, or louvers of plastic or metal.

Manufacturers: Day-Brite Lighting, Inc., 6260 N. Broadway, St. Louis 15; Barber-Colman Co., Rockford, Ill.

---

**FIRE DETECTOR**

An electronic fire detector the size of a golf ball reports a fire by sensing the ultraviolet rays in the flame rather than by responding to heat, as sprinklers and thermostats do. In the demonstration photograph below, a candle flame activates the tube, mounted under protective wickets. Conversely, the same device reports the absence of flame in boiler fireboxes, furnaces, and other combustion chambers. In either case, detecting flame or its absence on page 70.

---

**FOLDOR Soundguard... and a lion's roar**

Of course, you probably will never have to stop a lion’s roar with a folding door. But if you did, Foldoor’s Soundguard would do the best job. When you need the effective division of both space and sound, be sure to get all the facts about Foldoor’s new Soundguard.

Soundguard offers greater sound reduction... over a wider range... than any other accordion folding door or partition. This is due to the denser sound insulation and complete perimeter sealing.

Foldoor Soundguard is ideal for hotels, restaurants, hospitals, recreation centers, offices, mortuaries, churches, schools and many other applications where sound isolation is desirable, and the space-saving advantages of folding door flexibility can be utilized profitably.

Foldoor Soundguard is available in rich, luxuriant vinyl coated fabrics to blend with any furnishings or decor. Rugged internal steel frame with extra strong hinges, case-hardened steel pins and self-aligning fabric fasteners as shown above—give years of maintenance-free service.

New inspiring dimension in decorative design, interior or exterior. 3/8" thick styrene grillework adds a touch of privacy with breath-taking beauty. Standard designs, factory-fabricated in a variety of complete aluminum framing systems. Painting not required. All colors available and factory painted when requested.

Sold, installed and serviced by factory-trained FOLDOR and FILIGRILLE distributors.

---

SWEET'S

FOLDOR 16e/HO
DUAL SOUND 22d/HO
FILIGRILLE 22h/HO

---
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It's almost fifty years ago that our founder, Halsey W. Taylor, pioneered the development of drinking-water equipment with a revolutionary, health-safe mound-building projector. He is still active today. Add his many years of specialized knowledge to that of our key personnel in research, design and engineering . . . and you'll find a combined experience of 231 years!

That's why it pays to look for this nameplate. It distinguishes a fountain or cooler that's Taylor-made . . . a product of ripened experience designed with an eye to tomorrow.

**New Wall-Mount**
A Halsey Taylor first. Mounts on wall, off the floor. Easily kept clean.

**New "All-Climate" Outdoor Wall Fountain**
Designed for outdoor use where temperatures drop below freezing. New all-weather features.

**The Popular Wall-Tite**
No exposed fittings. Fits tight against the wall. Space-saving!

*Ask for latest catalog, see Sweet's or the Yellow Pages*
ditions of hanging, Du Pont says. Triglas is, in addition, flame- and water-resistant, and is easily washed with soap and water.

For quantity orders, the blinds' manufacturer estimates his lowest price on a Triglas blind to be about $22 for a 4 by 8 foot module, depending on the mechanism and the width of the blade.


Blind manufacturer: Sun Vertikal Blind Co. of N.Y., 2427 Merrick Rd., Bellmore, N.Y.

Briefs

Six new chemical compounds, trade-named Phosgard, give flame retardance to plastics, synthetic fibers, rayon, and wood products. Compounds are colorless, odorless, inexpensive liquids which become integral parts of the products to which they are added. Monsanto, which discovered the compounds, estimates that these could be used to protect about 400 million pounds annually of such polymers as polystyrene, polyurethane, acrylics, epoxies, and phenolics, which go into products where flame retardance would be a decided advantage if it were inexpensive and did not affect the polymers' other properties.

Goodyear Aircraft Corp. is making a composite construction material about half the weight of aluminum of the same gauge but just as rigid. Bondolite is formed by sandwiching aluminum-foil honeycomb between extremely thin aluminum facings. First uses will be in aircraft floors and panels and such missile ground-handling equipment as trailers, cases, and platforms, where high strength and low weight are first considerations. However, Goodyear is investigating commercial construction uses and has already made Bondolite office partitions for its Akron headquarters.

At Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., metallurgists have developed a new series of construction steels that combine exceptionally high strength with easy welding and forming, enabling builders of heavy-duty defense and industrial equipment to increase product strength and save time and fabrication expense. These new steels will be available in a variety of shapes and sizes.
"Installation of acoustical materials should not be made when the building is excessively cold and damp or hot and dry. Temperature and humidity conditions closely approximating the interior conditions which will exist when the building is occupied should be maintained before, during, and after installation. All plastering, concrete, and terrazzo work (including grinding) should be complete and dry."

Bulletin XX—1960, Acoustical Materials Association

**Rule:**

Exception:

New Gold Bond Acoustiroc, a felted mineral wool acoustical tile, is safe to install under most humidity conditions.
Conventional mineral wool tile is made without fibre directional control, resulting in an uncontrolled variation in fissuring (often undesirable) and less stability in the tile.

New Acoustiroc is made of longer mineral wool fibres, interlocked through felting for greater strength and humidity resistance. Fissure variation is in a controlled range, with no tiles identical.

**Tiles don't sag.** 12” x 12” Acoustiroc tiles will not sag or warp under temporary high humidity conditions. Ceiling can be safely installed before plaster or terrazzo work is dry. Completion time can be speeded by a week or more.

**Felted for strength.** That's because new Acoustiroc is made of longer mineral wool fibres, felted together for greater strength. Acoustiroc has 500% greater sag resistance, 100% greater dimensional stability and 50% greater strength than other fissured mineral wool tiles.

**Mineral Wool panels now suitable for grid system.** This extra strength means that 24” x 24” Acoustiroc panels will support their own weight in a grid system without sagging when installed under normally dry conditions.

**Many patterns.** Acoustiroc Panels are now available in fissured, textured and random perforated patterns. 12” x 12” tiles come in all panel patterns plus striated. Ask your Gold Bond® Representative for full details, or write Dept. AF-1160 for free samples and literature.

**Gold Bond BUILDING PRODUCTS**

**a step ahead of tomorrow**

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY, BUFFALO 13, NEW YORK
NEW FORMICA® Doors
made by FORMICA CORPORATION
Now the rugged wearing qualities of famous Formica® laminated plastic can be put to work at the peak traffic points of any building — doors.

Formica Doors are available from the Formica Corporation shipped pre-fit and pre-mortised to the job site.

You can specify any of Formica's authentic woodgrains, distinctive colors or custom art-lay design.

With Formica Doors you get a surface that's easy to keep clean, never needs painting or refinishing, is warm to the touch.

**CHECK THESE FEATURES**

- 5 year warranty
- Pre-mortised and pre-fit for fast trouble-free installation
- Faces and stile edges veneered with Formica
- Permanent, sealed in beauty — warm to the touch
- Durable sanitary low maintenance finish
- Warp-free solid core construction
- Low sound transmission when closed and in closing
- Eliminates push and kick plates
- Unlimited decorating possibilities

Write for technical information and specifications. Your local Formica Sales Representative is equipped with samples and model showing construction and mortising features.

**FORMICA CORPORATION**

4602 D Spring Grove Avenue, Cincinnati 32, Ohio

Formica® Doors are a product of Formica Corporation subsidiary of CYANAMID
 ABOVE ALL: 
the luminous beauty 
of Styrene lighting

Styrene luminous ceilings, luminaires, louvers, refractors, diffusers and modules are adding unique beauty and comfort to hundreds of new buildings of all types.

Molded of Lustrex® perma tone, a specially developed Monsanto styrene, these installations deliver low surface brightness and high illuminating values. Perma tone fixtures are dimensionally stable, yet light in weight for easy handling, installation, and maintenance.

Exceeding IES-NEMA joint specifications for ultra violet light stabilized styrene, perma tone fixtures can be the whitest of whites—or one of a wide range of molded-in permanent colors. Lustrex perma tone, impact grade, has also been developed—for extra toughness and flexibility in snap-fitting to metal parts, and high resistance to abnormal abuse.

Send coupon below for free technical report on both regular and impact Lustrex perma tone, including accelerated aging test results, and other valuable data on styrene in lighting fixtures. We will send you names of leading manufacturers of lighting fixtures molded of perma tone. Monsanto also supplies the plastics used by leading manufacturers to produce vinyl flooring, melamine laminated plastics surfacing materials, molded drawers, exterior latex paints, and other quality building products.
THE REAL TRUTH about SAVING CLIENT MONEY!

"It costs the taxpayer almost as much each year to run school buildings as it does to acquire them... upkeep costs have been largely taken for granted... A ten percent reduction in these costs is almost as important to the taxpayer as a ten percent reduction in the cost of the building."

From a study made for the New York Dept. of Education by the faculty of the School of Architecture, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Read Hillyard's new Study of actual case histories for the answers to economy of floor maintenance. These case histories explain why it is so important for the Architect to

1. Start floors right by specifying initial treatment:
2. Follow up by specifying proper maintenance.

Contrary to opinion of all too many building owners, there is no economy in "cheap" floor maintenance products. Pennies saved here mean dollars lost in higher labor expense for floor re-treatment and maintenance—and, perhaps, permanent damage to expensive flooring.

If, without your guidance, the client guesses and guesses wrong, he will be the loser. So will your building. Write today for your Free copy of "A Study of Economies".

THE BEST PROTECTION FOR YOUR FLOORS IS THE BIGGEST SAVING FOR YOUR CLIENT

HILLYARD

Branches and Warehouse Stocks in Principal Cities
DOZENS OF VARIATIONS! All slim, trim, efficient and beautiful!
Quality construction. Bottoms are hinged ... and the hinges are hidden!
Super rich, Acrylic white baked enamel finish. I.B.E.W. made and wired.

ASK FOR THE NEW GUTH SURFACE MODULE SPECIFICATION SHEETS.
Republic Steel Lockers meet practically every architectural requirement for good planning.

Big and roomy interiors are designed for convenience and comfort. Built-in shelves for storing books and personals. Built-in louvers assure free-flow ventilation—keep locker interiors fresh. All steel construction—fire proof.

Bonderized, too! This exclusive Republic feature provides a superior base for the baked-on enamel finish. Offers protection against rust and corrosion. Restricts bumps, scratches, abrasions of everyday service to the site of the injury. Reduces maintenance costs.

Available in a wide selection of colors, sizes, and styles for built-in installations, or free-standing floor models for back-to-back planning. Selection of popular locking devices.

Consult your Republic representative. He will help you with your locker planning and assume full responsibility for complete installation. Call, or write today.
REPUBLIC BOOKSHELF UNITS solve library planning problems. Sturdy, steel shelving is adjustable to any book height. Available in sizes 36" wide, 9½" or 12½" deep, and either 84" or 90" high. Also special counter size 42" high. Choose from six popular colors. Immediate delivery from convenient warehouse locations. Call your Republic representative, or write for complete information.

TRUSCON ALUMINUM CLASSROOM WINDOWS offer the economy of large glass areas combined with a wide selection of projected ventilator arrangements. Weatherstripped with vinyl plastic around the entire vent perimeter of the inner weathering contact. Hardware is polished, white bronze. Call your Republic-Truscon representative for details and specifications. Write for A.I.A. FILE No. 16-E.

REPUBLIC ELECTRUNITE® TUBING, rounds, squares, rectangles, offers architects and engineers a building material with unlimited freedom in design. Both beautiful and functional. Greater strength, less weight, easy to handle. Smooth, unbroken surfaces resist moisture and corrosion. No sharp corners or bare edges. Easy to join with other members. Weldable. ELECTRUNITE Carbon Steel Tubing available in rounds up to 6" O.D., squares up to 5", rectangular sizes in peripheries to 20" with wall thickness to .259". Stainless round tubing available in sizes to 5" O.D. square and rectangular sizes to 16" peripheries. Wide range of wall thicknesses. Write for data.
Famous Park Avenue beauty enjoys Flexalum light control

Regard the Seagram Building. What glamour it adds to Park Avenue! How shapely! How well-groomed! For its 3,676 windows, the architects naturally chose Flexalum Twi-Nighter venetians. What's more, Hunter Douglas engineered two custom features so that haphazard slat-tilts and blind heights wouldn't interrupt the symmetry of the building's facade. A special 3-stop action keeps the blinds fully raised, fully lowered, or set at one happy medium, while the unique tilt mechanism fixes slats at a 45-degree angle. No other window covering is so ideal for buildings with curtain-wall construction.

Naturally, Hunter Douglas is concerned with the people inside, as well as sight-seers outside. Flexalum venetians give real light control, let in soft, diffused light, or make rooms dark and strictly private. As for maintenance problems, there aren't any. Only Flexalum venetians are designed as an integrated whole, so they don't suffer from malfunctions that often afflict blinds whose parts have been garnered from several sources. Flexalum venetians won't rust, chip, crack or peel. And they're guaranteed for 5 years. See our latest specs in Sweet's Architectural File 19d/Br or write to: Dept. AF-11, Bridgeport Brass Co., Hunter Douglas Division, Bridgeport, Conn.

TWI-NIGHTER* VENETIANS
record of a busy day

...from the morning's first memo to the afternoon's last letter...dictated by a man who gets things "off his mind" quickly, easily, efficiently! A full day's transactions—reports, conferences and even telephone conversations—all accurately recorded on full-fidelity magnetic discs of the new Telefunken 600 Dictating Machine. Combines dictation, transcription and conference recording in one, handy economical unit. Versatile "self-powered" or "plug-in" operation—for in or out of the office use. Built-in lifetime battery—complete with recharger. Weighs less than 6½ lbs. Outperforms machines costing twice as much. Controls are simple, operation is swift, and transcription clarity exceptional. Precision-built by Telefunken—a world leader in electronics!

TELEFUNKEN 600
DICTATING MACHINE

For the full story...clip and attach this to your company letterhead!

Mail to: Telefunken Division, Inter-Continental Trading Corporation, 90 West St., New York 6, N.Y.

(YOUR NAME)
Executives Experienced the
PRE-INVESTMENT EYE-OPENER"

WESTINGHOUSE DEMONSTRATION ANSWERS YOUR IMPORTANT QUESTIONS ABOUT BENEFITS OF MODERN OPERATORLESS ELEVATORS

Westinghouse invites you to participate in a demonstration of the most advanced elevator system in the world. You must experience elevator performance to appreciate the remarkable results of Westinghouse engineering skills. Here are elevators that "think" for themselves electronically and automatically. They are as new as tomorrow—and more dependable than any elevator system previously devised. Tenants expect to find them in new buildings—and more and more managements of existing buildings specify them at modernization time.

Selecting an elevator system is a key decision which deserves your personal attention and approval. As a building owner or manager, it pays you well to investigate before you invest. Make arrangements to see this behind-the-scenes demonstration by calling the Westinghouse Elevator Division Sales Office in your city. You can be sure...if it's Westinghouse.

W. Douglas Lee and D. Everett Lee
Father & Son Team
Architects, Owners and Builders of the
22-story Lee Tower
Los Angeles, California

"We, as architects, know the merit of good vertical transportation relative to the population demands of a structure of this nature. The Westinghouse 30-minute demonstration crystallized our research study for Lee Tower. We are convinced that Westinghouse Selectomatic Automatic Elevators will deliver the maximum performance with minimum maintenance."

Willard E. Abel
Vice President
Western Hotels, Inc.

"Three important questions had to be answered before we selected a modernized elevator system for the Sir Francis Drake Hotel in San Francisco... Would the elevators start and stop with the greatest smoothness and comfort?—Were operatorless elevators going to be faster and more efficient?—Would they automatically take care of changing traffic demands in our hotel? The 'Eye-Opener' demonstration provided the answer to all three questions, a decided yes. Westinghouse was our clear choice."
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PLEXIGLAS lenses mounted in pairs, Southampton High School, Long Island.
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When lighting equipment includes control lenses molded of PLEXIGLAS® acrylic plastic, the result is illumination of the highest quality—because PLEXIGLAS is:
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The great environment game

While the world powers young and old contend at the UN for control of mere continents, other forces, only dimly perceived, struggle elsewhere for a larger prize: control of “man’s total environment.” Through the fog of ideas and language that shrouds the fray, the several combatants are occasionally visible. There is Engineer, swinging his mighty theodolite; there is Designer, jabbing deftly with his compass; and there, bless him, is Architect, shielding himself with a decorative screen, striking out with a neo-classic column.

This struggle, like its microcosmic sister at the UN (but unlike day-by-day school contracts or damsites) is to be won not by the skillful use of professional talents, but by verbal artillery. Last month, up from behind the bastions of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, came one of the most thunderous salvos yet heard in the struggle, deafeningly portentous, furiously obscure. The announcement boomed: “The theme of the approach to civil engineering education at M.I.T. shall be the fulfillment of human needs through the adaption and control of the land-water-air environment!”

Industrial and interior designers are also making some pretty impressive claims about “Total environment” from jets to submarines. But they seem to have a weakness for lowering their guns and taking an incidental potshot at other professionals: “Warning to architects,” reads a heading in one of their recent papers, “paradoxically the undistinguished work of architecture finished by a competent interior designer often succeeds better, and gets better press, than the superior architectural work.” That kind of blast is, obviously, too small-bore for such a cosmic conflict.

If interior designers can descend from the empyrean and become too controversial, architect-engineer firms and package builders can err by becoming too specific. “Controlled conditions, including temperature, humidity, and a high level of lighting intensity at the working plane,” promises one of these, confining the whole matter to efficiency and comfort. But how is the dreamy poetry of man’s total environment going to come through when the objectives are so precisely defined and limited?

Architectural leaders, fortunately, have not fallen into these errors. Rather, with eyes set on the highest peaks and with a keen understanding that in war as in games it is good to win but better to observe the rules, they loose barrages that will surely confound all rivals (and a few clients). One of continued on page 93
Vampco has over 2000 different extrusion dies to manufacture any kind of aluminum window, entrance door, window wall or curtain wall for any type building, regardless of the design. So, write today for the latest catalogs.
the most impressive of these came during the past summer. A.I.A. President Philip Will then declared: "I hold that the architectural profession should assume responsibility for nothing less than the nation's total physical environment, including the land, the waters, and the air, an environment in which may be realized the aspirations of man."

Fortunately for architecture, on its way to all these higher things, Mr. Will and his partners have a deserved reputation for designing excellent buildings and building groups here and now.

Thank you, Mr. Purves

Every architect in the U.S. — particularly every member of the American Institute of Architects — is indebted to Edmund Randolph Purves who recently resigned as the AIA's Executive Director (see News). Nineteen years ago he gave up private practice to devote all his time and his very considerable energy to AIA and to improving the position of his profession. Today this improvement can be measured in several ways: by the 11,000 increase in the Institute's membership, by AIA's growing liaison with the Federal Government (nonexistent in 1941), and by the better standing of the architect in the community.

Purves' place will not be easily filled, but his successor, William H. Scheick, has filled difficult assignments before and is experienced in looking into the future. An architect-teacher-administrator, he brings to his new AIA assignment considerable experience in research, an activity of increasing importance to architecture. Thus the profession can look forward to still further growth from the seeds sown by Purves and to new growth in new architectural fields.

San Francisco leads the U.S.

The plaudits of all good men are due to San Francisco for doing what was considered impossible, and awarding a big redevelopment contract, for the Golden Gate project, uncompromisingly on the basis of excellence as established by the Redevelopment Agency's architectural competition (see News).

This magazine was among those who worried out loud whether this could be done. That it was done is cause for rejoicing.

The competition terms had been a bit loose, and there was fear lest it be decided that the chief consideration after all was financial, so the financially most tempting project would have to be accepted in the end. Of course in such a case there would have been pious words of regret that the best in quality could not be had, because in the United States we do live for money, do we not? And then there would have been the usual explanation that the financially tempting project was "just about as good" for citizens to live in anyhow.

Instead of that, the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency has put the city on the line for the unbeatable proposition that excellence is good, and worth having. Although neither the architectural jury nor other independent experts ranked the proposals, there is no real question that a preponderance of opinion considered this scheme the best.

Underlying such a good choice is a value too often denied by the short-sighted: that good architecture is the best economics in the end. In the end what cities depend upon for their very survival is being more pleasant places. That is what architecture creates.

This decision by San Francisco strengthens the hand of wise leaders in all other cities.
What's changing U.S. high schools?
National stereotypes are dissolving as today’s different local challenges form different kinds of schools. Eighteen pages of examples.

The school scene today is in a ferment not only of students but of new ways to teach—new class sizes, new machines, and thus new kinds of buildings. Paralleling this educational excitement is the quiet beginning of self-questioning by architects: have they really been designing the right kinds of buildings for schools in terms of character or architectural feeling? A third motivation is also moving minds in school architecture today: at last the sluggish big cities are beginning to arouse themselves administratively to solve the desperate human problems brought about by the deterioration of their public school systems, a decline which has accompanied—perhaps even led—the deterioration of the big cities themselves as places for family life.

So this past year’s progress in school design cannot be traced significantly in terms simply of evolution of a plan type, or development of a single technique. Too much is happening all at once. To show what is happening in the three principal channels of change FORUM this month discusses in detail four diverse schools which seem to post the signals for 1961:

**Educational change:** In Wayland, Mass. and in Stillwater, Okla. are two school plants which are virtually fast photographs snapped of educational technique in motion. The floor plans of these two small high schools reveal how the standard classroom has been exploded into a variety of teaching spaces.

It is appropriate that Wayland and Stillwater are similar communities intellectually, the first a high IQ, high income suburb, the second a college town. Beyond that, however, and beyond the fact that both these schools have broken out of standard classrooms, there are great differences in design. Wayland’s story begins on page 96, Stillwater’s on page 105.

**Architectural change:** The new junior high school under construction in Columbus, Ind. is a startlingly strong and concentrated architectural attempt to impress the seriousness of education on a mild, uncrowded community. A bold statement (drawing, right), it will stand in muscular opposition to the graceful postwar trend in the physical personality of schoolhouses. And for this school’s high level of architectural expression Columbus citizens are indebted to a private architectural patron, who has volunteered to pay the architectural fees for all such efforts in the city. Page 102.

**Organizational change:** Finally, there is progress to report in the meeting of the most massive of American educational challenges, the development of a humane urban school. In Chicago (page 110) a determined, buildings-minded superintendent has brought private architects into the picture for the first time in the century—and is saving money as a result. He is also planting his big schools in or near parks and is otherwise integrating them into their communities.

Schools, of course, have always been a local problem. But in recent years school buildings have had a rather national flavor. It is good to see the stereotype begin to crack, even though it has been a respectable modern stereotype, for such a reform re-emphasizes another decidedly democratic ideal: freedom of choice. Communities today are exercising it in architecture.
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School and field house dome are raised slightly above a pastoral site leading down to the Sudbury River in the distance.
Wayland's lab for learning

In a college-minded high school, a variety of special learning spaces foster a college-like approach.

Probably the most talked-about school plant in the U.S. this fall is a collection of five flat-roofed buildings and a big white dome set down in a green pasture some 16 miles west of Boston. After a month in operation, the new Wayland, Mass. (pop. 10,000) Senior High School could hardly be expected to prove anything conclusive about its novel educational design. But out of the inevitable first confusions one educational goal is already coming to life: both teachers and students are discovering more individual responsibilities, and more opportunities, to develop on their own.

Key to this in the Wayland plan is a college-like variety of learning spaces, grouped by subject matter and closely embodying the principles of the celebrated "Trump Report" (which was actually published well after Wayland's final drawings went out to bid). The initial exposition of a subject can now be carefully prepared and delivered by a single teacher to 125 or 150 students at a time, in two large-group instruction halls (see overleaf). The large groups can then be broken down into smaller ones of various speeds and interests, to explore the subject further in classrooms seating 30-35, and in batteries of conference rooms seating up to 15. Further individual study is encouraged by central reference-resource rooms, little libraries where pertinent books, periodicals, maps, displays, and equipment are available for daily use. With the help of the school's guidance department, and a weekly conference with his teacher-adviser, each student follows a schedule closely tailored to his individual requirements. "When the system works properly," says Superintendent Edward Anderson, "it opens doors so that the student can travel in almost any direction at almost any speed. It also requires students to study; it isn't too easy to sit in a small discussion group when you haven't done your homework." Wayland's system of team-teaching and individual responsibility—actually started three years ago and now spread through all elementary and high-school grades—was fashioned by and for a strongly education-minded community (like their parents, more than 80 per cent of last year's graduates went to college). How closely Wayland's new plant is fitted to its program is seen on the following pages.

Cheerleaders practice in the sunken patio of the main entrance court; lift-slab canopies shelter outside "corridors" (left).
Large-group hall in the languages building (plan, right) is windowless for easy use of audio-visual aids, seats 150 at continuous desks stepped down amphitheater-style for greater visibility. A projector will be installed in the ceiling for showing films and live demonstrations from the school’s yet-unfinished TV studio, possibly from Boston educational stations and other schools.

Small-group rooms are used for classes of up to 15 students to develop material introduced in lecture halls, and for private conferences and tutorial work. Some have sectional table-desks (photo left), others, oval conference tables (right); still others have wedged-shaped tables focusing on one speaker. Inexpensive gypsum partitions may be torn out to combine two or more rooms.
**Reference center** in each building is centrally located under plastic skylights, stocked with current books, periodicals, displays and teaching aids, supervised by a library aide. Original closed booths were abandoned for open study desks separated by shields (background), since group study was felt more effective than isolation. To one side is a staff room for the teaching "team."

**Medium-sized classes** (up to 36 students) meet in 10 more conventionally-sized rooms distributed through the school. Acoustical tile and lighting units are fixed directly to the lift-slab ceiling; plain concrete-block partitions will probably be painted here as in some areas to relieve a somewhat unfinished, industrial look. There are also special language, music, art and crafts rooms.
Main library has a two-story reading room facing northwest over a large courtyard at the rear of the school. On the mezzanine are bookstacks and desks for individual study; beneath are the library entrance and a special geography "corner." In the other buildings the reference centers serve as sub-libraries for current material in math and science, languages, social studies and business.

Cafeteria seating 300 is divisible by folding partitions into two smaller areas which can be used for study halls, meetings, after-hours school and community affairs. Here the lift-slab span is reinforced with ceiling beams which also help divide the large space into more intimate areas. Photo opposite shows the cafeteria and administration entrances from the portico of the little theater and arts building.

Financial Program:
School is the fourth built in a $5 million, five-year program, including three new elementary schools, conversion of the former high school to a junior high. Cost: $2,356,748 (see below). Bond issue passed, 598 votes to 89, on first submission in December 1958, was split into two 50-year issues: a 1959 bond of $1,175,000 at 3.5 per cent, a 1960 bond of $1,100,000 at 3.5 per cent. Fifty per cent of the cost will be reimbursed by the state.

Cost Breakdown:
Main buildings (77,000 sq. ft.): $1,115,566; Field house (41,000 sq. ft.): $347,837; TOTAL BUILDINGS (118,000 sq. ft.): $1,463,403; Fees and clerk: $150,000; Site work: $373,184; Equipment: $350,000; Contingency: $87,161; Site cost (93.5 acres): $65,000; GRAND TOTAL: $2,356,748. Designed as an 850-pupil school. Present enrollment: 570. Eventual capacity: 1,200 (with cafeteria enlarged, two more classroom nuclei added).

Credits:

Field house spans 200 feet on 4 in. by 14 in. laminated timbers and a 2 in. wood deck. Lower walls shield special exercise areas and locker rooms. The treated dirt floor will have a running track, demountable basketball court and bleachers, room for an "all-sports, all-students" program during long winters and muddy springs. It may also be used for school assemblies and town meetings too large for the 400-seat little theater (not yet completed or photographed). In photo opposite, the field house dome is seen from the entrance to the school's little theater.
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Columbus' try for architecture

Formidable in mass, a big brick junior high bucks the trend of the modern school style.

In 1957, Irwin Miller, an Indiana industrialist exceptional for his extracurricular careers in religion and other matters less direct than the diesels he manufactures, made a unique offer to the school board of Columbus, the town his family has lived in for generations. It was frankly an architectural goad. "Hire architects for your schools from a list of five suggested by an impartial authority," he said, in effect, "and you won't have to pay their fees. I'll pay their fees for you." He added that no one architect should be engaged twice in succession; the aim was not just architectural authority but diversity—even rivalry—as well. From this offer have come three commissions to nationally known architects, including an elementary school to John Carl Warnecke, and an addition by the Architects' Collaborative.

The community's biggest response to this unique offer, however, has come in a junior high school now under construction. The architect selected was Harry Weese of Chicago, who had done other work locally, most notably an apartment development located just across the street from the school site. In Weese they found a designer with ideas as strong and direct as Miller's methods for motivating architecture. Weese was against sprawling, one-story, or campus-type schemes. "It has become difficult to distinguish them from one-story office buildings or even factories. The solution in most . . . is a light metal frame with one or another of the packaged, brightly colored curtain-wall systems . . . a narrowing range of esthetic expression." It is but seldom that an architect has the courage to talk to a school board about architectural character, but this architect had been picked to do it—however, his clients point out that because Patron Miller was not paying for the schools themselves, there could be no frills.

Architect Weese's design is large-looking; it is masonry; it is a firm statement of the dignity and prominence in the community that he thinks a school should possess. The structure will not only be two stories high but will sit arrestingly atop an earth platform—a subtly designed one. By elevating the first floor up above grade on the earthworks, the designer was able to gain almost a fully windowed lower floor for future classrooms; and by cutting to this level, he accumulated his fill to build the platform. When completed, the structure may well have the fortitude of some of the old textile mills that spread from New England in the nineteenth century—and their bluff charm, too. The school certainly carries little effort to sweeten the taste of education for its tenants, but is a forthright statement in the toughness of construction with brick, which the architect decided was the least costly material in which to build this school (see cost comparisons of wall systems, page 104).

"The ancient and overlooked system of brick bearing piers and arches was a natural solution to the problem," the architect points out. The piers are 1 foot square, solid, designed to code minimum, with a bar joist built into the head of each one. The piers are repeated on the inner corridor, where the student lockers stand.

In arguing that schools should have a more mature atmosphere than is generally given them, Weese has opposed designs that strike him as flimsy, the technique his office calls the "ranch style." But his own choice flies in the face of the thinking of most of the experienced and accomplished school architects of America. The test of his theory likely will be his own skill in carrying it out, in avoiding running into a warehouse in his flight from the ranch.

Large enclosed court, to be paved, planted, and grassed in an orderly pattern, will be at the core of the new junior high school. Note the normal grade line, which was cut to expose windows of future expansion classrooms on the ground level, and filled to set the school on a platform overlooking its playing fields and the rest of the neighborhood.
Curtain-wall construction was one of the three methods studied for the construction of the new Columbus junior high school. For the wall shown in the model (right), and in the elevation (below), the Weese office estimated that the construction cost would be $4.27 to $5.25 per square foot, in place, excluding structural steel needed to support beams.

Brick bearing wall, which was the final choice, with piers as shown in model (right), and in elevation (below), was priced at $3.05 per square foot, construction cost, in place. Window design calls for glazing to be placed directly into alternating grooved bricks and mortar joints. It was estimated that the brick could be grooved for approximately $700.

Precast concrete wall was the third alternate considered in the cost analysis by the Weese office. Like the brick wall, this would be a load-bearing construction. Based on experience in building a local factory, the cost computed for these units, in place, was $3.85 per square foot. Unlike some simpler tilt-up panels, these were not to be site-cast but shop-cast.

Financial program:
School is the second in a three-school building program totaling about $2.7 million, of which the school above cost $1.57 million. This school was financed without a bond issue from a cumulative building fund of the Columbus school board which comes from a levy of $1 per $100 of property valuation on all Columbus property. Remainder financed out of state loan at 2½ per cent interest: $847,000. Number of square feet: 109,607. Number of pupil stalls: 1,000.

Cost breakdown:
Site development: $25,000; equipment: $75,500; professional fees: $54,248; general construction: $919,380; plumbing and heating: $330,280; electrical work: $114,573; cabinetwork: $5,000; painting and fabric covering: $20,000. Total: $1,566,881.

Credits:
Noncommittal in elevation, the high school looks inward upon a landscaped court barely visible through gate at side entrance.
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Stillwater's plant for teaching

An “inside school” packed with surprise—and quality

In the gently scholastic town of Stillwater, Oklahoma, whose pleasant tree-shaded neighborhoods open to make room for the campus of Oklahoma State University, sits an unheralded, unexpected little high school which educationally is as ambitious, as progressive as any other in the United States, even including Wayland (page 96). Yet it all happened without fret, without a conventional fight. “The town wasn’t very conscious of the Trump Plan, and we weren’t either, really, “says Architect John Rowlett of Caudill, Rowlett and Scott, who designed the little loft-type building in collaboration with Architect Philip A. Wilber of Stillwater. “But for some time we’d been teamed with Superintendent Reed Russell, building schools in Stillwater which the town seemed to like, and when the team came up with suggestions to change some of the patterns according to needs of individual students, the community figured it made sense.”

What the community got for their trust and tolerance was a first class teaching machine which has classrooms of various (and flexible) sizes, includes seminar rooms, a library with loud and quiet rooms and also boasts that shiny accessory of today’s forward-thinking school districts, a set of study carrels in which individuals or pairs of students can get off and work alone. There is more, besides. Usually it takes an extra step in architectural evolution before such relatively new education methods meet a budget by being grouped into a highly efficient building form; in this case, however, the architects dared to fit these various rooms into an economical loft-type plan, utilizing interior classrooms. Finally, the way they did this, with small courtyards for
Front entrance is a covered walk through one wing, with a curved brick wall on each side.

visual relief and a long, pleasantly designed green strip between two of the school's wings, added great savor to the solution. Architecturally this is one of Caudill, Rowlett and Scott's most sophisticated and lively designs, a background as appropriate to the high school students as the latest teen age patter or skirt pattern.

This didn't happen quite so suddenly as its relaxed, up-to-date air might imply, of course; the school is a culmination of effort begun more than 20 years ago. At that point, William Caudill, who had taken his architecture at Oklahoma State (then Oklahoma A and M) under Wilber, and had worked a year in Wilber's office following graduation, went off to MIT to take a Masters. His thesis was a school program for Stillwater, a number of elementary schools leading up to a high school. It should come as encouragement to the hundreds of architectural Masters candidates who are today laboring to believe their theoretical theses, that the site he picked for the high school was the exact site where his firm and Wilber's eventually built this one. By that time Herbert Paseur had joined the Caudill firm and asked for this assignment. It seemed he had designed a high school for Stillwater as his undergraduate thesis at Oklahoma State in 1953, so another school seed was brought to blossom. Perhaps when Caudill, who is especially proud of this school, points out that it is an "inside school" he means more than a physical description.

That physical description is completely accurate, however. As the high school is approached, the gymnasium wing off to one side is the first element to come into view. It is a big structure with a curiously lidded look, its roof drooping like a worldweary pterodactyl. (The overhangs are bent deliberately to fend sunlight off the high windows.) Otherwise the rest of the exterior, the low wing, is long, lean and noncommittal, a single story brick ribbon with windows tucked up under its overhang, and nothing much else.

When the observer enters through a tunnel in this unexciting exterior, however, he immediately begins being presented its secrets. The first of these is the long green strip between the two parts of this academic wing, one housing administration, music rooms, shops and cafeteria, and the other the classrooms and library. Crossed by a bridge, canopied with deliberate decorative conceit, the strip has grass, paths, and handsome drainways.

This court proves its value as soon as classes break. When the high school students flood out of wings on both sides, they are not just confronted with each other, but with a pleasant, civilized space, which is all theirs, a vote of confidence from their elders. Under deep overhangs, rooms on both sides view this intimate landscape through full length glass walls, but the main set of classrooms is set back with little exposure. Halls are spacious enough to preserve an open feeling—and good air circulation—even in the core.

The financing of the Stillwater school was unique. A state limitation on school districts' bonded indebtedness locked the school board into a budget which could not include a gymnasium, no matter how it was stretched. But sports, particularly wrestling, are a valued part of local life, so the city floated its own bond issue to build a municipal "auditorium" which the electorate approved the same day they approved the school bond issue. Today it is that civic auditorium which sits beside the new high school in Stillwater. It is an auditorium with more locker room space than most auditoriums, and flatter floors, and more basketball hoops, and more wrestling mats, but there it sits, as casual as an Oklahoma drawl.

Financial Program:
School is the tenth in a series of eleven schools or additions by the same firm totaling $2.3 million of which the school and civic auditorium above cost $1.1 million. Two separate bond issues passed in June, 1958 in the amount of $926,000 for the school and $308,000 for the auditorium both at interest rates of about 2.8 percent. These bond issues raised the school district tax rate by 7 mills and the city tax rate by 3 mills.

There was no substantial state aid. Number of square feet: 88,240. Number of pupil stations, 800.

Cost Breakdown:
Site development: $38,741; equipment: $72,096; professional fees: $64,567; general construction: $602,377; plumbing & heating: $159,264; electrical work: $126,394; cabinet work: $48,256; painting & fabric covering: $22,002. TOTAL: $1,140,698

Credits:
Enclosed courtyard, whose landscaping has just begun, is one of three notched into the loft type wings of the school. It provides natural lighting and psychological breathing space for classrooms.

Bigger breathing space within the school is the long courtyard between the two wings, linked by playful walks and a canopy. On cool days students can sit here between classes, out of the wind.
Individual study booths are separated from the main classrooms by walls of glass which can be slid open.

Room-within-a-room is a walled area of the library which can be used for occupations noisier than reading. Yet supervision of this space does not require an extra teacher because of the glass wall.

View from hall penetrates classroom and crosses the enclosed courtyard through to the next corridor to keep this deep space from seeming claustrophobic. Glass-walled closet is for exhibits.

Classrooms have relatively little glass area, whether they are located on an interior courtyard, as the one pictured above is, or are on the exterior edge of the loft space. Partitions are stud walls.
Home economics laboratory has a long wall on one of the interior courts but the opposite wall, which faces south, is bricked, to avoid the heat load of direct sunlight in the classroom behind it.

Gymnasium is roofed by a series of laminated arches between big concrete buttresses. Owned by the city of Stillwater, rather than the school district, it can be opened and operated independently of the rest of the school as a sports arena or as a municipal auditorium.
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Chicago's program for improvement

Superintendent B. Willis runs a building program huge in size, human in scale, low in cost

In the great postwar school building boom, America's attention has been riveted on the fast-growing suburbs, where PTA's have learned to be as conversant with building problems as with Dr. Spock. But the great cities have been caught up in the population rush, too, particularly those which had land for further residential development. Several of these cities have been building schools at least as fast as the most feverish suburb, but very few have built distinctive schools.

Probably no big city has been building schools faster than Chicago which, while many cities have been gradually losing population, has been growing at the rate of about 22,000 persons per year. More significantly, however, Chicago's school-age population has accounted for nearly 60 per cent of this growth; i.e. it has expanded at an average rate of about 12,000 per year in recent years. By 1965, assuming present rates of fertility and migration, about 30 per cent of the city's population will be under 15, compared to 23 per cent in 1950.

Chicago's population growth alone provides a solid reason for a vast school building program, but added to this are the problems of many over-age schools and a backlog of school needs stemming from insufficient building activity prior to 1953. That year is a significant one in Chicago's school development, for it was then that Benjamin C. Willis was lured away from Buffalo, N. Y. to become general superintendent of the city's massive, but still inadequate, school plant. Willis came into a staggering situation. There was already a backlog of 5500 seats—indicating 11,000 students on double sessions. Enrollments were already increasing at the rate of 10,000 per year, and conservative population projections indicated this rate would climb to as high as 15,000 within a decade. Moreover, the system contained 156 buildings over 50 years old, another 18 that were over 70 years old.

Today, Willis heads a vast organization with a staff of 27,500, and has a budget of nearly $300 million a year, serving almost half a million pupils. Within the next year, the city will complete as many new seats (nearly 50,000) as it built in the first five years of Willis' tenure. The greatest school building program in the city's history is about midway through and is expected to reach completion by 1963. At that time, school building will probably drop to half the current rate.

By the start of the next school year, the first of Willis' goals will have been met: the city will be freed from double sessions except in areas of unforeseen population rise. At the start of last year, double sessions took in about 22,000 students (New York City still has 165,000 students on "short-time" or "special schedules"). Thus, by 1962, Chicago will be caught up with its own enrollment growth, and can start working toward some other goals: weeding out obsolete buildings and building enough new seats so classroom size can be reduced to an optimum of 30, from its present 35, and, as a corollary of this goal, cutting down the population of many elementary schools which currently have enrollments over 1,500.

Besides the problem of plant inadequacy, Willis faced the problem of relating the tremendous school-building job to the everyday lives of the city's people. Willis' answer: the school must function as an integral element in each community, become something more than a six-hour-a-day, five-day-a-week baby sitter. As a first step to achieving such integration with the community, Willis began a careful reorganization of the city's school districts, paring down the size of some of the fastest growing districts, and eventually creating 20 where there had been 14. He shook up the system's organization chart, and tied the district organizations more closely to their own communities, at the same time making them less reliant on the central school staff. District superintendents now have a great deal of autonomy and are key partners in any new building, from site selection and consideration of preliminary sketches right through final designs and architectural detailing.

With this sort of organization, it became easier to tailor new schools to specific community situations. In crowded areas near downtown, high-rise schools have been tried, both elementary and secondary, or existing buildings have been bought and converted for school use. In some sections of the city, elementary schools have a suburban look like the single-family, detached homes that surround them. One of the most singular of the newer schools is the George Washington school, built in an area that is really a self-contained community. As such, it called for a self-contained school, almost rural in character, in which pupils can accomplish their education from kindergarten right through high school.

In 1953, Willis realized that he could get neither the volume of building the school system needed, nor the variety and flexibility that his community school concept demanded, if he depended on the board's own staff of architects. After discussions with his aides, Willis
A well-analyzed, one-story school for a ranch-house neighborhood on Chicago's North Side, the Mather High School was designed for 3,167 students by Architects Loeb, Schlossman & Bennett and built by the Board of Education to be used in conjunction with the Park District. To the city's surprise, the school came in $800,000 below budget (total cost: $2,785,475) despite its fine tailoring and its attention to a varied academic program. Also surprising was the amount of space left for the neighboring park and playground (photo at right, top). The architects made room by squeezing the school back into the neighborhood pattern at the rear of its 8.4 acre site (photo at bottom) and by arranging classrooms densely around two open courtyards, one for "academic" subjects, the other for "science."

in 1955 invited about 80 architects to a dinner at the Bismarck Hotel to put before them a challenging opportunity. He was going to offer school jobs to private architects who would be recommended to the board. The response that night was enthusiastic, and the program got under way. Willis first asked each architect interested in designing a school to answer a questionnaire. These have proved a basic tool in appraising the firms' usefulness. Architects were asked, for instance, the number of employees, names of structural and mechanical consultants, what outside technical services would be required, which of the firm's principals would be on the job, and for a list of representative work.

Since the burgeoning Chicago school market was thrown open to private architects five years ago, about 35 firms have designed over 75 new schools. The board's architectural staff—numbering over 100 employees—still designs all additions and alterations to existing schools (mostly because they designed these schools in the first instance), some new schools and supervises the work of the private firms. But the staff is sure that, aside from considerations of reducing the work load and getting fresh thinking in design, it is also getting lower costs. While it has never tried to draw hard and fast contrasts between the work of its own department and that of the private firms, the staff once computed that "comparable fees" of its department would run about 8 per cent, against a top of 5½ per cent paid to private firms. Of course, the board is quick to point out that there are still many clerical and administrative costs
in its own department which private firms do not have to incur, and this is undoubtedly the source of most of the discrepancy, it says. And, by way of further defense, it points out that its own department does all of the higher cost rehabilitation work which, if farmed out, would command higher fees. For whatever reasons, however, it is significant that the staff is aware that private firms can design its schools even more cheaply than it can itself.

The question of fees has never become a problem for Chicago's school officials, although there was some uncertainty about it when the fee schedule was first announced. Ignoring standard A.I.A. recommendations of a 6 per cent minimum, Willis set a 5½ per cent maximum fee for schools costing $3.5 million or over, and a fee schedule down to 4 per cent for smaller jobs. Willis says, however: "I think the 5½ per cent fee is far too low for a $4 to $5 million building. When a job of that size comes along, perhaps we will take another look at our fee schedule." Such jobs may not be too far off, as today's elementary school population begins to create further demands for new high schools. The basic reason for the lower fee schedule, says Willis, is that the board's own staff provides complete educational specifications for each job and does most of the supervisory and clerical work, thereby saving the architect such expenses. Significantly, the firms doing the work have not balked at lower-than-standard fees, and have even uncomplainingly redesigned jobs that came in at a cost figure higher than the board would permit.

Planning for growth

Chicago's school-planning process is a combination of carefully prepared staff work and quick decisions by the hard-working Willis. In fact, any of Chicago's rather phenomenal success in school building is difficult to understand—and so are the giant strides it has made in the betterment of its whole educational process—without knowing something of the man. Although he is hard to fit to a mold, Benjamin Coppage Willis resembles, perhaps more than anything else, a hard-driving business executive, minus the usual club memberships. He works incredibly long hours, plays almost never, and wears out staff members considerably younger than Willis' 58 years. His energy has become a legend in Chicago. Just about all his associates have personal anecdotes concerning how Willis worked them under the table, and returned the following day as vigorous as ever—and earlier than anyone else. He is regarded as a tough, but fair, boss, and there is never any mistake about the fact that he is boss.

Willis occupies the pivotal position in the whole Chicago school-planning process. He may even spot needs for a new school or an addition before his own planning section has fully sifted all the data indicating such a need. (Willis, in his tireless attention to the sprawling Chicago school network, generally heads out every Sunday morning after church, sees several schools or sites before dinner.) But when it is clear that a school is needed, several sites are selected by Willis' planning chief, Thomas J. Higgins who, Willis says, "knows more about the city of Chicago than any man I know." Higgins, who forms the other chapter of the Willis-Higgins mutual admiration club, has served under four other superintendents, considers Willis tops. He surveys an area carefully, with an eye to land prices as well as choice locations, and then selects four or five sites. Then he and Willis look at them together, and weigh all considerations in Willis' chauffeur-driven limousine. Willis usually makes the decision on the spot, and it is later reviewed by the board.

After the site has been obtained, generally through condemnation, for there is almost no vacant land left in the city, an educational plan for the particular school is drawn and an architect is selected. Here again, Willis is the keystone. He and several of his staff, particularly Associate Superintendent Edwin A. Lederer, explore the capabilities of many firms, some of which have done school jobs before, some of which may, in Willis' words, "have shown imagination and creativeness in other fields." As in site selection, however, the final choice falls to Superintendent Willis.

Chicago's new schools are not frilly. They are, for the most part, economy schools. "Our chief need right now," Willis says firmly, "is to get more seats." Budgets are usually thin, and total per-pupil costs are held to $1,000 or less if possible. This has left little room for experimentation with either new systems or new materials, and has meant that as much space as possible has been allotted to classroom use. Yet, even given the tight budget restrictions for most new schools, Chicago has fared surprisingly well. One fine elementary school, the Reavis School by Rudolph & Young, cost only $14 per square foot, and the Bogan High School, by Naess & Murphy, provides a complete plant for over 2,000 pupils (including a swimming pool, two gymnasiums, and three special music rooms) at a square foot cost of only $18.70. Two of the finest new schools have been built in conjunction with the city's schools-in-parks program, the Mather High School by Loeb, Schlossman & Bennett (page 111, and the Byrd Elementary School, by Perkins & Will (page 113).

Schools in parks

The unique schools-in-parks program reflects Willis' determination to have his buildings nuzzle comfortably into the community life, and at the same time to achieve more amenities at lower cost. Willis is extremely sensitive to school sitting, has long insisted that a school building should sit well forward on the site, rather than be buried at its rear. (Associates still remember Willis' anger on seeing a school which was sandwiched between a public housing project and railroad tracks.) Several years ago, Willis struck agreement with the Metropolitan Park District on the joint purchase of new sites, and on the purchase of some existing park land for new schools. Since then, both methods have been used to gain about 55 new sites, 28 of which have been or are being built upon. In cases where park land is bought, the school board makes great savings, for it buys the land at the original cost to the Park Dept. And in cases where the two city agencies go together on a site, the school board usually purchases no more than one-third of the site. The Park Dept. also
An upright elementary school set down in the parks carved out of a high-rise public housing area on Chicago's North Side, the Richard E. Byrd School (photos at right) is a demonstration of what architecture and a willing school board can do in the city. It was designed by Architects Perkins & Will, but unlike their many sprawling (and occasionally domestic) suburban schools, this building for 1,200 students in 30 classrooms at $16.51 per square foot takes up less than an acre (see site plan) and uses its out-jutting, reinforced concrete frame to assert its urban character. Each of the three four-story towers is divided into four fully flexible classrooms and connected to its neighbor by glassed, sunlit corridors. At ground level, half a flight below grade, two kindergartens look out on an intervening court (bottom photo) where small children's play may be separated from that of older children in the park beyond.

gains greatly from this collaboration, for it can use the school's recreational storage, and office facilities after school hours. Willis estimates the Park Dept. has saved almost $15 million in the few years the program has been operating.

Growth through fiscal independence

A major reason why Chicago has been able to move as fast as it has on its school program, and at the same time get a great deal of flexibility and variety in planning and design, has been its sound financial program. School buildings are financed out of tax money and proceeds from bond issues, as in most cities. But unlike most school boards, Chicago's has what Willis calls "fiscal independence" and this enables it to operate outside the messy arena of partisan politics and away from fanatical budget wringers. The board must have approval of the state legislature to ask for a bond referendum, and the state sets tax rates for various major segments of the school budget (e.g., 11 cents per $100 of any district's tax valuations is available for new buildings or additions in the 1960 budget). But it does not have to submit its budget to any elected fiscal body for budget approval as many cities do. There have been four major $50 million bond issues approved by the city's voters since 1951, and, under Willis, the last three have been authorized for expenditure at the rate of $25 million per year. (The first was spread over a four year period.) The board will probably have to request another big bond issue, and then hopes to get on a pay-as-you-go basis once the peak building
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Union Carbide’s shaft of steel

This month, Manhattan’s tallest building since 1933 is being fully occupied by some 5,000 employees of the Union Carbide Corp., its subsidiaries, and its tenants. The event is important not only because of the impressive statistics involved (see below); it is important, also, because the building sums up several trends in architecture, urban design, office planning, and real estate economics that have been debated vigorously ever since 1945.

About these trends, more on the next six pages. First, a brief look at the motley architectural parade that is Park Avenue today. Like many parades, this one has its honored veterans: the Racquet Club is the finest of these—it makes some of its younger companions look brash and flashy by comparison. Like many parades, this one also has its bright, young stars: Pepsi-Cola’s aluminum gem, Lever Brothers’ glass prism, Seagram’s majestic bronze tower—and now Union Carbide, clad in stainless steel, a worthy newcomer to this select group. And like many parades, this one has its riffraff.

Those who like parades will find the new Park Avenue just about as varied as a parade can be. Those who like good architecture will rejoice in seeing as fine a building as this stainless-steel shaft join in the fun. But those who care about urban scale and order will regret that this building, with all its excellent qualities, marks the inevitable demise of the one unified boulevard on Manhattan Island.

The vital statistics:

Site—an 80,000 square foot block between Madison and Park Avenues, 3 minutes’ walk from Grand Central Station. Few locations could be more desirable, and few more difficult to build on: for three-fourths of the site lies directly above two levels of New York Central tracks, which means that the building could have no basement under most of its bulk, and that its column-footings had to be poured between railroad tracks (while more than 500 trains roared by each day).

Area—1.5 million gross square feet of space, 1.16 million net. Yet, despite its bulk, the building is set back from three of its four property lines, has a street-level arcade bisecting its block, and thus “donates” some 35,000 square feet of open space (or 44 per cent of its site) to New York’s pedestrians. (The Seagram Building sacrificed 50 per cent.)

Bulk—two blocks: a 707-foot-high tower on Park Avenue, with 52 floors at 17,500 square feet each; and a 189-foot-high annex on Madison, with 12 floors at 37,000 square feet each. The two blocks are connected by a narrow link. The 11th floor of the annex contains an employee lounge.

Park Avenue sidewalk, looking south toward Grand Central, is widened 33 feet by the set back of the Carbide Building. PHOTOS: EZRA STOLLU ASSOCIATES
At sidewalk level, Union Carbide makes a generous donation of open space to crowded Midtown Manhattan, and thus emulates other, new corporate giants in need of good public relations. Along Park Avenue, the building is set back 38 feet from the property line, and the ground floor is recessed another 38 feet under the tower to form a deep, covered entrance area (see below). The resulting plaza off Park Avenue offers a welcome relief on a busy street. On 47th and 48th Streets, the tower is set back 33 feet (see above), and its 12-story annex to the west is set back 13 feet. Finally, along Madison Avenue, the building rises on the property line. Between tower and annex there is a 60-foot-wide pedestrian arcade that links 48th and 47th Streets, and forms an extension of Vanderbilt Avenue to the south. The annex has stores around its periphery, as well as a truck loading platform.
The upstairs lobby is reached by two sets of escalators (see below). Because the railroad tracks are located directly below sidewalk level, the "basement" (which houses the elevator pits) had to be put up above grade, and Union Carbide's entrance lobby and first elevator stop had to be put on the second floor. The 25-foot high public spaces on this second floor include a 6,000-square-foot exhibit hall that overlooks Park Avenue. Here, too, Union Carbide follows a trend in providing permanent display areas as a major public attraction. The first exhibit will be on atomic energy. The 26-foot-long stainless-steel counter in the lobby (above) contains all elevator controls, and makes "Captain Jet's" dashboard look like that of a Hupmobile by comparison. Also on this floor, in the annex, is a 1,300 seat employee cafeteria. (Early kitchen layout, left, was later modified.)
Utmost flexibility in office layout was demanded by Union Carbide. Considerations of column-spacing (between tracks) and office use dictated a 5-foot module. On this modular grid, the architects developed a beautifully integrated lighting, air-conditioning, and partition system: the ceiling runners do three jobs—they support the plastic ceiling, they lock the modular partitions in place, and they act as continuous strip-diffusers for the air conditioning. There is no plenum above the plastic ceiling; instead, the space is divided into modular cells, each an enclosed lighting fixture. As a result, there is no need for firestops or sound baffles in this space. (For details, see Forum, June '60.) Union Carbide wanted 60 per cent of all office space to be within 15 feet of a window, actually got 65 per cent, including a large number of corner offices for key officials in its many divisions.
Union Carbide: an expensive building, cheap to own.

Cost figures on Union Carbide have not been released; but an educated guess, based upon known costs of similar, recent office buildings, produces this possible rough cost picture for the Union Carbide building:

**CAPITAL INVESTMENT:**

- Ground lease cost: $10,000,000
- Building: $70,000,000
- Total: $80,000,000

**ANNUAL COSTS:**

- Ground lease rent: $250,000
- Operating cost: $2,500,000
- Taxes: $1,750,000
- 4 per cent interest on total $80 million capital cost that the corporation might have borrowed:
  - $3,200,000
- Total: $7,700,000

For the present, Union Carbide is renting out some 175,000 square feet of office space at an average of $7.50 per square foot, and about 27,000 square feet of store space at an estimated $20 per square foot. Income from tenants, therefore, amounts to about $1.8 million annually. Hence:

| Total annual costs | $7,700,000 |
| Tenant income | 1,800,000 |

**Total cost of space occupied by Union Carbide:** $5,900,000

This means that Union Carbide would be paying about $6.55 per square foot for its own office space—somewhat more than it might cost the corporation to rent as much space in a run-of-the-mill commercial building, but, possibly, worth the premium because the new building is a distinct public relations asset.

In reality, however, the cost picture looks much more favorable for Union Carbide when certain all-important tax factors are considered. As things stand, Union Carbide can claim not only depreciation on the building, but also amortization on the $10 million cost of the lease. To understand how this might affect the cost picture for the new building, one should suppose, for a moment, that the entire depreciation and amortization could be taken in a single year (even though this would be legally impossible).

**ANNUAL COST OF BUILDING**

( after $80 million have been repaid)

| Lease rent | $250,000 |
| Operating cost | 2,500,000 |
| Taxes | 1,750,000 |
| Interest | 0 |

**Total:** $4,500,000

This means that, ultimately (after the initial, capital cost charges against the building are repaid), Union Carbide would pay only $2.52 per square foot annually—plus a return or interest on its capital investment at that time.

Because of Union Carbide’s special tax position, that capital investment is nowhere near $80 million. The corporation is probably in the 52 per cent tax bracket; if depreciation and amortization could be taken in full in a single year, the $80 million figure would shrink to a mere net outlay of $38.4 million—i.e., the cost of the building, to Union Carbide, would be only 48 per cent of its actual cost.

Assuming that the corporation placed a standing mortgage of $38.4 million on the building at 4 per cent (or, conversely, could earn that percentage on its capital position), this would raise the net cost of space to $4.70 per square foot annually.

There are several other things the corporation might be able to do—such as taking a rapid depreciation for eight or ten years, and then taking a profit on the whole deal by a sale-leaseback. But, in any case, it appears that this costly building may easily turn out to be a considerable asset in terms of real estate as well as public relations and esthetics. It is sure to be an asset in terms of improved efficiency; for Union Carbide’s operations were previously scattered over some 14 different locations, and their concentration in one building is proving to be a godsend.

---

*This low interest rate is not out of line in the case of Union Carbide, since the giant corporation was able to borrow $300 million at 3 1/2 per cent in 1956, one year after this project was announced.*
The Union Carbide Building is many things:

It is, first, a striking "corporate image." Unlike Lever, Seagram, Pepsi-Cola, or TIME INC., Union Carbide is not primarily in the retail business. So the new building represents "institutional advertising" of a very high order, and at a price that some other producers of basic materials might find too high. All the more reason to be grateful that a corporation of this sort considers good architecture to be worth a high price.

Second, this is a striking demonstration of how to build a lot of bulk gracefully. (Union Carbide has almost twice as much floor area as the Seagram Building up the street.) At the outset, the architects submitted three schemes for this building: a ziggurat that filled the zoning envelope to the hilt; a simpler version that filled the entire site to a height of nine stories, then continued up with a 25 per cent, 48-story tower; and, finally, a recommended version similar to the one actually built. It was found that the ziggurat contained an additional 200,000 net square feet—but that these additional 200,000 square feet were hardly worth building, since most of them would be located far from a window (and, hence, command very low rentals). If this conclusion was accurate (and if it is applicable to less-complicated sites as well), it may go far toward destroying the case for ugliness made by many speculative builders of office buildings on Park Avenue and elsewhere.

Third, the building is a demonstration of what might happen under new zoning proposals now being considered in New York. These proposals would give a floor-area bonus to builders willing to set back their buildings from the property line. Certainly, such proposals, are infinitely preferable to the ziggurat "cake molds" now in effect, but they are no cure-all. Union Carbide's tower is set back, especially along Park Avenue; but while one or two setbacks of this sort along a street might offer welcome relief, an entire street of variously set-back buildings is likely to be an urban disaster. Some blockfronts along Park Avenue clearly demonstrate this today.

Fourth, the building is a demonstration of certain techniques that are coming back into urban design. The arcading of sidewalks has never been easier than today, with steel and concrete structures requiring only a few supports. Pedestrian shopping arcades that bisect city blocks are a familiar device to city dwellers from London to Milan, and offer major advantages—both to pedestrians, and to owners of buildings, who can increase their rentable store frontage by such means.

Finally, the Union Carbide Building is a demonstration of the most polished detailing attained to date by the architects, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. The detailing of office spaces (including the design of special furniture) has rarely been handled with greater finesse; the curtain wall of black, rigidized stainless-steel spandrels and natural stainless-steel mullions is one of the neatest to date (FORUM, June '60); and while some may have reservations about a few of the curtain-wall details (especially the half-windows and absence of mullions at the corners), these are matters of taste. If anything, Union Carbide is still a little too sleek and hard for comfort: the building can use some sculpture, paintings, planting, and warmer surfaces—and present plans call for just that.
View north on Vanderbilt Avenue shows break between annex at left, tower at right. While it might have been more obvious to stop this vista by pushing the tower across the full width of Vanderbilt Avenue, the present relationship is a little more subtle: just as the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence peeks out a short distance across the vista down the Uffizi Gallery (below), so the Union Carbide tower attracts anyone walking down Vanderbilt Avenue by merely suggesting (rather than revealing) its form. Meanwhile, the pedestrian arcade between tower and annex forms an effective extension of Vanderbilt Avenue at sidewalk level.

New hotel vs. old code

Hilton and his architect will go to court rather than let their San Francisco hotel be designed by code officials. Meanwhile, other cities modernize their codes.

"Practically every city in America has its own code governing building design and materials, and the codes vary enormously—and unpredictably—from city to city." So wrote Architect William B. Tabler, chairman of the A.I.A.'s national code committee two years ago in Architectural Forum. Tabler was calling for a group of uniform codes that would make possible less-wasteful, lower-cost design and construction. In recent months several cities have been heeding Tabler's advice (page 125). But shortly after the article was published, the very unpredictability and variances of which he had written were impressed on Tabler himself, when his plans for a $27 million Hilton hotel became tangled in San Francisco's obsolete code restrictions and the rigid interpretations of single-minded building officials.

Ever since submitting his building plans last February, Tabler has been involved in a running debate with San Francisco's building and fire department officials, who would not grant any alternate systems or materials for 17 elements in the plans (after Tabler had redrawn or substituted over 124 other items that officials had disputed). Tabler went to the Board of Permit Appeals last June. That board voted 5 to 0 for his alternates and, after the city requested a rehearing, again backed Tabler 4 to 0, one member being absent. But Tabler still had not won; the Central Permit Bureau refused to issue a building permit, despite the directive of the Board of Permit Appeals to do so. Now, Tabler and Hilton have been forced to go to court in an effort to unscramble the jurisdictional snarl before they can start work, already more than a year behind schedule. At stake is not only a multimillion-dollar construction job, but also the legality of San Francisco's code enforcement apparatus.

At the bottom of Tabler's code problem in San Francisco is the unique concept of his hotel, which probably would cause some code difficulties in any large city. The 17-story building is a hollow-square hotel of about 1,200 rooms with a garage for 400 cars in the central core. The cars would be stacked on the seven floors of what would otherwise be an interior court above the ballroom, floor-to-floor access being provided by a ramp circling the "court." The top four bedroom floors would be arranged about an interior patio and pool, built atop the garage. Thus Tabler has proposed to combine the convenience of a drive-in motel with the luxury of a large city hotel, including an unobstructed view of the city.

Tabler anticipated some difficulties with San Francisco building and fire officials whose job it is to enforce the city's code. He considered the code to be at least 25 years out-of-date. It is a specification code (as opposed to a performance code), calling for specific materials or design details in many instances, and laying down firm ground rules governing the approval of possible alternates. This type of code is relatively inflexible, but because so many provisions are subject to interpretation by local officials, Tabler felt he could persuade them to accept many of the features of his design which did not fall within the limits of the code.

Tabler submitted his final plans only after months of preliminary discussions with city officials, particularly Superintendent of Building Inspection Robert C. Levy and Chief Fire Marshall Albert E. Hayes. These officials raised so many objections to his proposals that it was difficult for Tabler to retain his garage-hotel concept. But such plans were finally drawn to put discussions on a solid basis. After that, the enforcement officials found 141 items which they asserted were code violations. By revising his drawings Tabler whittled this list down to a hard core of 17, which he said he could not alter without affecting the operation of the hotel. For the key to the disputed items, see page 125. The total cost of the whittling, Tabler estimates, would add over $1 million to the initial cost of the structure. Thus Tabler, who is a long-time foe of rigid enforcement of obsolete codes largely on the grounds of cost and stifling of technological progress, found himself in a painful case study.

The smoke-tower squabble

Tabler has found his toughest opponent among city officials was Fire Inspector Hayes, a long-time caretaker of the city's stringent fire regulations, many of which are throwbacks to the dreadful days of the great 1906 fire, which leveled much of the city. Hayes is well-known for his strict adherence to these regulations, despite pressures from many quarters. His reputation is based upon his knowledge of the letter of the regulations ("I know them back-ward," he says proudly) and his zealous protection of them. He has always been a favorite of San Francisco newspaper reporters for he is quick to stir controversy and not adverse to seeing his name in large type. His critics, including Tabler, say he is publicity conscious, too quick with his charge of "firetrap" which he uses often, drawing attention to code difficulties that frequently are better ironed out without benefit of newspaper second guessing. (Late last year, Hayes characterized the Giants' new Candlestick Stadium as a firetrap and eventually forced the city to spend an extra $89,000 on its baseball arena, most of it for sprinklers and fireproof paint to insure the fire resistance of the stadium's steel posts.)
Hayes's chief complaint about Tabler's hotel design was that it did not include smokeproof towers. These are shafts usually located inside the exterior wall. They carry a stairway the full height of the building. At each floor there are openings to the outside. The object of these towers is to allow smoke to be drawn off to the outside, thus keeping stairs free for access by incoming firemen and as an exit for guests. The smoke-tower principle is one left over from the turn of the century. But a series of disastrous hotel fires in 1946 indicated that openings to the exterior, such as smoke towers, created draft conditions which fed flames with air and oxygen. Largely as a result of these fires, The National Board of Fire Underwriters eliminated smoke-tower provisions from their national building code.

In lieu of such towers, Tabler proposed interior exit stairways for each floor of the hotel, every stairway to be completely enclosed and compartmented between floors. A special venting system would remove the smoke hazard. His fire stairs were ruled safe by the National Board of Fire Underwriters and the National Fire Protection Assn., but these rulings and his arguments that smoke towers were not required in most other cities (particularly not in hotel-speckled New York or Chicago), and were actually banned in Detroit, did nothing to sway Hayes. Such towers were required by the San Francisco code, and since they were, he wanted the plans to include them. Tabler also argued that the city code is less specific about smoke towers than the state code, and the local code should prevail. But Hayes says his rule is always to apply whichever is the more rigid requirement in either of the two codes.

Hayes also disapproved of only four stairways per floor, said the hotel needed five fire escapes, at least one of which had to be in a smokeproof tower. Tabler, intent on keeping the exterior of his building uncluttered with fire stairs, argued that his plan met provisions of the National Fire Code, and was a suitable alternate to the city and state code provisions. Tabler later added one exterior fire escape at the request of the Board of Permit Appeals, however.

Hayes also insisted on strict enforcement of the code requirements for vestibules with two doors providing three hours of fire protection between the garage and the hotel corridor. These vestibules would have protruded into the garage space, and eaten up almost 35 per cent of the parking space. Tabler pointed out that the vestibules (20 of them to each floor) would be difficult to police, and warned that they could become "sex boxes" where guests might be molested. Instead of vestibules Tabler proposed a single door between the garage space and the hotel corridor, but a heavy door rated for at least 1½ hours of fire safety. To obtain the required three hours of safety, Tabler included the door to the bedrooms themselves, which would also be metal doors. These doors themselves are disputed items, for the local code specifies wooden doors, 1¾ inches thick, for hotel bedrooms. Hilton prefers and has long—used metal Servidors, but the San Francisco code does not specify them; therefore, for that city's code purposes, such doors do not even exist. Tabler argues that the Servidor is much safer than the type of wooden door required by the code, and he even got the metal doors fire-tested by a testing laboratory, which found them equivalent to a "B label" door—sufficient to withstand at least 1½ hours of fire. Tabler also has provided a sprinkler over each door, at the request of the Board of Appeals. And, as with all of the disputed fire-safety items, Tabler pointed out that his design met the standards of the Fire Underwriters and national codes—but to no avail. Hayes, or Superintendent Levy, always fell back on the strict specifications of the code itself.

Other disputed items included overhead steel fire doors at every floor and the enclosing of the automobile ramp, which runs from the basement up the core of the building at a 12 per cent
grade. Tabler claimed such enclosure would be impossible, and that, in fact, the city code does not make specific provision for enclosing such a ramp. The enclosed ramp controversy suggests how utterly the city's building inspection officials are set against Tabler. Even though the code provisions governing ramps are hazy and largely inapplicable to Tabler's design, Levy and other officials seem to have gone out of their way to interpret the code so that Tabler would have to enclose the ramp.

This sort of rigid interpretation, particularly where the code seems not to be specific, also afflicted Tabler on the question of fire exits from the ballroom floor and the necessity for enclosed corridors for stairs emptying to the floor and the necessity for enclosed corridors for stairs emptying to the street from upper floors. Even when Tabler pointed out that the city allowed the builders of the Jack Tar Hotel, another garage-hotel combination, to empty stairways directly into lobby space, and seemingly to violate the code in the matter of balcony exits, he was rebuffed.

**A victory vetoed**

Tabler and Hilton attorneys finally decided to appeal to the Board of Permit Appeals, and had their first hearing last June. The board frequently overrules the city building and fire-inspection divisions on code difficulties, and provides the city with its chief means of achieving good building despite archaic codes and zealous enforcement of them. The board heard arguments for both sides, seemed impressed by Tabler's testimony that the Jack Tar had been permitted to use design details forbidden to him, and by his solid backing from the underwriters and other national protective organizations. The board unanimously agreed that Tabler offered suitable alternates in all the disputed items, and directed a permit to be issued. Chief Hayes, however, was unmoved. "They're not supposed to set aside standards of safety," he said righteously. "This is a specific law, and there is no such thing as a substitute." Although City Administrator Sherman Duckel had made it explicit that the city would abide by the decision of the board, it instead backed the truculent fireman.

The question of whether or not there can be substitutes to San Francisco's "specific laws" has become the key issue now that Hilton has gone to court. The Board of Permit Appeals granted the city a rehearing last August, again upheld Tabler unanimously. The city, at that time, dropped its objections to Tabler's corridor ceiling heights and plumbing system. However, when Tabler requested a final list of disputed items so that he could see what compromises might be wrought before going to the courts, the city reinstated those two items, including them in the list still under discussion. Tabler regarded this maneuver as a lack of good faith, and felt that it proved his suspicions that the city inspectors, and Chief Hayes in particular, were deliberately obstructing progress on the Hilton. If this was not so, Tabler and Hilton wonder why the city is being so adamant about not allowing the alternates they have provided in their plan. They cite this section of code:

"No provisions of this code are intended to prevent the use of any material, appliance, installation, device, arrangement, or method of construction not specifically prescribed therein."

On the other hand, Levy, Hayes, and other city officials claim that this paragraph, rather than permitting materials and systems not listed in the codes, excludes such systems as substitutes because they are not "specifically prescribed" in the code.

This is the fundamental issue in Hilton's request for a court order enforcing the Board of Permit Appeals' directive to the city for issuance of a permit. But also at stake is the future of the board itself. Should the case proceed as expected and barring some settlement, the legal future of every board of appeals in the nation could also be at stake.

Some San Francisco observers believe that Tabler and Hilton's troubles do not stem from the code so much as from personal considerations. Hilton himself is said to believe that his surrender to a striking hotel workers un-
ion several years ago in San Francisco (when he owned the Sir Francis Drake) so incensed other hotel operators in the Bay Area so that they are now trying to keep him from building his new hotel. President Ernest L. West, of the Board of Permit Appeals, noted a "terrible pressure against this construction job" when he spoke at the beginning of the rehearing last August, but said: "I cannot put my finger on it." Bay Area architects are not audibly in sympathy with Tabler's plight, however, and few of them believe that the city's tough-minded building and fire officials can be influenced in any way. They defend Levy as not only a protector of the code, but also a leading figure in revising it to allow for technological change. He recently won approval for the use of prestressed concrete, for instance. One architect, a member of the local A.I.A. codes committee, says: "...most architects in the city would not go along with Tabler all the way. Most of us feel that he might have solved his problems more easily." (Presumably, the problems could only be solved by Tabler's complete surrender on the disputed items.) And John Bolles, who drew fire from Chief Hayes over Candlestick Stadium, says: "The code is workable." Whether Tabler has not compromised as much as he should have even though he had already redrawn 124 of 140 disputed items, or whether the city is obstinately backing an antiquated code, now seems most light of the larger legal issues which could affect code enforcement in every city.

New codes and old problems

Although San Francisco is currently generating more code controversy than most cities, others are becoming increasingly conscious of their code problems. Even among smaller cities this awareness is evident in the figures of the Building Officials Conference of America, which reports that a record 73 cities are known to have adopted the provisions of their national codes last year. In New York State, where code experts spent five years and $1.8 million dollars in devising a standard performance code mainly as a model for smaller cities, nearly one-quarter of all the cities in the state use it now, and more are adopting it each month. (New York City, however, still suffers from a fantastic snarl of overlapping codes which do not prevent as much building as might be expected because, as one leading architect says: "Payola is still the unwritten law of the New York city code.")

Payola, unfortunately, has long been the only answer to unworkable codes and letter-of-the-law bureaucrats in many cities. But some are cutting their way out of such a trap. In Kansas City, for instance, a new code, of the performance type, has been introduced to replace the old specification code. "It is written to accept all national standards on new methods and materials...it is more flexible and follows latest code thinking in the U.S.," says William Rowe, commissioner of Buildings and Inspections. The new code was under study for 2½ years, and for the past four or five months builders have been able to build under its provisions, although it had not been fully ap

continued on page 208

The San Francisco Hilton code battle focuses on these items:

1. Bathroom ceiling heights. The code sets a 7'-6" minimum, but Tabler says this would leave pipes and ducts uncovered. He asks a height of 7'-3", with pipes covered.

2. Corridor beams. The code calls for 8' minimum corridor ceilings, but Tabler's framing system drops beams to 7'-3" at about every 25'. Ceiling height between beams is 8'-6".

3. Metal vs. wooden doors. Tests show metal Servidor is fire resistant for at least 1½ hours, but city building officials stick by code requirement for 1½" wooden doors, though admitting they are not fire resistant.

4. Doors from garage to hotel corridor. Code officials want every entry from garage space to inner corridor to be through a 5' vestibule, but Tabler says that this need is met by additional doorways from the large assembly area to exit stairs, and believes credit should be given for such horizontal exits, as it is in other cities and as San Francisco does for all other types of exits.

5. Second-floor exits. The code requires 5'-wide stairways from second floor, the number to be determined by estimated occupancy. The city wants two additional stairways to street level, but Tabler says that this need is met by additional doorways from the large assembly area to exit stairs, and believes credit should be given for such horizontal exits, as it is in other cities and as San Francisco does for all other types of exits.

6. Stairway enclosure and discharge. The city says stairs from second floor must be enclosed and empty directly to street, but Tabler says that this need is met by additional doorways from the large assembly area to exit stairs, and believes credit should be given for such horizontal exits, as it is in other cities and as San Francisco does for all other types of exits.

7. Fire exits and smokeproof towers. The city demands five fire exits on each floor (one more than Tabler has provided) and that one of these be coupled with a smokeproof tower, extending to top of building and open to the outside at every floor. Tabler says his exits meet city code requirements regarding occupancies and that his ventilated stairs are more efficient, less dangerous than smoke towers.

8. Enclosure of auto ramp. The city asks that the interior auto ramp be completely enclosed throughout its height and partitioned at each floor for fire protection. Tabler argues that the city does not even have a statute governing such a ramp and that national fire codes do not require such enclosure if the ramp is built of fireproof materials.

9. Fire doors between motor entrance and lobby. The city says doorways between lobby and motor entrance are technically exits and must have two doors and a vestibule providing 3-hour fire resistance. Tabler would substitute an overhead rolling steel door for fire resistance.

10. Plumbing. The city wants air chambers at the tops of all supply pipes, but Tabler claims there will be no noise, which air chambers are to eliminate, with new-type faucets. The city also required a venting system not consonant with the National Plumbing Code, which Tabler followed.
Brasília: a new type of national city

A CRITICAL REPORT BY DOUGLAS HASKELL

Now in use, Brazil's fast-built and spirited new capital shows some revolutionary concepts and a few shortcomings.

High on her red dusty plateau, 4,000 feet above the sea and 600 miles across the wilderness from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil's new capital city of Brasília stands fresh and clear in simple outline; still thinly occupied and unfinished, it is already fully operative.

The very idea of Brasilia stirs emotion even independently of the unusual architecture. Nowhere else in these desperate black days has optimism and creativity produced anything so spring-like. But in many ways it is baffling; the visitor has to make an effort to understand the dynamics of a situation not paralleled in his own country—if he is from the U.S.—in more than a century; if he is from Europe, in more than a millenium.

At Brasília the people of Brazil, acting under strong leaders whom history may call great, have conceived, planned, and built, within the span of four short years, the urban framework for a new kind of city of 500,000. During the past year or more construction was on a 24-hour schedule, going on all night under floodlights. There is now on hand a quite complete government establishment both serviceable and monumental; plus new housing for 20,000 government people (with more rapidly coming); plus frontier-town accommodations for 100,000 more including the construction crew; all this alongside a new artificial lake 24 miles long and 15 square miles in area. And the new capital is hooked up already with some 6,000 miles of a new major highway network—the biggest part of the whole idea. In scope, scale, and velocity, Brasília may well represent the world's city-building record; certainly modern times have not seen its equal.

Nothing could be more futile than to examine the form of Brasilia apart from the job it did. This job was nothing less than opening up a new continental area—the same size as the U.S. It was as if the opening of the West had been delayed a hundred years and then done with bulldozers. "After more than 500 years," said the great President Juscelino Kubitschek, at the beginning of his campaign, "enormous fertile lands are as empty as the Sahara while millions of Brazilians live in penury, clinging like crabs to the crowded shoreline," where all Brazil's burgeoning cities are.

Urgency led to the creation of Brasilia since lack of occupation of the interior threatened the national unity itself. Urgency dictated the roads,
which could not be built without the fact and drama of a new capital to give the roads a reason and a direction. Urgency, coupled with genius, and not dilettante fantasy, made Brasilia the expression of this new mission, and made it a new kind of town.

**A national, not a regional city**

Because Brasilia is the first big new city designed along with its roads, it is the first in which city traffic is designed to flow as freely as highway traffic.

Next, Brasilia must be understood as a national city which skips beyond all the time-honored concepts that rule local or "regional" cities in their role as generators of industry and agriculture. This is highly important, for early in the game certain geographers mistakenly predicted failure, basing their "science" on the old notion that cities must be so placed as to operate within zones established by direct contiguity: i.e., by giving neighboring farmers a market and local workers an industrial job. Brasilia on the contrary was placed close to "nothing," yet it has already begun powerfully to stimulate agriculture and industry, at big distances. This is because of modern transportation. Really the city plan of Brasilia is as big as the map of Brazil: this capital is a new kind of urban establishment that is designed not as a dot on the map but as a spiderweb spread over a near continental area (see map). Therefore, complete new towns have sprung up along both ends of Brasilia's Main Street, the Trans-Brazilian Highway; rice farmers along the way who received 17 cents a sack after paying for 20-day mule transportation now get $4; the whole "Sahara Desert" begins to blossom.

Emphatically this national city is a governmental administrative city, not a traditional industrial or commercial city, and this new character accurred again from the urgencies of the situation. Brasilia had to be federal because no combination of industries was powerful enough to open up the interior unaided. To pull into pattern national resources widely separated required the telescoping of the kind of aid the U.S. gave 100 years ago to railroads with something like our present highway program.

**Planned for a new velocity**

Finally, Brasilia is a new form of national city that had to be created at wholly new velocity. Slander said that completion in four years was scheduled entirely for the sake of Kubitschek's vanity; the truth was stated by Brasilia's great and supremely modest planner, Lúcio Costa, when he said: "We have to finish in five years or the forest will come back." Much as observers might wish that a new capital might have taken its form from slow steady "natural" growth, nothing but blockbuster tactics could produce it. And just as Kubitschek, lacking gold, had to reach for high-pressure financial improvisations, so Costa and Niemeyer, planner and architect, had to reckon with high speed: their security lay in using that kind of plans in which surveyors and workmen, fabricators, and future citizens, too, would find every line and shape simple and orderly, and quickly readable.
Brasilia and Chandigarh (India)

At same scale the plans show the world's two new major capitals. Brasilia (above) has a formal central-city cross-plan shaped like an airplane whose swept-back wings are the living city and its fuselage, pointed toward the lake, is the civic center, raised on a dominant earth mound. Triangle (1) contains the chief government buildings. For fast traffic, fast construction, easy reading, Brasilia's central plan is basically formal though expandable away from the lake. By comparison Chandigarh (below) is medieval; each enormous superblock virtually a self-contained village, low in traffic, slow in development, leisurely in habit, with the government center off to one side.
A national-city plan

As the nerve center of a nation-wide transportation and communications network, Brasilia is sited not at random but as recommended by the Ithaca, N.Y. development-engineering firm of Belcher & Associates, after surveys. The plan is a competition winner by Lúcio Costa, dean of Brazilian architect-planners.

The plan vividly expresses the "crossing" of the highways as the city's basis. True, these occur at bypass interchanges outside, but the city too is a cross. The center rib of the "urbs" or city quarters is a bent 500-foot-wide multiple boulevard (which incidentally gives separate "tracks" to different kinds of traffic, an unfilled dream of Chicago). The "civitas"—a huge civic mall half again longer than Washington's—is raised on a great earth mound like a fuselage crossing the bent "airplane" wing of the "urbs" and connected to it by a great ramped interchange. Parking has not yet been thought out, but the vast traffic-space assignment assures future chances; and indeed if an unknown future should some day demand that jets land on the boulevards, a train of three could presumably come down on each track one behind the other. (Brasilia is building one of the world's most advanced—and controversial—airports, with underground passages to planes from a round central hotel.)

If Brasilia's main crossing were in the U.S., nobody could assure symmetrical development each side of it; but Brazil planners dealing with a federal city have the necessary power and the controls, and anyway the Brasilia mall is far less disruptive to its city than Washington's is.

The central-city area is on a gridiron pattern of superblocks, 800 feet square, to be developed by private enterprise in a varied individual manner (only a few pilot blocks have been done by Official Architect Oscar Niemeyer). Despite unending criticism of the "mechanical" grid idea, nobody has come close to suggesting a better alternate for handling the shifting uses of a central city.

As for the outlying areas, they are handled fluidly enough for plenty of modification.
The government center

Just as the plan of Brasilia symbolizes the city as economic nerve center, so the architecture of the civic mall expresses national governmental power.

Among national monuments these are surely of the simplest, in clean geometry, sinuous and unpretentious, though roughly executed. The focal point is the "Triangle of the Powers" which has been criticized because it is dominated by a clefted tower containing only the senate and assembly offices (4). But, like the Secretariat of the UN in New York (much influenced by Niemeyer), this honestly reflects that today government is four-fifths organization and one-fifth declamation.

The Senate dome contains just enough space for a dished auditorium; the assembly bowl for the larger chamber is a full-fledged stadium. The smaller Judiciary Building (2) and the Administrative Palace (3) carry Niemeyer's architectural "order" of flared-out columns, graceful in shape and giving the smaller unit in particular the air of a flower or thistle—less obviously than the dome of the unfinished cathedral (5) whose interior will be below ground.

Surely nowhere else has a monumental capital carried an air so generally innocent, lyrical, and dance-like.

A feeling of vast emptiness keeps gnawing at the visitor nevertheless, not only because of the grim marshalling of gray ministerial buildings (1), but because all the civic buildings are separated by great deserts of cobblestone paving. The excessive dispersion also prevents any space-play from developing among the buildings, which all become self-contained "objects" on the landscape. This is probably an intuitive leap toward tomorrow's scale, and we of today are just as unprepared for it as the inhabitants of the medieval Ile de France were unprepared for the Champs Elysees and for Versailles. Perhaps, again, history will fill in the gaps of Brasilia's graceful and spirited beginning—it is sharp and fresh but also just a little thin spread.

Civic buildings: (5) Cathedral spire skeleton, to be filled with stained glass; church to be underground. (6) Monument to the builders; head is Kubitschek's. (7) Section and model of civic theater, under construction.
Basic units, at same scale:

Above: Brasilia's typical superblock, 800 feet square, looks small here but is as big as Rockefeller Center would be if squared on its long side and cleared of interior streets. Chandigarh's superblock (right), 16 times as large with only one crossing and one interior ring street, is actually a whole village. Intrinsicly the Brasilia block is a good modern unit.

The residential city

It is as a place to live that Brasilia starts wrong and drab; its housing is rigidly institutionalized, classified, and feudal. Sorting people into bins is a temptation to architects and was especially strong in a new city.

The superblocks of the central plan are not in themselves the trouble, and certainly not because they are regular and equal in outline. They are plenty big enough at 800 feet square to embrace grand interior variations: the size is comparable to Rockefeller Center in New York squared on its longer side and divested of all cross-streets. Fruitful variety in city areas does not depend on wavy meanders, nor would blocks have to change size to provide people from different blocks with necessary identification. Meanwhile the clarity of the grid system is an estimable benefit to a city's unending flow of strangers and newcomers.

The real trouble is that Niemeyer's prototype blocks are of deadly uniformity in height, shape, and disposition (3, 4). Besides that, the over-all plan of the city goes in for rigid population stratification (see city map, page 128).

No doubt with time these rigid groupings will soften, for otherwise the fruits of the heroism and sacrifice of creating Brasilia may fall to some South American Castro.

Meanwhile, those who have been talked into thinking that the plucky gamble of Brasilia may not win had better mend their estimates. No matter what the new president's politics may be, declares Time's Rio correspondent, he would be lynched if he tried to move the government out of Brasilia.

And the population estimate after 25 years is 2 million. As Pinheiro said in New York: "I cannot stop the child. I cannot stop the improvement in the conditions of life."

Rates of growth of Rio and Sao Paulo among the world's fastest, help explain Brasilia's vast construction and anticipated expansion.
Residential facilities:

(1) a close-up of a typical Brasilia apartment building by Niemeyer; (2) row housing in the city; (3) superblock close-up; (4) a serene but somewhat dull silhouette alongside the major boulevard. The rural scene (5) shows that Brasilia, at the confluence of Brazil's major river systems, has some nice wooded scenes near it. The main bent boulevard system shows in (6) with apartments in left foreground, business towers, center, and the government mall right rear.
In the heart of Central Park, screened from the city's jagged, changing skyline by soft trees and outcroppings of rock, lies an island of European elegance that has delighted New Yorkers for close to a hundred years. The Bethesda Fountain and water terrace, designed by Olmstead & Vaux as the centerpiece of their grand park plan of 1858, offered Calvert Vaux his finest chance to demonstrate his London architectural training, his mid-Victorian love of the dramatic prospect and the decorative detail. Upon his terrace Vaux lavished broad, curving walks, monumental stairs, a formal arcade and tunnel to the mall beyond. At the center he placed a magnificent angel fountain with figures sculptured by Emma Stebbins. To either side were to fly special gonfalons emblazoned with the city's seal—the battle pennants of a mediaeval city-state where civic pride burned deep.

Today Vaux's masterpiece has the mellow, wistful charm conferred by history and weather, vandalism and neglect. Beneath pin oaks planted after the war, a plaque reads "Navy Terrace," honoring the sailors and their girls who lingered, and whose successors still linger, beside the boating lake.

*An arcaded underpass leads from the terrace up to the mall.*

*Photographs by Bill and Gwen Sloan*
Olmstead & Vaux's plan for elegance in the park: graceful traffic, flying banners, an angel-watched lake.

The park's water terrace today: a reversed angel, no banners, but an established pattern of leisure.
Stairway details speak of nature's claims in the city—birds, ferns, ice skates, hops.

A heraldic banner, one of two designed for the terrace, proudly bore the city's seal.
Above a cluster of monumental stone posts and a fountain drained for winter, the angel discourses with pigeons.
New library is designed to be compatible with both the Gothic Law School and Berkeley College across the street (left, in photo), and the classical dining hall and Woolsey auditorium, whose cornice lines it matches (top, in photo). A broad paved plaza extending around the library and the old Woodbridge administration hall opposite will serve as the termination of a spatial axis starting at College Street some 1,600 feet to the south. Larger model (above) shows the library's trussed, onyx-windowed facade raised 8 feet above the plaza, allowing space to flow under the building through its recessed glass ground floor.
Rare building for rare books

Yale's new library will have four giant trusses for façades, a glass vault for its treasure.

On the site of six old buildings at New Haven's Wall and High Streets, demolition was under way last month for one of the more structurally arresting buildings yet to adorn a traditional college campus. The exterior walls of Yale University's Rare Book and Manuscript Library, designed by Architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, will consist of four huge steel Vierendeel trusses 50 feet high and 131 feet across on the long sides, infilled with translucent onyx panels, and poised on four pinpoint corner piers. Inside the great exhibition hall thus enclosed will rise a freestanding, six-story shaft of 180,000 volumes—a spectacular glass-sheathed vault specially air conditioned to protect books valued as high as $150,000 each, and illuminated to display their rich pattern of bindings to visitors below (see section opposite). Beneath this stack will be the library's working heart: a research center containing a central control desk, offices, workrooms, reading and seminar rooms around a sunken sculpture court. In the basement will be storage stacks bringing the total capacity of the library to 820,000 books. All levels will be linked to each other by book lift and elevator, and by pneumatic tube and tunnel to Yale's main Sterling Library across the street.

In exterior pattern, the new library is a highly decorative outgrowth of SOM's departure into rugged, three-dimensional façades, particularly of the precast, cross-shaped units the firm worked out with Engineer Paul Weidlinger for the Banque Lambert in Brussels (FORUM, May '59). At Yale, however, the complex and considerable stresses set up in the long spans necessitated a shift during design from reinforced concrete to steel units. The crosses, 8 feet 8 inches in each dimension, and thickest at the center where the stresses occur, will be prefabricated, welded together during erection to form Vierendeel trusses, then faced and fireproofed with precast concrete or marble (the architects hope to use the same material for plaza paving and walls as well). Into each finished opening will be set slabs of translucent onyx. This modern recall of ancient alabaster windows will protect the rare-book hall from sun by day, and will make it glow at night like a giant stone lantern.
Glass "vault" for rare books, manuscripts, and special collections will rise 50 feet within the library's great exhibition hall, helping to support a coffered ceiling containing general air conditioning and incandescent lighting (section, right). Outer bookshelves will be lighted to display the rich bindings; behind these will be standard book stacks, elevators, and book lifts. The whole central stack is to be enclosed by glass set in bronze and will have its own air-conditioning system to maintain the proper humidity and temperature for books. From the main floor, stairs will rise on either side to a peripheral mezzanine furnished as a reading and reception lounge (plan directly above). Beneath the plaza level (plan right, above) scholars may draw out rare books at a central control desk and study them in a reading room looking out on the sunken sculpture court (plan below).
Complete responsibility centered in one specialized organization!

Undivided responsibility for all phases of a temperature control installation — from coordinated planning to future service — is the key to lasting owner satisfaction. Each Johnson System, small or large, is furnished on this basis, for 75 years' experience has proved it to be the only way to assure the kind of lifetime efficiency and operational economy an owner expects from his control system. When they invest in a Johnson Pneumatic Control System, your clients are investing in years of reliable performance, something hardly to be expected from scattered sources whose responsibility ends with the sale. With air conditioning, heating, and ventilating systems becoming increasingly complex, now it is even more important that responsibility for the control system be centered in one organization.

Johnson's way of doing business, as demonstrated in leading buildings everywhere, enables your clients to enjoy the very finest standards of indoor climate control at the lowest possible lifetime cost. Complete sales, engineering, installation, and service facilities are available from over 105 direct branch offices. Johnson Service Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin.

JOHNSON CONTROL
PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS
DESIGN • MANUFACTURE • INSTALLATION • SINCE 1885
EXPANDED SERVICE TO BUILDERS AND ARCHITECTS FROM KENTILE FLOORS

The makers of Kentile® Floors have doubled the size of their national field service force of Architectural Representatives.

These men, experts in resilient flooring, are available for consultation with builders, architects and decorators, without obligation of course.

And you can be confident of completely objective counsel pertaining to the selection, installation and maintenance of the most suitable tile floor for every interior, because Kentile produces all types of resilient tile . . . solid vinyl, vinyl asbestos, rubber, cork and asphalt.

Contact the Kentile office nearest you whenever a flooring problem arises. Your Architectural Representative will be glad to consult fully with you.
NEW YORK TUNNEL

"Visionless enterprise," your October editorial, was a nice comment indeed on the tunnel-vision of the New York Central System (Forum, Oct. '60). Well said and well done.

JOHN CARLOS
New York City

MORE JAZZ

Forum:

I enjoyed reading "Jazz in architecture" (Forum, Sept. '60). The revolt against what you call the "one-one-one" is long overdue.

In past years the first curtain-wall facades reflected the neon signs and cornices across the street; but now the "one-one-one" pattern reflects the other "one-one-one," and we begin to see what tomorrow may look like.

The best way to get an interesting variety in architecture is to make it an expression of life. If the emphasis is primarily on structure or abstract patterns, many possibilities of variety in design are automatically eliminated. The best and most lively architecture of all times is that which expresses an interest in things related to man and affirms this interest by using unconventional patterns.

I do not think we have learned in our schools the many lessons that popular architecture can teach us, its freedom of expression, informality, unpretentiousness, and gaiety.

JOSÉ LUIS SERT
Dean, Graduate School of Design
Harvard University
Cambridge

Forum:

What architecture would we call really jazzlike? First of all (and despite your misunderstandings) we would look for a regularity of structure—one with one-one-one rhythm.

Seagram's is a building (out of many others) pointing in this direction. Connecticut General is an even better example.

Still, in these examples, there is a rigidity and a sense of static completeness which is unlike jazz. The reason for this is, I believe, that the structure-module is given first, leaving only the "furnishings" and occupants the privilege of mutual accommodation. What is missing is a building system which would allow an architect, an interior designer, and an occupant to react to each other on an equal basis and throughout the life of the building. This would call for the development of structural systems (along with their very difficult concomitant problems of weatherproofing and fireproofing) as flexible as interior partitioning systems which we now have and the realization by architects that the interaction of these elements with the people they shelter forms the very marrow of their art.

CHARLES A. METCALF
Architect, Seattle, Wash.

Forum:

Up till now, the only musical analogies which have been drawn have been from such squares as J. S. Bach, S. St. John Hetherington has compared Bach's keyboard with the number pattern, as shown in the example below. This analogy led us to speculate whether the key of E minor would be as sterile in architecture as it has been in music.

Major scale—in "key" of C
C—Base
D—Tone
E—Third
F—Fourth
G—Fifth
A—Sixth
B—Seventh
C—Octave

Number pattern dimensions
24
32
40
36
48

EERA D. EHRENKRANTZ
Marshall, Leece & Ehrenkrantz
San Francisco

BEYOND INDIANAPOLIS

Forum:

As opposed to Indianapolis (Forum, Sept. '60), we in New Haven have tightly packed slum areas that were before preservation. The downtown was old, functionally and economically obsolete, and it was rapidly losing out in the race to the suburban shopping centers. New Haven's problems were indeed pervasive and not confined to "areas of scanty occupancy" or "islands of shacks." Our solutions had to be in terms of a comprehensive program of redevelopment and renewal projects, in addition to programs of code enforcement, traffic improvement, and highway construction.

New Haven thus has had to face the hard fact that the rebuilding of a city in a total and comprehensive way is going to take money and lots of it. And when we talk of lots of money in the context of our present-day tax structure, that means federal money as well as a utilization of all local resources available. The problem is too serious for New Haven to refuse a return of a portion of the federal taxes paid by New Haven citizens and corporations.

L. THOMAS APPLEBY
New Haven Redevelopment Agency
New Haven, Conn.

FAIR HARVARD

Forum:

Your September issue just arrived with the excellent article on Harvard. It is fair, to the point, and very well illustrated. Architectural criticism is no easy matter—and I am sure you are getting attacked from all sides.

J. P. CARLHIAN
Architect, Shepley Bulfinch Richardson & Abbott
Boston

ALLAH IN L. A.

Forum:

As noted in your editorial entitled "Continuity" in the September issue, we were indeed "beaten to the draw," although not to the drawing board in building the Lytton Savings and Loan Assn.'s new headquarters. We couldn't get the job done as quickly as our neighbor, "The Classy Cone" (at right in photo above).

You chided that we had a chance to create "The Classy Cone"; but in reality we passed up the opportunity. I refer you instead to what was actually built on the other side of the Lytton Savings building (photo below). As you can see, the Lytton people are doing their part for community improvement.

We think you will agree that the Garden of Allah Pavilion provides the balance you suggested in your editorial even though it doesn't have a zigzag roof.

KURT W. MEYER
Architects, Heuman & Meyer
Los Angeles
New SATURN dramatically presented to millions of buyers

Shell want to thank you
THREE TIMES A DAY!

An everlasting gift!
New In-Sink-Erator
Saturn Garbage Disposer

The one gift that quietly ends garbage "trudgery"—frees the little woman from disagreeable trips to the garbage can. In-Sink-Erator Saturn flushes waste food down the drain . . . quickly, quietly.

She'll thank you every time she uses it. The whole family will thank you, too . . . because Mother will have more time to spend with the children. Her kitchen will be free of unpleasant odors . . . from germ-attracting containers. Truly, no finer gift for healthier, happier living!

Patented! In-Sink-Erator's exclusive automatic reversing action prevents jams, doubles shredder life.

New! Exclusive poly-styrene inner-liner hushes sound; achieves new level of quietness.

MR. ARCHITECT:
In this automation age, the home without an In-Sink-Erator garbage disposer is archaic! Why In-Sink-Erator? Because In-Sink-Erator makes a product with more exclusive features than any other. Be sure to include In-Sink-Erator in your plumbing specs.

Nationally advertised on network TV "Queen for a Day" and in Better Homes & Gardens, House Beautiful, Sunset, House and Garden, New Homes Guide, Post, Look and Better Homes & Gardens Kitchen Ideas!

Send for spec sheets covering the entire In-Sink-Erator line.

In-Sink-Erator®
the originator and perfecter of Garbage Disposers
In-Sink-Erator Manufacturing Co., Racine, Wisconsin
...Provide "Measured-Demand" vertical transportation efficiency

Here is vertical transportation at its best. Montgomery's "Measured-Demand" elevator system in this modern bank and office building incorporates complete group supervisory control. An electronic system controls and automatically adjusts its operation to variations in traffic flow.

Installed by the Hunter-Hayes Elevator Co. of Dallas, Texas, the Montgomery elevators in this building received the same careful attention in their installation as their counterparts "The Men of Montgomery" gave in their manufacture.

On your next commission where vertical transportation is required, call in a Montgomery representative who will gladly help you with your plans. See the yellow pages of your phone directory.

MONTGOMERY ESCALATORS — STEPHENS-ADAMSON "SPEEDWALKS" AND "SPEEDRAMPS"
Architects bring out all the beauty of design...with Nickel Stainless Steel

Here are three reasons why more and more architects are specifying Nickel Stainless Steel for their designs:

1. **Beauty.** Nickel Stainless Steel has a soft shimmering gleam that provides a handsome yet unobtrusive background. And it keeps its good looks because it is solid metal—corrosion-resisting all the way through.

2. **Permanence.** Nickel Stainless Steel stands up against the weather, and doesn’t discolor adjacent parts of the building. It can be used anywhere. Even in industrial areas where smoke and fumes often cause metal problems.

3. **Low Maintenance.** Nickel Stainless Steel resists pitting and corrosion. It doesn’t have to be painted or protected. And its surfaces stay so hard and smooth that the gentle action of rain helps wash them clean. No wonder maintenance costs are always low!

**Want to know more?** Inco will be glad to furnish information on the uses of Nickel Stainless Steel for your building. Just write for our 32-page booklet, “Architectural Uses of the Stainless Steels.”

The International Nickel Company, Inc.
67 Wall Street
New York 5, N.Y.

Inco Nickel
Nickel makes stainless steel perform better longer
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What constitutes quality in a window? Doesn't every manufacturer claim he produces a quality window—the best window?

In our book, "quality" is not just a wild claim—a generalization or a description of "my" window. Window quality is related to a carefully spelled out specification that covers the metal alloy, wall thickness, strength of sections, size limitations, hardware, as well as performance tests for air infiltration, deflection and other physical load tests. All these factors must be satisfied if a window is to qualify.

**What do we mean by a QUALITY ALUMINUM WINDOW?**

AWMA quality standards for window manufacture and window performance are the result of many years of hard and diligent work. They reflect the thinking of thousands of architects and engineers as well as serious-minded, quality-conscious manufacturers. They are not theoretical, maximum standards but rather, minimum standards that are practical and workable. Under no conditions should you accept any aluminum windows that fail to meet these recognized standards.

To protect your reputation and your clients' building investment, insist on aluminum windows that carry the AWMA "Quality-Approved" seal on each and every window. For a copy of the latest AWMA window specifications and the names of AWMA manufacturers ready to serve you, write to Dept. F 11, Aluminum Window Manufacturers Association, 630 Third Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

---

The Celotex Corporation  
36 E. Fourth Street  
Cincinnati, Ohio  

Gentlemen:  

Sending the enclosed order brings to mind the fact that we have been using Celotex roof insulation for the past thirty years.  

Thinking about this makes us realize that you might be interested in knowing why we like Celotex so much.  

There are two good reasons. One is that you people do the most for me. Celotex promotes jobs and works with engineers and architects to show them the advantages of specifying rigid above-deck insulation.  

The second reason is just as important ... dependable product performance. We have no call-backs due to Celotex material. It's failure proof.  

Yours truly,  
Max Schriber, President  
SCHRIBER SHEET METAL & ROOFERS, INC.  
DAYTON, OHIO  

"FAILURE-PROOF"  

No call-backs! Many years of that kind of experience prompted this letter... job-tested assurance of dependability from one of the leading roofers in the Ohio Valley ... proof again that rigid above-deck insulation by Celotex is "best for balanced roof performance"!  

If it's "by CELOTEX" you get QUALITY ... plus!  

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION  
120 S. LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS  

See 1960 Sweet's Architectural File, Catalog 10a Ce.—Write for Specifications, Samples, Information Manual.
American Steel & Wire
Division of
United States Steel

Columbia-Geneva Steel Division, San Francisco,
Pacific Coast Distributors
Tennessee Coal & Iron Division, Fairfield, Alabama,
Southern Distributors
United States Steel Export Company,
Distributors Abroad
Another New York skyscraper has been reinforced with USS American Welded Wire Fabric. This is Rockefeller Center’s new forty-eight-story Time & Life Building, an outstanding example of contemporary architectural design. The exterior steel columns are encased in stone-faced concrete which project from the walls and serve to accent the vertical sweep of the tower.

The frame supports short span, lightweight concrete slabs reinforced with USS American Welded Wire Fabric. Each slab is 8’0” long and 4” thick. When asked why the fabric-reinforced short-span design was selected for this structure, W. B. Scofield, partner in the structural engineering firm of Edwards & Hjorth, said “This system provides first-class, fireproof construction with a long record of satisfactory service in addition to its proven economy, speed of construction, and occupancy flexibility.”

American Welded Wire Fabric was also used to reinforce the concrete fireproofing encasement of the columns, girders, and beams. Fabric is excellent for this application because the small, closely spaced members reinforced this thin concrete best. In addition, fabric is easily shaped to fit the contours and is sufficiently rigid to maintain the required shape.

Please write American Steel & Wire, Dept. 0421, 614 Superior Avenue, N.W., Cleveland, Ohio or contact our nearest sales office for complete information on these or any other uses of USS American Welded Wire Fabric.

USS and American are registered trademarks
this electrified floor makes room for the future

One thing's sure: a building whose electrification system gets out of date will be no bargain to its owners. That's why Fenestra's electrifloor system uses large underfloor distribution cells up to 7/8 inches deep... *many times larger than those of other systems*. They are the perfect companion for the new, larger electrical header ducts now available. Raceway cells of smaller size are proving inadequate even today.

Fenestra's electrifloor can accommodate any office equipment cables... and still leave room for more complex cables of the future. In addition, these large cells (up to 67.5 sq. in.) form ideal high volume air distribution ducts for low or high velocity systems.

This electrifloor costs less to install, too.

*Fenestra’s larger cells give access to many more cables* from a single electrical access unit... require only half as many units (at up to $20.00 each) without sacrificing utility or flexibility.

*Reduces structural steel needed.* Fenestra cellular box beam panels have a continuous flat bottom plate providing lateral resistance for seismic or wind bracing. The flat bottom plate also provides 50% savings over competitive systems in directly applied fireproofing costs.

*Saves up to 25¢ per square yard* in a simplified system of drop hangers for suspended ceilings.

For more information, call your local representative (he's listed in the Yellow Pages), see Sweet’s File 2c/Fe; or write: Fenestra Incorporated, Dept. AF-011, 2296 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Mich.

Normal concrete fill forms a natural "T" beam. Result: a bonus factor of up to 8 times the design load... dampening out vibrations and requiring less structural steel.

**PRODUCTS FOR THE NEW AGE IN ARCHITECTURE**

Light gauge steel structural systems for floors, roofs, walls and electrified floors
Steel and aluminum curtain-wall systems
Steel and aluminum residential windows
Engineered windows for industrial, institutional and monumental buildings
Hollow metal doors, metal folding closet doors, garage doors
EACH ROOM AT ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITAL has wall-to-wall windows. From their beds, patients have a generous view of sky and green trees. And daylight and sunshine make each room more cheerful.

Since these windows are glazed with Thermopane® insulating glass, patients get nature's therapy with none of her discomforts. Rooms stay cooler, despite summer sun; rooms stay warmer despite winter wind; rooms stay peaceful and quiet, despite the noise of traffic outside.

Heating and air-conditioning costs are reduced because these ribbons of windows contain 3300 Thermopane units.

Thermopane insulating glass is available in over a hundred standard sizes with double-strength glass or Parallel-O-Plate® in the panes. On exposures where sky glare and direct sun heat are extreme, tinted Parallel-O-Grey® or Heat Absorbing Plate Glass can be used for the outer pane.

For technical information on Thermopane, consult Sweet's Architectural File 26-A, or call your L-O-F Distributor or Dealer (listed under “Glass” in the Yellow Pages). Or write to L-O-F, 42110 Libbey-Owens-Ford Building, Toledo 1, Ohio.

Thermopane INSULATING GLASS

Made in U.S.A. only by

LIDBEY-OWENS-FORD • TOLEDO 1, OHIO

St. Vincent's Hospital, Green Bay, Wis.
Architect: Foeller, Schober, Berners, Safford & Jahn, Green Bay, Wis.
Glass: Thermopane, L-O-F Polished Plate and L-O-F Tuf-flex® Doors.
Nature extends a healing hand
The new International Business Machines Office Building in Baltimore, Maryland, has individual Inlock Neoprene Structural Gasket assemblies to structurally seal its ¾” lights of glass and ¾” spandrel panels. The Building is an excellent example of design simplicity and economy, integrated into an eye-appealing curtain wall structure.

Architects are “designing in” Inlock Gaskets as the proven solution to economical joint design and positive sealing for the installation of glass and panels in curtain wall construction.

An Inlock closure system offers the owner, architect, fabricator and glazier the ultimate in economical installation costs, plus a guaranteed leakproof curtain wall design that outlasts others.

Man failure during installation is eliminated because the Inlock Structural Gasket reduces the technique of glazing to an exact science.

Investigate right now the real savings on Inlock installation and maintenance costs.

Tell us your sealing problems. We will design a gasket to solve it. Inlock designs are patented, cannot be copied or duplicated. Send for catalog. Write Inland Manufacturing Division, 2761 Inland Avenue, Dayton 1, Ohio.

Specify...

INLOCK
NEOPRENE STRUCTURAL GASKET

INLAND MANUFACTURING DIVISION
General Motors Corporation, Dayton, Ohio
ALUMINUM COUNTER DOORS—BY COOKSON
-Best for Schools and Every Need

WORLD’S MOST WIDELY SPECIFIED COUNTER DOORS FOR
* SCHOOLS • CAFETERIAS • OFFICES • SHOPS & STORES
* POST OFFICE WINDOWS • SERVICE ENTRANCES
* TICKET WINDOWS • NEWS STANDS

Write for Bulletin 902.
Contains details drawings and complete architectural specifications.

ALSO STEEL ROLLING & FIRE DOORS • WOOD COILING PARTITIONS • GRILLES

THE COOKSON COMPANY
1525 Cortland Avenue, Dept. AF
San Francisco 10, California
Sales and Service Representatives
Throughout the U. S. A.

Wall Washer Downlights with Designed Optics by Kliegl
... the Great Name in Lighting!

Designed optics... controlled wall lighting from an inconspicuous overhead light source. A specially shaped Alzak finished reflector was created for Kliegl Wall Washer Downlights. This unit, with its uniquely shaped reflector, permits the use of a pinhole aperture and produces a soft overall light pattern without annoying hot spots or scallops.

Kliegl Wall Washers are optically designed to correctly illuminate any wall whether it is blank or decorated with pictures, murals or tapestries.

Plan to use Kliegl Wall Washer Downlights in your next project.
In the meantime, for complete information, write for our Architectural Lighting Catalog.

KLEIGL BROS.
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., Inc.
321 W. 50th St., New York 19, N.Y.

ORIGINATORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF KLEIGL LIGHTS

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED
BY THE ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933, JULY 2, 1946 AND JUNE 11, 1960 (74 STAT. 2081) SHOWING THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW published monthly at New York, N. Y. for October 1, 1960


3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1% or more of the total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: none

4. Paragraphs 3 and 5 include, in case where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee and/or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting; also the statements in the two paragraphs show the affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner.

5. The average number of copies of each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the 12 months preceding the date shown above was: 61,658.

John J. Ferri, Business Manager

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 29th day of September, 1960.

MARY JANE GILMORE
Notary Public, State of New York
No. 31,1157645

Qualified in New York County
My Commission Expires March 5, 1961
REPRESENTATIVE DUNHAM-BUSH INSTALLATIONS

IBM Engineering Laboratory
Kingston, New York

Cardinal Glennon Memorial Hospital for Children
St. Louis, Missouri

Texas National Bank Building
Houston, Texas

Picker Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio

St. Paul's Catholic Church
Princeton, New Jersey

Publix Supermarkets
Lakeland, Florida

Belle Chasse High School
Belle Chasse, Louisiana

Ceylon House of Representatives
Colombo, Ceylon

Massachusetts General Hospital
Boston, Massachusetts

Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Bronx, New York
applies to any type of structure you conceive

provides "one source-one responsibility" for all your
Air Conditioning-Refrigeration-
Heating-Heat Transfer requirements

Creators of today's buildings must utilize many "sources". But in its realm of functional products, Dunham-Bush offers the uniqueness of "one source and one responsibility" by providing dependable products not only for Air Conditioning, but also for Refrigeration, Heating and Heat Transfer, plus available technical facilities, nearby and ready to serve.

Whether your need is immediate or future, you'll find it advantageous to know Dunham-Bush better through your Dunham-Bush area representative. May we send him your way, soon? Your inquiry is invited.
absorb water, nor lose their strength when wet — the job stays on schedule.

Types A, B, C, and H decks have the additional advantage of a Bonderized, baked-enamel prime finish that resists on-the-job damage. One field coat of paint on these Inland decks usually does the job of two coats on ordinary decks.

Write for catalogs 240, 241, and 245 — or see Sweet's sections 2c/Inl, 11a/In, and 2a/In for full information on Inland steel roof deck and permanent centering. If you have an unusual problem, you can draw upon their diversified experience by consulting Inland's Engineers.
When it comes to roof

Whether your design calls for a dry insulation board roof or for wet-fill, there's an Inland roof system for the job — by the makers of Milcor steel building products, famous for years for highest quality.

Inland steel deck is lightweight — weighs less than half as much as poured-in-place or pre-cast construction. You can space joists wider than otherwise and use lighter framework, to save both time and money.

Panels are easy to handle and weld in place — in any weather that a man can work. They don't need warmth for setting, nor time for curing. They don't

ATLANTA, BALTIMORE, BUFFALO, CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, CLEVELAND,
Advertising impact is greater when you add the impact of FORTUNE
proved at the time. (The biggest opposition to the Kansas City code revision came from labor, which feared it would open up new jurisdictional problems. For instance, electricians protested that under the new code, heating installation workers were given duties formerly done by electricians.) In St. Louis, a special code committee has been at work for six years, and has recently drawn up a new code following that of the Building Officials Conference of America. Architects and builders are hopeful that the new code will be adopted, and that it will mean increased activity in St. Louis. "Under the present code," says Architect George Kassabaum, "you could not afford to build a multi-story office building in downtown St. Louis."

The present St. Louis code was amended in 1954 to permit curtain-wall construction, but only in buildings of over 100,000 square feet. This sort of sop, which was intended to keep a large warehouse from being built elsewhere and still placate the masonry interests, makes a hash of codes. Yet it has also removed the obstacle to the new Mill Creek urban renewal apartment project, designed by Schwarz & Van Hoefen. These apartments use curtain walls, at a saving of $60,000 on the $5 million cost of the project, say the architects.

In Los Angeles, a group calling itself the Council for Better Buildings, which claims about 250 members, is stumping for an "escape amendment" to that city's aged code. The group favors a method whereby any qualified engineer or architect could certify any building system or material as to safety, strength, fire resistance, and other provisions of the code. Under it the city would have to prove a system is unsafe rather than force the architect or engineer to prove his method follows the code. While this proposal seems like a dangerous brand of construction anarchy to some, it is getting backing from many Los Angeles architects. The A.I.A. chapter for southern California is still officially backing a new performance-type code, however.

Although Los Angeles architects may disagree on what should be done to revise the city's present specifications code, most agree something should be done. Like the San Francisco code, Los Angeles' is a maze of restrictions, administered by officials who follow it rigorously. One structural engineer says the code "strangles all ingenuity and initiative," and adds, "a lot of engineers are terrified of the building department because of reprisals. They have been told if they don't conform and stop trying to get nonconforming items through, the department will make things rough for them." And yet department employees are seldom up to date on latest construction methods or materials, he claims.

In Los Angeles, as in Chicago and other cities, a major battle is being constantly waged over the use of prestressed concrete, particularly regarding its fire safety features. The American Cement Corp. has been prevented from building a 13-story office building by city insistence on complete fire testing, which means that every one of the 450 structural members would have to be subjected to furnace blasts. The testing would probably take eight months to a year, and American has started a court action to force a hearing on its position that the costly tests are unnecessary.

Even where newer, performance-type codes are in use, the stifling hand of bureaucracy can prevent modern building techniques. A Chicago architect says that one of the chief complaints in the city is that "the city building department does not keep up with the tests of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, so if a new product is developed and shows a certain fire resistance this is not recognized for a year." As in San Francisco and other large cities, officials are criticized for refusing to stray from the letter of the codes. Chicago, for instance, will not permit private builders to use prestressed concrete, but the city itself uses it for bridges. The same is true in Los Angeles, where public schools have used prestressed construction, although it is taboo in private work.

In the long run, Tabler's experience in San Francisco may do even more to foster the cause of sensible codes and code enforcement than his work as head of the A.I.A.'s code committee. And Hilton's refusal to abandon Tabler's design despite the heavy costs of fighting their case through the courts may prove to be a weighty factor in the larger battle for code modernization across the country.
THO' WE DON'T RECOMMEND PACING A NEW BARRETT BONDED ROOF—WE CAN UNDERSTAND IT. After all, a Barrett bonded roof does inspire confidence. And for 3 good reasons:

1. Quality roofing and roof insulation materials.
2. Applied by pros—Barrett-approved roofers.

Speaking of roofs...

For a pitch roof, we've got the famous Barrett SPECIFICATION* roof—the first 25-year bonded pitch and felt roof available. For an asphalt roof, always dependable Barrett ANCHORBOND*. For roof insulation, Barrett's unique surface-sized fiberboard. Keeps pitch and asphalt where it should be—on top.

Don't forget BARRETT... Aluminum siding • Asbestos-cement siding • Ceiling tile • Gypsum • Insulation board • Plastic panels • Protective coatings • Rock wool • Roll roofing • Roofing shingles.

*Trade Mark of Allied Chemical Corporation

BARRETT DIVISION
40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y.
"Don't interrupt him now...
pacing his new BARRETT Bonded Roof does things for him."

neither HEAT...nor COLD...nor WATER VAPOR...can ever decrease initial efficiency of

ALUMISEAL
Reflective Insulation with BALANCED VAPOR BARRIER CONSTRUCTION

For complete engineered mastery of Temperature, from sub zero, cryogenic temperatures to melting point of metals...for permanent thermal efficiency throughout the life of the building...and for absolute elimination of maintenance problems and costs, it will pay you to look into Alumiseal—the ultimate in insulation today.

Alumiseal is designed and installed to the most exacting engineering standards, using ALCOA Aluminum throughout. It is unconditionally guaranteed to have a reflectivity of 95% to 97%, and has been proved by two decades and thousands of installations for Industry and Government. For all types of refrigerated and controlled-environmental spaces, Alumiseal is the insulation that will serve you and your client best—throughout the life of the building!

Typical of the major organizations using Alumiseal are American Bakeries Company; American Can Company; Bickford's, Inc.; Food Fair Stores, Inc.; Gorton's of Gloucester; Hot Shoppes, Inc.; Howard Johnson's; Massachusetts General Hospital; New York State Hospitals and Institutions.

For demonstration and inspection of actual installations with years of continuous usage, write Alumiseal Corporation or consult your nearest licensed Alumiseal Distributor Applicator, who is equipped to furnish experienced installation.
period has passed. The tax rate for buildings, and for other school items, is expected to continue to rise.

The board generally sells its bonds when municipal market conditions seem right, and invests whatever funds are not needed immediately in short-term government securities. Actual bond sales have only accounted for $160 million of the total $200 million authorized since 1951, but $175 million has actually been committed in terms of sites and schools already scheduled for construction.

With 54,000 new classroom seats scheduled to be ready by January 1962, Willis believes he can see the end of the city's most pressing school problems. But he still wants to get classroom sizes down to an average of 30 (although he does not preclude team teaching, classroom TV, and other methods of handling very large groups) and to keep elementary school sizes down to an optimum of 1,200. Thus, Superintendent Willis will necessarily be involved in building schools for many years. In fact, the size of the Chicago school program alone makes Willis a bigger building client than all but nine of the 100 biggest on last year's list (FORUM, Oct. '59). As one of Willis' associates says: "Sometimes I think Willis is as interested in school buildings themselves as he is in the educational process." That exaggeration is probably the most cogent clue to Chicago's success in building a great many new schools—some of them very good—at low cost and in a relatively short time.

Willis himself is impatient to be out of the catching-up stage and get on to a fistful of favorite projects. Besides goals already mentioned concerning elementary and secondary schools, Willis has embarked on a junior-college program, in which seven high schools are being used by 22,000 students. This is an area where Willis believes great future educational development is in store, and where the school board must be prepared to meet the challenge. Willis is also enthusiastic about the city's new Teachers' College, now under construction, which will educate 2,100 teachers for the city's system, starting September 1961.

Chicago may not have found answers to all the problems of school building in the city, but it has at least been willing to meet them hand-to-hand. Certainly there is no major city that has so successfully attempted to bring meaning out of mass, to delineate human scale in the midst of urban congestion.

BALLOON FOR PEACEFUL ATOMS  continued from page 115

strong consciousness of the architectural envelope." To be sure, his air-lock has a strong exterior image too, its form growing out of the functions it contains and the nature of air structures. But it is a pure shape, in that it fills three basic requirements, within the limits of an air structure:

› Portability: it can rapidly be assembled and disassembled.

› Plan and section: the physical requirements of the exhibit are expressed by the building form.

› Acoustics: the roof configurations atop the interior areas are molded to avoid the reradiation of sound energy to the center of the exhibition areas.

The building's interior image is totally subordinated: Lundy illuminates the complete interior periphery with dark blue lights. The impression inside the exhibit is one of darkness, with a dark blue glow overhead on the vast vaults that outline the interior walls that undulate in both plan and section (see plan, p. 144). The exhibits themselves are brightly lit, so as to be dominant in their contrast with the darkness. Says Lundy: "The structure inside will be denied and the content of the exhibit will have a better chance of getting through."

Lundy's floor plan is a labyrinth, so organized that each visitor must walk past each element of the exhibit. The first stop is the 330-seat theater, where he will see a ten-minute film on a triple screen on the peaceful atom. Then he will move to a sweeping passageway, which will take him to the technical center. In the midst of the technical center is a working nuclear reactor, where the visitor will see scientists conducting experiments with small groups of students. A special, transparent, plastic bubble—an air structure within an air structure—encloses the reactor, extending almost to the top of the dome. The bubble will allow visitors to have a clear view of the equipment without allowing them access to the laboratory area.

The area surrounding the reactor bubble will contain a cobalt-60 irradiation facility and a variety of other nuclear equipment. And adjacent to the technical laboratory will be a series of lecture areas in which visitors can hear about such aspects of the nuclear science as the use of reactors in electric power production, the use of radioisotopes in industry, medicine, and agriculture. Finally, still following through the labyrinth, the visitor will enter an area devoted to safety and the peaceful atom: how workers are protected against radiation, how remote-control manipulators are operated behind leaded glass and concrete shields, etc.

South American scientists, engineers, technicians, and students will be encouraged to participate in this program, which is intended to provide them with the latest developments in harnessing the peaceful atom for the benefit of mankind. The envelope sheltering this exhibition should provide other groups of engineers and students, those involved in the building science, with ideas which are as stimulating in their way as the atom exhibit itself.
Quality engineered . . . quality appearance . . . quality operation. That's the Von Duprin 66.

For enduring beauty and lasting service, the job calls for Von Duprin 66 in stainless steel. You quickly sense the excellent quality of this device . . . its clean, tasteful appearance will harmonize with your finest buildings.

Rim, mortise lock and vertical rod models are furnished with a smart new series of matching outside trims. Type 66 devices are also available in bronze.

Write for your copy of Bulletin 581 . . . full details on construction, function and accessory items.
"the safe way out" in stainless steel
These are not photos of the moon, but untouched pictures of \( \frac{3}{8} \)-deep Petrie dish samples of various types of bituminous roofing materials. Prepared in an identical manner, these \( \frac{5}{2} \)" diameter dishes were all subjected to 687 days of continuous water immersion at 65° F. Periodically, they were removed from this bath and weighed: the six samples (A-F) shown above had soaked up, on the average, 11 times the weight of water that the four samples (1-4) of Koppers Coal Tar Pitch had. Water exposure is an inevitable condition for flat, built-up roofs and it's easy to see that the numbered coal-tar pitch samples withstand this exposure better than the lettered non-tar specimens. This superior waterproofness is one important reason for the unequalled service life of coal-tar pitch roofs. May we tell you more?
ness has risen only 5 per cent. State and local debt has increased in the same period by 50 per cent.

Only a federal-aid program, with matching provisions, makes it fiscally and politically possible for local and state officials to move ahead in such specialized and imaginative programs as urban renewal.

This is not a matter to be tagged as a “liberal” or a “conservative” program. But if I had to find a word for it, I would call it “truly conservative.”

FUND FOR HOUSING

In Pittsburgh a new way through the obstacles confronting low-income housing has been found by ACTION-Housing’s unique development fund. The fund, an object of envy for other cities, was recently described in a speech by ACTION-Housing’s chairman, J. Stanley Purnell.

The development fund was established to increase the supply of sales and rental housing for moderate-income families in the Pittsburgh area by furnishing needed intermediate equity capital to private builders and developers. The development fund was launched September 1959, and given impetus toward its $2 million goal by grants totaling $350,000 from the three Mellon Foundations.

For several decades now, rental housing’s prime problem has been the difficulty of attracting soundly motivated equity capital. The development fund, we believe, will show how such capital can be provided in Pittsburgh, and thereby serve as a pattern for other cities throughout the Nation.

As for sales housing, the fund will enable experienced, capable builders of proven ability, who are unable to finance land development on a large scale, to move into the mass market.

These are the objectives of the development fund: 1) to increase substantially the supply of good sales and rental housing for moderate-income families in the area; 2) to achieve significant advances in community and housing design by utilizing new housing materials and components, technology, production, and financing methods; 3) to complement the Pittsburgh Renaissance program.

Parallel with our efforts to cause new housing to be built is our work in the interests of upgrading and modernizing old, but still sound, houses and neighborhoods. We have half a million housing units in Allegheny County. This inventory is increased with new housing by only 1½ per cent in any current year. Our existing inventory is a crucial asset. It must be preserved and restored.

LET THEM LIVE THERE

A suggestion for the education of rule-ridden urban renewal officials was made by Architect Chloethiel Woodard Smith writing in the Chesapeake Bay Region “Architects’ Report.”

Perhaps every official in every agency remotely connected with urban renewal should have to spend several days living in each new project and have his official and nonofficial friends visit him there. Then he should have to write a report on why he did or didn’t like living there and what his friends thought. Following this, he should be required to attend a conference with the developers and the architect, hear the full story of the project and how each agency and all agencies together affected its development. If the architect did not include certain features the “rules” wouldn’t allow, he’d present these at this time. The conference would be attended by a goodly representation of people who live in the city but don’t help build it—and who could ask questions. Finally, a top reporter would write all this up: is this project a better and more beautiful place to live; do people really want to live there and why or why not; is this how we want to rebuild our cities?
AND FITTINGS USED FOR SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE PLUMBING APARTMENT BUILDING . . .

Since the entire supply and drainage plumbing systems are contained in the walls of the new Palo Alto apartments, the smaller size and lighter weight of copper are essential factors. One unique innovation in this piping system is that many of the lines which customarily would be run horizontally have been installed diagonally, thus eliminating the need for pipe hangers. (Note the photo above). Copper was also used for all heating and cooling lines in this modern structure.

Even complex plumbing assemblies can be quickly put together with a minimum number of joints when Streamline DWV copper tube and solder-type fittings are used. The work is faster and the completed job assures a lifetime of clog-free, rust-proof, leak-proof plumbing service . . . and copper costs no more than rustable piping materials. More and more architects and engineers, builders, and owners are specifying Streamline copper tube and solder-type fittings . . . the modern plumbing material for supply and drainage systems.

PORT HURON 9, MICHIGAN

For all the latest facts on Streamline DWV copper tube and solder-type fittings, the modern sanitary drainage piping material, write today for copy of Catalog D-459.
The first application of "slip-form" central core construction in the United States has been employed in the erection of the new 101 unit Palo Alto apartment building. With this method, the form in which the concrete is poured rides on high strength steel rods equipped with hydraulic jacks. The slip form is progressively lifted to each elevation after the concrete has been poured and allowed to set. By using this system, the 15 story core of the building was completed in 5 working days at an estimated saving of 8% on labor costs. Pre-stressed slabs, poured in place, serve as both floors and ceilings in the core. This Swedish-originated method has been used extensively in this country for bridge piers and storage silos, but is completely new in the construction of buildings.

Architect for the new Palo Alto apartments is William F. Hempel, AIA. The North State Builders Ltd. own and are constructing the 15 story building; engineering was by R. B. Welty of Modesto with H. B. Brewster, Fresno, consulting. The plumbing is being installed by the Herman Lawson Company of San Francisco. According to Mr. Hempel, the location of the utilities in the central core of a building sometimes creates problems in relation to local codes. But, in the case of the Palo Alto apartments, the city of Palo Alto changed code requirements so all plumbing in the building could be copper.
Crossroads... liberal cities... conservative arguments

ARCHITECTURAL CROSSROADS

In his response to a request for an editorial in a state-related number of "The Arizona Architect," A.I.A. President Philip Will Jr. included this thought:

The failure of a profession to discharge its responsibility is not long tolerated by a dissatisfied public. This is especially true of those concerns collectively recognized by the organized professional associations or institutes as obligations to the public welfare. A dissatisfied public appeals to government. Thus, for example, if the public feels its medical needs are not adequately met, the medical profession loses status, freedom, and independence to socialized medicine; doctors become employees of the state. Patients are assigned and the fees are fixed. The consequences to this nation's fundamental philosophies of government and economics are far-reaching, self-evident, and require no elaboration here.

We in architecture are at a similar crossroads.

LIBERALISM AND THE CITY

Charles Abrams, noted urbanist and housing expert, continues to regard cities as the wellsprings of our free society. His views were recently presented in the 1960 "Housing Yearbook."

The population of the U.S. is expected to double by the end of the century, and 97 per cent of it will be urban. Our teeming cities have only begun to teem.

The broad view of soil and sky will shrink for these people to a world of pavements and crowded houses. To escape freedom from want on a gullied acre, a man may acquire enslavement to a routine. To win liberation from boredom, he may find only the new vassalage of the machine. To gain security against a precarious tenancy, he may exchange an urban existence for a life of uncertainty. But it is futile to debate which was the better life, for the die has been cast.

There can be no real freedom in the cities without relief from the frustrations of the city environment, and hope for those who are different. From the alien and sedition laws to the current racial crisis, the threat to freedom has been mainly an assault upon the rights of a minority. The chief test of freedom today will be the degree of freedom apportioned to minorities—not only Negroes but also Puerto Ricans, Latin Americans, and underprivileged whites.

Equal rights means more than just equal access to jobs, housing and public facilities. It means also an affirmative program to equalize the chances of minority children for sharing in life's potentials. This will require research into their needs and frustrations. It will call for encouragement of leaders who can help their fellows see their real goals and work to attain them. It will demand a reaffirmation of the city's role in the struggle to maintain freedom. Yet if the past is a guide, it will be the cities which will provide the impulse and the example.

THE CONSERVATIVE ARGUMENT

The argument that federal assistance to cities is inflationary and involves a loss of freedom was effectively countered by Gustave G. Amsterdam, president of the Bankers Security Corp., talking before a conservative Boston audience.

The federal establishment can well afford to commit itself to a long-range program moving up to $1 billion a year for urban renewal without destroying the solvency of the nation. Urban renewal is almost certainly a self-liquidating process for the federal and local governments. The statistics show that more than $5 in new private investment is spent for each dollar of federal expenditure. On this basis that federal and local taxes take more than 20 per cent of the gross national product, in which the stimulated investment in urban renewal is surely figured, the taxing bodies regain the public investment in the very early years of a renewal project's accomplishment.

And the local taxing bodies continue to reap benefits for many years to come because of the gain in taxable values that well-planned urban redevelopment creates.

We cannot take refuge in a solution which advocates leaving the whole responsibility to state and local governments. I do not like to be suspicious of the motives of other people, but it almost always seems as if the advocates of this course actually do not care whether a given program is carried out or not, for it is, of course, no solution at all.

The states and cities have been hard pressed, and—if they are not at the end of their resources—they are heavily committed to operational costs for their present responsibilities.

To illustrate: since 1946, federal revenues have risen 74 per cent, which is less than the percentage of growth of the economy; meanwhile, state and local revenues have tripled. The federal government still collects 63 per cent of all tax revenues—but this is down from 77 per cent in 1946. Since 1946, federal indebtedness
THE ORIGINAL SQUARE AND RECTANGULAR AIR DIFFUSERS

AGITAIR
GENUINE PRODUCTS

STURDILY CONSTRUCTED
- All louvers are firmly welded to diffusing vanes in parallel lines.
- The louvers cannot be tampered with or altered.
- Solid construction eliminates strumming or vibration.
- A metal plate is welded at the corner joints to add greater rigidity to the unit.

MORE THAN 1,000,000 IN USE TO-DAY

Only AGITAIR square and rectangular diffusers employ the jet induction feature due to scientifically designed diffusing vanes.

These AGITAIR diffusers with built-in diffusing vanes, are designed and positioned to serve as air pumps, compressing the air into a multiplicity of jets. These jets issuing from spaces between adjacent louvers, produce a high degree of turbulence which rapidly mixes the primary and room air and assures control of the entire cubic contents of the spaces served.

AGITAIR jet induction type diffusers are custom-made with louver arrangements for 1-2-3 or 4 way proportional blows.

Ask for technical catalog R-108

AIR DEVICES INC.
185 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N.Y.
BETTER PRODUCTS FOR
AIR DISTRIBUTION • AIR CLEANING • AIR EXHAUST

Another fine specification for
PLASTER-WELD®
Luxurious 30 story IMPERIAL HOUSE

New York's largest post-war apartment building

Here, at Imperial House, Emery Roth & Sons specified Plaster-Weld to bond finish plaster over all exposed concrete construction-slab ceilings, columns and beams. After Plaster-Weld was sprayed on concrete, and had dried to a flexible film, plastering began, with Plaster-Weld creating a permanent bond between plaster and concrete. By eliminating rubbing and grinding of exposed concrete, Plaster-Weld helped provide a deluxe plaster finish at extremely low cost.

In case you haven't heard, Plaster-Weld is the amazingly versatile job-proven liquid bonding agent which bonds plaster to concrete... or any sound surface... for as little as 2c per square foot.

For complete technical information, see Sweet's, or write us direct. Address Box 5938-B, Larsen Products Corporation, Bethesda 14, Md.

LARSEN PRODUCTS CORPORATION
LARSEN... FIRST... WITH THE FINEST IN BONDING AGENTS
St. Andrew's Episcopal Cathedral, Honolulu. Here bronze in the soft statutory finish complements the grace and dignity of a contemporary Gothic design. A wise choice of standard materials made substantial economies possible. Drawing above shows how Architectural Bronze extrusions were used for pilaster faces and corners. Flat surfaces are of Muntz Metal sheet. Bronze facing on doors is bonded to a reinforced sheet steel core. Architect: Carlton Monroe Winslow, Beverly Hills, Calif. Fabricator: Cochran-Izard & Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

Bronze in weathered or natural finish blends warmth and dignity

These contrasting applications of bronze are two of many new examples shown in our 2nd Edition of "Architectural Metals by Anaconda." Its 64 pages give practical and detailed information on the available metals, their compositions, colors, forms, physical and mechanical properties, application methods, suggested specifications, and many pages of fabricators’ shop drawings. Write for your copy today. Address: Anaconda American Brass Company, Waterbury 20, Conn. In Canada: Anaconda American Brass Ltd., New Toronto, Ontario.

BRONZE—The Architectural Metal of Distinction

ANACONDA®
ARCHITECTURAL METALS

Everywhere you go among the top men in Big Building (the architects, the engineers, the contractors and the clients) the talk today is the twin booms of the sixties—a 213 million population boom—a $670 billion construction boom.

And whenever these towering subjects come up in the daily press of the nation, FORUM is quoted 5 times more often than the next two leading building publications combined.

For, the men and companies with the biggest stake rely on FORUM as building’s most authoritative spokesman.

Architectural Forum the magazine of building published by Time Inc.
Impact and fire resistance are twin features of this Polished Misco Wire Glass installation in Tennessee School for the Deaf, Knoxville, Tenn. Architect—Painter, Weeks & McCarty, Knoxville, Tenn.

MISSISSIPPI GLASS... LEADS THE WAY IN Daylighting WITH SAFETY

Combining beauty, utility, and economy, Mississippi leads the way by making available an extensive selection of translucent glass patterns that do wonderful things with daylight. In addition, rugged Mississippi Wire Glass, whether for obscurity or clear vision, affords effective but inconspicuous fire protection while enhancing the appearance of any structure... when installed in partitions, skylights, stairwells, windows, doors, or wherever else fire and breakage protection is required. The versatility of Mississippi glass provides architects and engineers with a practical solution to virtually every daylighting problem, including safety with decoration, with heat absorption and with light diffusion and direction.


MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA
88 Angelica Street • ST. LOUIS 7, MISSOURI

MANUFACTURER OF ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRED GLASS
Stairwell of Polished Milco Wire Glass contributes to overall appearance as well as safety in the Fort Saunders Elementary School, Knoxville, Tenn.

Architect—Painter, Weeks & McCarty, Knoxville, Tenn.

For details, see your nearby distributor of quality glass or write for latest catalog. Address Department 6.
WINNERS

Second Annual Design Competition

The RUBEROID Co. • MASTIC TILE DIVISION

to stimulate a major contribution to

More Effective Utilization of School Plant

• Education for youth and adult
• Recreation for all the family

"This program not only serves to stimulate interest of those in the architectural profession primarily concerned with the designing of educational plants but, perhaps more importantly, centers the attention of the non-architectural layman upon educational changes and problems and helps him to realize more clearly his responsibility to collaborate wisely with his fellow citizens in solving the problems to which these changes give rise."

...from comments by the Jury

STUDENT DIVISION

1st prize

John Scarlata, Pratt Institute. — "The design was particularly liked for the development along the water's edge, and related the community and educational facilities very well."

The RUBEROID Co. • MASTIC TILE DIVISION

Vinyl Tile • Vinyl-Asbestos Tile • Asphalt Tile

RUBEROID: Superior Building Products for Better Building
1960 AWARD

GRAND PRIZE
Edward Colbert, A.I.A. and Alfred J. Petrilli. — "The main feature was the total plan, with center of plant revolving around the information center. Most impressive."

2nd prize
Edwin F. Harris, Jr. — "The accent is on planning, with Junior High School, High School and the College planned on one very large space module."

3rd prize
Marvin Hatami. — "It is one of the best decentralized plans; for instance, the Junior High School itself is ten or so buildings. A well-integrated job."
Important Lesson from the Political Campaign

Right to Comfortable Seating Established at Los Angeles Memorial Sports Arena

Long after the tempest and turmoil of the present campaign are forgotten, those who attended the convention in Los Angeles Memorial Sports Arena will remember the solid comfort provided by Heywood-Wakefield portable chairs. Comparable to permanent seating in appearance—equipped with coil spring cushion and generously padded back—Heywood-Wakefield T289 FA De Luxe Tubular Steel Portable Chairs are kind to the entire body. In addition, independent folding seat and arms permit close back-to-back spacing and storage in minimum space.

Write for new Auditorium and Theatre Seating Catalog.
region's 15 million people live in communities which meet the minimum standards of 10 acres of park per 1,000 population. Item: the pace of park acquisition is actually declining in the face of growing population, per capita income, leisure time, and recreation demands. Item: to keep abreast of growth, the region will need 1,100 square miles of open space beyond the 590 now permanently set aside; of this figure, 860 square miles designated for public recreation would cost $1.9 billion to acquire at 1960 prices (the average annual cost per person beyond current expenditures would be between $8 and $4, hardly an insufferable burden for the average citizen to carry). The report recommends the creation of ten new regional parks from Montauk to the Delaware Valley, calls for a tripling of local recreation acreage by 1985. It also endorses principles of cluster planning and residential commons, the purchase of conservation easements to keep land in its natural state, and the creation of a privately financed foundation to acquire critical acreage until it can be transferred to public ownership. The New York region, and others, would do well to heed the call.


Konrad Wachsmann, the brilliant architect-engineer and structural innovator, has been busy, between trips around the world, putting together a remarkable statement of his beliefs about the present and coming revolution in building.

Wachsmann's book starts, approximately, with Paxton's Crystal Palace of a hundred years ago, pointing out that this was not merely a radically new sort of structure (iron and glass), but a radically new kind of assembly of prefabricated, identical parts. Bridges, towers, space-frames—all these Wachsmann analyzes in terms of the new technology they represent, and in terms of the new esthetic which is part and parcel of that technology. For Wachsmann is, in reality, a romantic artist merely disguised as an engineer (probably because this is a better time for engineers). So while he talks of the industrialization of building, he really dreams of the etherealization of structures. This, of course, is one reason why Wachsmann is such a good teacher, and why this is such a beautiful book.

Although Wachsmann pays occasional lip service to the sort of shell structure that seems increasingly possible as plastics become stronger, his heart really belongs to the space-frame and the beautifully complex joint which this weblike structure demands. "Wachsmann has a bad case of jointitis," one of his friends used to say. Possibly so; but Wachsmann's joints are lovelier than anything on view outside a paddock.

Bradley showers improve every shower room—and cut costs at the same time. They are your best choice for both new construction and remodeling.

See our display of
Horizontal Gliding Aluminum Windows, Perma-Pane Sealed Glass Units, Muntin Bar Windows and Window Walls at Booths 869-70.
MORRISTOWN HEADQUARTERS
General Public Utilities Corporation subsidiaries, Jersey Central Power and Light Co.—New Jersey Power and Light Co., Morris-town, New Jersey.

British housing . . . U. S. cities . . . German building


This is a handsome book, divided, roughly, into three parts: first, an introduction that chronicles the history of housing in England from the industrial revolution through the "Garden City" movement (the flavor of which may be caught from a view of Welwyn Garden City, above) to the present; second, a pictorial record of new group housing, including several of the New Towns and some of the urban, low-cost housing put up by public authorities (like Chamberlin, Powell, & Ben's excellent Golden Lane Estate, above); and, third, a collection of outstanding, modern, one-family houses built in England recently.

By far the most impressive part of this book is that concerned with New Towns and public-housing developments in existing cities (such as Roehampton, below, in metropolitan London). Almost nothing has been built in the U.S. since 1945 that compares in quality with these buildings and developments done, during these same years, in England. Most of the material is familiar to FORUM readers, but the compilation in one book increases the impact of this body of work. If it does nothing else, this volume should stir up some of those who have in this country. And so much mediocre and ugly housing in the U.S. during the past few years.

GUIDING METROPOLITAN GROWTH. A statement of national policy by the Research and Policy Committee of the Committee for Economic Development, 711 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 50 pp. 7" x 11". Illus. Paperbound. $2.

In a quiet, academic way this small booklet is a revolutionary document. Its authors, the Research and Policy Committee of the Committee for Economic Development, say in effect that something is radically wrong with the economic, social, and political underpinnings of the 192 U.S. metropolitan areas.

They go on from that irreverent (but well-substantiated) statement to make a number of equally revolutionary proposals. Most striking among them: the economic base of each metropolitan area should be thoroughly researched before renewal programs are attempted; urban renewal, as a national effort, should be severely revised (their word is "recast"); government in metropolitan areas should be reconceived to answer new needs and responsibilities.

The question is, of course, whether these sound proposals, which have been introduced as ideas by city thinkers for some time but never before put into the businessman's idiom, will now have a real effect upon the thinking of conservative, commercial interests in this country. And the answer is: quite likely. For the authors demonstrate that it is only by moving in this direction—not by clinging to the status quo—that U.S. businessmen will be able to maintain both their cash and their conservative principles.


An index of just how far U. S. metropolitan areas are falling behind in meeting their park and open-space demands is contained in this fourth and final report of the two-year Park, Recreation, and Open Space Project jointly sponsored by New York's Metropolitan Regional Council and Regional Plan Assn. Item: only 4 per cent of the tristate New York continued on page 184

In all parts of the country . . . North, South, East and West, owners and architects are specifying that their new air-conditioned buildings be constructed with Robertson Q-Air Floor. They have recognized in this new construction system a distinct method of saving money in the face of ever-rising construction and operating costs.

Q-Air Floor is the same strong, weight-saving cellular steel sub-floor as Robertson's well-known Q-Floor, but in addition to carrying telephone and power lines, it carries hot and cold air for air-conditioning as well. Occasional pairs of extra-wide structural cells fit in with the normal Q-Floor system (with no change in the two-foot module) and carry the air to mixing units for discharge into the room. As seen below, this structural innovation provides you with very substantial savings. The Q-Air Floor distribution system is actually a third advantage to users of this versatile sub-floor. For the past 25 years owners of Q-Floor buildings have been reaping the benefits of Q-Floor's structural and electrical features . . . the clean, quick, dry construction gives earlier occupancy and its electrical layout freedom permits unlimited choice of desk and partition location, to provide the most efficient and economical office routine. Everywhere—in every way—Q-Air Floor can save you money.
are the source of that light. They're part of the space, the room, the comfortable feeling of good design.

Lighting Division, Edgewater Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Westinghouse
Planes define a space and the space becomes a room. The room comes to life with light. Westinghouse fixtures.

For more information on the Corvaire fixture write for AIA file No. 31-F-23-W1, Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

HERCULITE DOORS set in bronze Herculite door frame assemblies and sidelights—First National Bank of Topeka, Topeka, Kansas. Herculite tempered plate glass doors will last a building's lifetime without maintenance. These doors are handle operated by Pittromatic—PPG's exclusive automatic door opener. Architects: Kline & Bradley, Topeka, Kansas. Contractor: M. W. Watson, Topeka, Kansas.
Glass makes a grand entrance—Doors should be more than just openings. They should be a better way of doing business. PPG doors are like that. They complement the inviting window wall look of modern commercial architecture.

PPG offers you three styles of entrances specially designed to fit into any type of architecture. There are PPG HERCULITE®, West and TUBELITE® doors—each with a smart, distinctive look, each with the rugged strength that is the trademark of Pittsburgh doormanship.

PITTOMATIC®. All Pittsburgh doors can be mat or handle operated by the PITTOMATIC automatic door opener—a simple, hydraulic, motor-driven unit. PITTOMATIC is easy to install, easy to maintain. Its instant response and smooth, gentle action make it the nation's number one buy in automatic door openers.

For complete information on Pittsburgh Doors, see Sweet's 16a, 16d or write for our Pittsburgh Door catalogs today. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Room 0206, 632 Fort Duquesne Blvd., Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.
Better Consider a CAT Natural GAS Engine!

strength and durability to run continuously under full load, indefinitely, without derating. Modern commerce and industry demand absolute dependability in their air conditioning. You can provide them dependability plus capacity and economy by specifying gas cooling with Caterpillar Natural Gas Power. For full technical details, call your local Gas Company, or write Industrial Engine Division, Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Ill. American Gas Association

FOR COOLING AND HEATING
...GAS IS GOOD BUSINESS!
If Air Conditioning Costs Seem High,

Now, gas can efficiently cool a skyscraper—a sprawling factory—a supermarket—or an office building—by converting gas into mechanical power with a Cat Natural Gas Engine!

Today, in many areas, gas provides the lowest cost of all power sources. With the combination of economical gas as a fuel, and the efficiency of Caterpillar Natural Gas Engines, your clients can take advantage of this low cost cooling system. Caterpillar's exclusive 10.5:1 compression ratio engines have been developed with economy in mind. Performance proves they can help your clients realize as much as 26% savings in fuel costs compared to other engines in their power range!

Proven by millions of working hours on the world's toughest jobs, Cat Natural Gas Engines have the
Let it sleet, let it ice, let it blow—
there are “summer sidewalks” in winter’s snow

In Madison, Wisconsin, with its average winter temperature of 21°F and snowfall of 39 inches, it takes a lot of manpower to keep sidewalks safe and clean in winter. At the new State Office Building in Madison, public interest required the efficient and prompt removal of snow and ice from the building’s 12-foot sidewalk.

The solution was simple—install a steel pipe snow melting system. Now, whatever the weather outside, the sidewalks are summer safe, free of ice and snow. And inside, lobby floors and corridors need no hour-to-hour cleanup of tracked-in dirt.

Snow melting and ice removal are only two of the many jobs which steel pipe can do better and more easily. Steel pipe has “built-in” strength and dimensional stability; it’s economical, easily bent and weldable. Because steel pipe offers more for less it is the most widely used tubular product in the world for heating and cooling, for refrigeration and ice making, for water, air and gas lines, for vent and drainage lines, and for fire sprinkler and electrical conduit systems.

STEEL PIPE IS FIRST CHOICE

- Low cost with durability
- Strength unexcelled for safety
- Formable—bends readily
- Weldable—easily, strongly
- Threads smoothly, cleanly
- Sound joints, welded or coupled
- Grades, finishes for all purposes
- Available everywhere from stock

Insist on Steel Pipe

STEEL PIPE PRODUCERS
150 East Forty-Second Street, New York 17, New York

For complete information—write for your copy of the 31-page booklet “Steel Pipe Snow Melting and Ice Removal Systems”.

COMMITTEE OF STEEL PIPE PRODUCERS

Easily formed and joined steel pipe, imbedded in concrete, circulates hot liquid that keeps the sidewalk summer-safe and clear of ice and snow.
The best ideas are more exciting in concrete.


Folded roof to glamour walls...
concrete adds new attraction to drive-in banking

Out of a need for drive-up tellers’ windows, as well as parking facilities, came this handsome banking center. Tulsa’s First National Autobank is a delightful example of the many ways concrete can combine structural practicality with good design.

Here, concrete plays a major decorative role in many different ways. You see everything from folded plate canopies over the parking arcade to walls and sunscreens in high-style masonry shapes. Drives are black concrete. Upper deck parking area is a hollow-core concrete deck.

Today’s architects find there is no ceiling on imagination when they design with modern concrete.
Beauty and Structure Become One Through Facing Tile. From the highlands of Peru springs a rich new sculpture, sophisticated and exotic. From the kilns of the United States come structural facing tile, beautiful, flexible, durable. Clay is parent to both; the medium of art and utility.

FACING TILE INSTITUTE
1520 18th St. N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
THE INSIDE STORY...

Why switches last longer with clamped pressure contact and Vacu-Break arc control

This BullDog Vacu-Break® Switch Head is the reason why Vacu-Break switches stay in action longer.

The unique Clampmatic® spring clamps the contact slug firmly between the line and load jaws ... provides a virtual bolt-tight connection! This clamped pressure contact prevents overheating while in the "on" position—and as the switch moves to "off," the spring speeds the break. Both features mean longer switch life and improved performance.

Equally important to longer switch life is the action of the Vacu-Break head. Arc chambers enclose the switching contacts. When contacts are broken under load, arcs are smothered quickly. Pitting and burning are cut to the absolute minimum, thereby minimizing maintenance.


Vacu-Break switch units with clamped pressure contacts are available in BullDog Safety Switches, Switchboards, Vacu-Break Power Panels and Bus plugs. They cost no more and give your customers the maximum in safety and performance. See your BullDog field engineer.

FOR SAFETY’S SAKE BUY VACU-BREAK
Aluminum ensures long service with virtually no maintenance. Moreover, aluminum alone could assume, through anodizing, the exact shade of color specified—lasting color that glows from deep within the metal itself.

Such integration with over-all urban planning is another factor your architect considers in sculpturing a modern corporate face. With the world’s largest fund of data on aluminum—the architect’s metal—Alcoa can contribute much to his early thinking. Call your nearest Alcoa sales office, or write: Aluminum Company of America, 1822-LL Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
report to architects:

Aimed at influential businessmen readers of November Fortune, the Alcoa advertisement opposite emphasizes the architect's vital role in San Francisco's burgeoning urban renewal program. The Crown Zellerbach Building is light, airy, sensitive in design. Its facade is knit together by a grid of Alcoa Aluminum mullions extruded from alloy 6063-T5. Anoclad 40 trim is used in certain important areas.

Buildings like this could exist only in architect's dreams before Alcoa helped pioneer development of the lightweight curtain wall. Right now, new construction techniques — equally startling for their time — are being dreamed for and around aluminum. As custodian of the world's largest fund of aluminum application data, Alcoa can offer you valuable technical assistance. Call your nearest Alcoa sales office, or write: Aluminum Company of America, 1822-LL Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

Crown Zellerbach's

Floating on 18 columns, two stories above a spacious plaza, the Crown Zellerbach Building brings the gift of light, air and space to crowded lower Market Street. Beautifully clad in Alcoa Aluminum and heat-resistant glass, it is a major contribution toward San Francisco's renaissance.

From a magnificent lobby, the tower soars skyward for 20 stories. The 18 perimeter columns ascend its full height, leaving all floors completely open and free.

Prominent verticals of Alcoa Aluminum defy costly corrosion even in this salty seaside air. Here again, Alcoa
Bolta-Floor

plays many beautiful roles

...on floors, walls and countertops. No matter where it is used, BOLTA-FLOOR homogeneous vinyl roll goods lend exquisite beauty, yet it saves on materials, installation and maintenance costs. BOLTA-FLOOR vinyl rolls match the styling, color and gauge of BOLTA-FLOOR tile in solids and striated marble patterns. Let BOLTA-FLOOR roll goods play an important role in your next production...a letter from you will bring samples and complete information.

THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
Building Materials Division • Akron, Ohio
In this large college dormitory each room has its individual window wall unit. The exterior divisions that separate these units, both horizontally and vertically, are masonry. Hope's field construction staff is installing the window walls complete, consisting of Hope's aluminum fixed windows, mullion, sills, projected windows (Hope's aluminum Series 110) and porcelain enameled insulated steel panels in the unglazed portions.

Anyone considering the use of aluminum windows and window walls will find the discussion of their special problems in Hope's publication No. 165 to be valuable and interesting. For a complete engineering catalog of aluminum window walls write for Hope's Catalog No. 167.
A new line of office furniture so compatible it serves the president or the secretary... appropriately and with equal ease.

The *4000 Line by ALL-STEEL EQUIPMENT INC.
Aurora, Illinois

Write today for your free catalog
Another FIRST for WILKINSON

Electrically Interlocked CHUTE DOORS

Electrical interlocking prevents the use of more than one intake door at the same time in multi-story buildings.

The advantages! First, it eliminates drafts when chute doors are opened—an important sanitary feature. Second, it prevents loading from two, three, or more floors at once—a decided safety feature.

This is another exclusive feature for Wilkinson Chutes . . . another reason for specifying Wilkinson.

See our catalog in Sweet's Architectural File.

WILKINSON CHUTES, INC.

519 East Tallmadge Ave., Akron 10, Ohio

For PEPSI-COLA...better offices by design with DORIC

Consider the enduring quality of clean, contemporary styling in the exciting new DORIC line which graces the offices of Pepsi-Cola's new world headquarters in New York City. Then send for our colorful new DORIC catalog to discover how beautifully the graceful line of DORIC can be used to enhance the appearance and working utility of your own offices. For a free copy, write to: Corry Jamestown Corporation, Department A-11, Corry, Pennsylvania. The American Institute of Decorators presented DORIC with a 1960 Award of Merit for design achievement.
problems is of prime importance

with Premoulded Membrane Vapor Seal!

NEW BOOKLET PLANNED TO BACK-UP YOUR PM* SPECIFICATION . . .

Too often the client or contractor may question the use of a specific product because they are not familiar with it or because a cheap substitute may be available. Recognizing this problem, we have prepared our Booklet No. 16 that presents in layman language the need for a true vapor seal and how PM meets this need. Order enough copies of Booklet No. 16 to give to a client if your vapor seal specification is ever questioned . . . it will answer all their questions.

FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION . . .

- DESIGN TECHNIQUES MANUAL: a technical manual that presents in architectural technology moisture movement, condensation problems and modern methods for controlling moisture and vapor movements.
- CATALOG No. 1660 . . . tells need for a true vapor seal and how PM meets this need. Provides application-data, product specifications and installation-information.

W. R. MEADOWS, INC.

Please send, without obligation, the following information . . .

☐ . . . copies of Booklet No. 16
☐ Catalog No. 1660  ☐ Design Techniques Manual.

Name ____________________________________________ Title ____________________
Firm ______________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City __________________________________________ State ____________________

Architectural Forum / November 1960
The effective function of a structure and almost all the products used within a structure is greatly dependent on the protection provided by a true vapor seal. This fact is even more prevalent in today's expertly and tightly constructed buildings...old structures permitted moisture to escape while buildings built today with the benefit of better design and construction techniques along with modern materials trap this moisture inside and the problems resulting from excessive moisture soon follow. Dampness, window condensation, paint and insulation failures, mildew, rust and rot are problems that can be eliminated if a true vapor seal is used to isolate the structure from the site, the source of 80% of moisture that enters the structure. Because of pride of design and pride of construction, architects, and builders will not permit the use of inferior materials above-grade...it is even more important that the best vapor seal is used below grade. Protect your structure, the products within, and your business reputation by specifying and using the best vapor seal available — PM!

OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF PM*...

- Waterproof and virtually vaporproof. Water-vapor transmission rating is only .0066 grains per hour per square foot. Compare this rating to other products offered as vapor seals.
- Strong enough to maintain water-vapor transmission rating even after being subjected to pouring of aggregate, trundling of wheelbarrows, and installation foot traffic. Will not rupture or tear under normal handling.
- "PM" may be installed directly over tamped grade or fill...does not require gravel or sand bed. Joints are sealed with Catalytic (Non-Setting) Bonding Asphalt. Provides a monolithic vapor seal that will expand and contract in direct ratio with the concrete under which it is placed without breaking bond.
- "PM" will effectively function for the lifetime of the structure...important, because a vapor seal must function permanently—it cannot be replaced at a later date.

COMPARE "PM" FEATURES WITH ANY OTHER VAPOR SEAL AVAILABLE...

OTHER SEALTIGHT PRODUCTS...

- "CORKTITE" Impermeable Perimeter Insulation
- "HYDROMAT" Asphalt Liners
- Elastameric Butyl Caulk
- Joint Sealing Compounds
- CM-60 Polysulfide Joint Sealer
- Sewer Joint Compounds and many-many others.
glass...a shade easier on the eyes
Highway office building
PENNVERNON® GRAYLITE® glare-reducing for workers in new Connecticut State

PENNVERNON GRAYLITE takes the glare out of sunlight, yet lets plenty of refreshing light come through the windows of the new Connecticut State Highway Department Building, Weathersfield, Connecticut. All elevations are glazed with PENNVERNON GRAYLITE “56” — PPG’s neutral gray, glare-reducing heavy sheet glass. Its neutral gray tint doesn’t change the hue of outdoor colors, doesn’t limit your choice of interior colors.

GRAYLITE has an unusually brilliant, unmarred fire finish — both sides. Because it is drawn under careful control, wave and distortion are negligible.

Talk over the distinct advantages of PENNVERNON GRAYLITE sheet glass with your PPG Architectural Representative, or see Sweet’s 7a/PI.

Contractor: Felix Buzzi & Son, Inc., Torrington, Conn.
PPG Products installed: PENNVERNON GRAYLITE “56”, Polished Plate Glass, HERCULITE® heat-tempered Glass Doors and Sidelites, Twinseal® insulating glass units, and Mirrors.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company

Paints • Glass • Chemicals • Fiber Glass
In Canada: Canadian Pittsburgh Industries Limited
Armstrong Classic Minaboard is an efficient acoustical material used especially for installation in exposed grid suspended ceilings. Rated Class A (Incombustible). Carries Underwriters' Label. It has a noise-reduction coefficient range of .65-.75. Classic Minaboard offers insulation value. Its C factor is .62 at 70°F. The Minaboard lay-in units are installed quickly in an exposed grid system which supports the panels on all four edges.

For further information and complete specifications, call your Armstrong Acoustical Contractor or your nearest Armstrong District Office. Or write to Armstrong Cork Company, 4211 Rooney Street, Lancaster, Pa.

Armstrong ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS
1860-1960 Beginning our second century of progress
How the special density and composition of this acoustical ceiling give design flexibility to a classroom


"We wanted to design a flexible lighting and acoustical system for a school mechanical drawing room. We chose Armstrong Classic Minaboard, an efficient and attractive acoustical lay-in unit designed for use in exposed grid systems.

The special density and composition of this ceiling give it advantages that low-density boards do not have. Classic Minaboard provides excellent resistance to sound transmission. To further control and break up the noise, we spaced Minaboard on the suspended grid system with boards tilted up every other four-foot module.

"We effected a flexible lighting system by spacing the fluorescent lights. The Minaboard grid allowed us complete freedom in setting up the classroom for any function."
HOODS IN NAPLES

The new Naples railway station is the first link of a vast clearance project (photo at right, below) that will eventually include a number of other transportation facilities and a 16-story office building. The station, which was designed by the architects of the Italian State Railways, contains the ideas of three private architectural groups. Among the ideas: that the station be put on two levels, with waiting rooms and ticket offices at street level and departure platforms below. Columns to support the two slabs rise as tree trunks from the lower level, branch out above to receive the triangulated system of reinforced concrete roof beams. Above the triangles are pyramidal skylights (photo at left, below) which local wags call "monks hats."

LOYALTY IN JAPAN

In Kyoto, at the heart of Japan's architectural traditions, Architect Kunio Maekawa has designed an appropriate civic center that manages also to be loyal to his own stylistic allegiances (Maekawa was trained by Le Corbusier) and to the functional demands of a three-theater hall. Maekawa's usual exposed concrete and brick style has been only somewhat softened by the building's gentle, upturned cornice (photo below). The problem of organizing the halls and ancillary meeting rooms was met by grouping them around a large central court and by connecting them with traditionally detailed passageways. The center's main lobby (photo at right) is already considered one of Kyoto's most imposing public rooms.
The argument that contemporary design is inimical to traditional Christian worship is not often heard in Switzerland, perhaps because of such forceful and enlightened church interiors as these three. The first, designed by Architect Ernest Brantschen for a church in an industrial section of St. Gallen, makes use of the drama of Christian worship. The square, static nave with its center aisle and symmetrical seating arrangement is roofed by a warped shell which swoops up at one corner to admit high light to the most important liturgical point of the church: the intersection of the choir and altar walls. Another forceful device is used by Architect Herman Bauer in a suburban church near Basel (2). Above a masonry wall as massive as Ronchamp floats an underlit roof that touches earth only at a few points. Architect Hans Guebelin has used art as well as light to make the attenuated apse of his little (60-seat) chapel in Nesselnbach (3) seem even longer and more significant than it is. The colored glass windows were designed by Hans Blaettner.
ALL SLIDING . . . ALL GLASS . . . ALL DOOR . . .

One sweeping, sparkling expanse of frameless glass—a wide, undistorted view—new bounties of light and air . . . .

These beautiful new Virginia sliding doors are truly all glass—genuine, polished plate Tempar-Glas® that has been fully heat-tempered for astounding strength and safety. Tempar-Glas® is 5-times stronger than ordinary glass, amazingly impact resistant and—whether against destructive wind or devastating child—infinitely safer. (In the very unlikely event that it should ever be broken, Tempar-Glas® merely crumbles into small, blunted, relatively harmless particles.)

Meticulously engineered in every detail, Virginia's frameless glass doors have been tested by the Housing Research Laboratory, University of Miami, and certified for compliance with the stringent specifications of the South Florida Building Code. These tests officially establish that Virginia sliding doors are well within required standards for air infiltration and water leakage in heavy wind, as well as highly resistant to the force of the wind itself.

They are ½” thick, and are made in a variety of panel combinations.

Other Virginia Tempar-Glas® Products include All-Glass Entrance Doors and Tempar-Glas® Spandrels. The Spandrels are available in no less than 22 standard, fire-fused colors—and are fully tempered.

For complete information on Tempar-Glas® Products, and availability of Tempar-Glas® for all uses, write to:

VIRGINIA GLASS PRODUCTS CORPORATION

*TEMPAR-GLAS: fully tempered safety glass/5-times stronger/5-times more impact resistant/true safety glass.
Prefab school

The standardized, prefabricated school, with its promise of decreased construction costs and tightened construction schedule, has appealed to many a school board. But success with this approach to school construction has been rare (orForum, Nov. '57), despite the seemingly logical assumption which underlies it. Indeed, many school boards have found, for one reason or another, that standardization of building design is seldom a guarantee of economy.

But the school board of Sussex, Wis., appears to have gained significant economies in its prefabricated Sussex grade school, just opened, which was built by Marshall Erdman & Associates, a Madison firm which has developed standardization and mass-production principles in the construction of houses (designed by Frank Lloyd Wright) and medical office buildings. Sussex is the fourth school of this type to be built. Its cost, $388,000—including site, building, and equipment—works out to about $14 per square foot; a conventional school on the same site would have cost an additional $150,000, according to the school board's estimate.

Erdman used Herbert Fritz as consulting architect for the Sussex school, but he believes that the entire responsibility for planning, manufacturing, and building must be lodged on a single producer. The Sussex school has a 350-pupil capacity: 11 classrooms, four offices, a library, kitchen, gymnasium (48 by 72 feet), rest rooms, storage rooms, and a 44 by 48 foot basement.

It is of frame construction, with panels made of two by fours, most of which are 10 feet high. (Gymnasium panels are 18 feet high.) Wall sections were manufactured in Erdman's plant, in Madison, then trucked to the site on six 36-foot semitrailers. They were raised in three workdays, and the entire building was enclosed within two weeks by a crew of eight men and a crane. The entire project, from the start of excavation to the completion of the gymnasium and kitchen, was completed in just over four months: May through September.

Erdman confines his standardization ideas to the small elementary school: "You cannot apply the same principles to large high schools or, for that matter, to large elementary schools. The school at Sussex is about as large as the principle will go."

Plastics in building

Once labeled a material for the future, plastics in building now account for over $500 million a year in such items as lighting fixtures, hardware roofing, and glazing materials. And a report recently issued by the Southwest Research Institute states that a far wider potential for plastics exists today, even within the framework of existing building codes.

Broader use of these materials is held back, the SwRI study says, by "a lack of understanding of the nature of plastics on the part of many building officials." The report points out that codes have been severely criticized for restricting the introduction of new materials, although not the codes but the officials are restrictive: "Even outmoded building codes provide a mechanism for the acceptance of alternate systems and materials." But before such acceptance mechanisms can be applied, "the building official must learn . . . to distinguish between plastics that look alike but differ widely in other important ways."

The real fear regarding plastics, of course, is fire. Indeed, many plastic building materials available today are combustible. What must be done regarding this, says the report, is to develop better understanding of plastics within the building industry so that the combustibility of a single material will not lead to the assumption that all plastics are hazardous. Insulating plastics, for example, might be used on fire-resistant constructions. The report recommends that plastics' fire-resistant potentialities be investigated: it is true that plastics, being organic materials, can be consumed by fire, but it is possible that some plastics, such as insulations, can protect steel and other heat-vulnerable materials so as to prevent collapse within the time limit prescribed by building-code regulations.

The preflexing technique

If full use could be made of their inherent strength qualities, high-strength steels would provide greater structural freedom to the building designer. Such steels would be used, for example, in the design of large, unobstructed areas in auditoriums, parking garages, and building lobbies.

At the Fritz Engineering Laboratory of Lehigh University, tests have been under way for the past six months of a European technique which makes use of the steel's greater strength. The technique is called preflexing; U.S. patents are held by Alpha & Co., of New York. In essence, the technique consists of encasing in high-quality concrete the tension flange of a steel girder (ASTM A-242 steel) after the girder has been temporarily loaded, i.e., preflexed, by means of jacks. The loading is applied in the same direction as subsequent design loads. This produces a pronounced deflection, introducing tensile stresses in the girder equal to those later produced by the design loads. The loading is maintained while the concrete is applied to the tension flange and until the concrete reaches its desired strength. Then the applied loads are removed and the girder tends to return to its original profile, forcing the concrete into compression.

The girder is shipped in this condition and the top slab concrete is poured at the job site. When actual design loads are applied, the compression in the concrete is reduced. The result is a much stiffer girder with appreciably reduced deflection.

Preflexing has been used in Europe for about nine years. The results of the Lehigh tests, now virtually complete, should clarify its future in the U.S.
The building goes up: first elements to go into place are the rigid end frames (1), which will contain the revolving doors for personnel access and egress. After the exhibition area is attached to the end frames and pressurized (2), the entrance and exit canopies are attached and inflated. The periphery of the structure is bordered by a steel pipe to which the skin is attached (3); sketch (bottom of opposite page) shows this detail. The building can be anchored to soil or concrete. With the exhibition area pressurized and the canopy inflated (4), workmen make the final attachment of canopy to the end frame. Pressurization is achieved with blowers (5); one of these pressurizes the inner skin, and the other, the outer skin. Outer skin inflation was based on providing resistance to a steady wind of 70 miles per hour and gust loadings to 90 miles per hour.

The portable building

The show and exhibit area within the building covers more than 19,000 square feet of the 22,000 square foot total. Roughly half of the exhibition area is theater space and link, and the other half a technical laboratory and lecture area. The building is 300 feet long, with a maximum width of 126 feet, and peak length of 53.6 feet. Its total weight, including all hardware—end frames, doors, pressurization system, et al.—is about 28 tons. The structural fabric itself accounts for only about 20 per cent of this—less than 6 tons. Completely packaged for shipment, the structure's volume reduces down to 5,000 cubic feet, which is approximately the size of a standard railroad box car.

The building's cost is $99,870—about $4.50 per square foot—plus $70,000 for the exhibits and about $25,000 for sitework at each site, excluding the cost of site preparation. (Site preparation costs can vary widely, from $20,000 to $40,000, depending upon the amount of work necessary to prepare the site, as well as local labor conditions.) The building will be carried on an earth foundation or a concrete slab, depending on the site.

The time required to erect the building is three to four days, based on field experience in Buffalo. Lundy estimates this to be 1/5 to 1/20th the time required to assemble the other building types he considered. The design permits the entire building envelope to be assembled on the ground and erected under competent supervision by 12 relatively untrained men without special scaffolding or handling equipment. Except for the attachment of the fabric to the end frames and door assemblies, all installation work is accomplished at ground level. The structure is self-erecting in less than 30 minutes from the time the inflation blowers are turned on. Indeed, the assembly and inflation of this structure will be a show in itself.

Container versus content

Many exhibit structures, in the view of Architect Lundy, set up a competition between themselves and the content of their exhibitions: "The building becomes the exhibit, calls attention to itself to such degree that the main message of content is obscured by the..."
Interior plan and elevation: the sketches (above) show the undulating interior partitioning system; partitions undulate both in plan and elevation. The interior is “like being under the heavens at dusk,” with dark blue lights shining against flat black, vinyl-coated nylon surfaces overhead. The building’s envelope is actually two plastic skins (top), separated by a 4-foot air space. Reactor is housed in a small air dome (below). Left, below: detail of the envelope-pipe attachment at the building’s periphery.
A great balloon for peaceful atoms

Technology

Architect Victor Lundy shapes an air-supported sculpture for the A.E.C.'s South American exhibit.

By David Allison

Several months ago, Architect Victor Lundy was commissioned by the Atomic Energy Commission to design an exhibition building which could be transported from city to city in South America. The exhibit, part of the U.S. Atoms-for-Peace program, would include a complete, movable laboratory, with technical facilities showing the peaceful atom at work in medicine, industry, agriculture, and power.

Lundy's chief responsibility was to satisfy the AEC's specifications for portability, safety, and low cost. But beyond this, he wanted, in his words, "to make a major break-through in exhibit structure design." The building on these pages, whose roof weight never exceeds 5 ounces per square foot, is Lundy's solution: an air-supported structure enclosing 22,000 square feet of space. Its South American tour begins this month: six weeks in Buenos Aires, beginning November 1, then to Rio de Janeiro in March, Lima in July, and Caracas next October.

This is the first application of air-support principles to a building of architectural pretension. During these next months of rugged use, Lundy's air building should prove whether or not it makes a major design breakthrough.

In his preliminary research, Lundy considered many other building types to house the Atoms-for-Peace exhibit: a large, clear-span tent structure, supported by aluminum beams; a wood dome with a plastic-sheet roof; a steel lamella roof, and various geodesic types. The portability requirement ruled out most of these: some would have required the transport of 100 tons of building components from one site to the next, others would have taken many days to build and dismantle. In March, Lundy concluded that the air-supported structure would solve his problem best.

In addition to its portability, structural efficiency, and ease of construction, to be described later, an air structure struck Lundy as a splendid example of U.S. technology: "I was convinced after visits to Brasilia and other South American cities, and out of my own knowledge of the high standards of design in contemporary South American architecture, that an antiseptic, 'safe,' rehashed solution would be a failure."

The structure

Lundy collaborated with Birdair Structures, Inc., of Buffalo, N. Y., the pioneer developer in the air-building field. In producing this structure, Birdair has introduced several structural concepts which had been conceived but not yet applied in air buildings as recently as a year ago (Forum, July '59).

For example, a conventional air-supported building is formed of a single membrane skin, held up by internal pressure. The new building, on the other hand, is made of two skins of vinyl-coated nylon, separated by a 4-foot air space (see sketch, p. 144). Independent pressure sources are provided for each: the inner skin is pressurized at 0.07 pounds per square inch above atmospheric, and the outer skin at 0.054 per square inch. The space between the inner and outer skins is separated into eight compartments (also shown in the sketch) so that if either skin should suffer damage, the relaxation of the damaged section would be confined to that single area. Moreover, the double skin offers increased occupant comfort. The 4-foot space between walls gives good insulation, rejecting solar energy that would otherwise require additional cooling equipment for the interior spaces.

Each end of the building is supported and sealed by a rigid end frame (photo p. 145) which contains built-in revolv-
ARCHITECTS: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (Gordon Bunshaft, in charge of design; David H. Hughes, in charge of coordination; Sherwood Smith, design assistant). CONSULTING ENGINEERS: Paul Weidlinger (structural); Jaros, Baum & Bolles (mechanical). GENERAL CONTRACTOR: George A. Fuller Co.

Corner shows the ends of the big Vierendeel trusses resting on a bronze-covered ball and socket joint atop a tapered pier. Canted walls around the plaza will screen the open ground floor from the street and will be thick enough to contain exit stairs and air-conditioning vents.

Sunken court was designed by sculptor Isamu Noguchi in abstract forms suggestive of the world and primal forces. Offices facing the court can be glimpsed in this photograph of the model.